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Gospel, they are ‘equally inspiring.

rémember reading in the Star, not, long
ago, an article on the‘ Decline of Piety

among Men of Culture,” written bya a Bates

The Morning Star,

Professor.

Whether or no the writer was

too modest in his statements, one needs
to listen to these earnest, gospel sermons,

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1879.

or note the zeal and faithfulness which
some of these teachers exhibit in the Sabbath-school and prayer-meetings of the
church, to be convinced that Greek and

MY FIRST HOME AND MY LAST.
Out of my first home, warm and bright,

1 passed to the cold world's lowering night :
From love more real than light or life,
To «doubts and jealousy, fears and strife;
111 hath it ended that well begun—
Into the shadow, out of the sun.

Latin have not crowded out all spiritual
life from the heads and hearts of these

Out of my last home, dark and cold,
1 shall pass to the city whose streets are gold:

church advertise a course of lectures
which are about to commence. As the
names on this list of speakers are those
of ministers of well known ability, we
predict an’ instructive and entertaining
course. Mrs. Hogbin, the Pine St. pastor's wife, whose name has been appended of late to some | graceful sketches. in
the Star, is one of the busiest of women.
She finds time not only to be a genial la-

men of culture.

The

From the silence that falls upon sin and pain,

To the deathless joy of the angel's strain;
Well shall be ended that ill begun—
Out of the shadow, into the sun.
/
:
—Exchange.

END CRF

TRL

i + Blessed, aro they that do, his com:
mandments that they may have right to
the tree of life,! In the past years it has:
with the view of arousing them ‘to con- been your, privilege
to do his commandsideration of the threatening : dangers of | meats in the line of active, service ; now
intemperance, that the Women’s Christian it Is your duty to do them in a cheerful
Temperance Union, of Lowell, has lately acceptance of his will, When he indi:

inaugurated a series of temperance meeg-

:

Pa
*ro-+e

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
CINCINNATI, OH10, Oct. 19.

The conductor woke us at early dawn,
as we were entering one of the gateways
of the Great West—the * Queen City."
Cincinnati does not impress the stranger
very favorably at first sight, If our opin-

ion bad bebsked the day following our
arrival, we should have said, unhesitatingly, that this was the dirtiest, dingiest,
most uncomfortable, soot-begrimed city

members

of the Pine St. F. B

dy as well as warker in ber parish

circle,

to attendto her domestic duties, but at
the same time to keep in daily practice
her linguistic accomplishments, which
comprise a list of six languages.

The college and Theo, school (Bates)

In this connection it: may. Aoki be unin:
teresting to call attentionanew to the Maan~

ual for Juvenile Temperance Bands,

pre-

cates that he needs your service in a dif
ferent direction, I, trust you will show
yourself #s ready to, leave the field as you
were to eater it at the Arsh.
oii
Iti is pleasant to our, brother to, be thus
remembered by friends, and we trust
many will be moved

to give

expression

to the sympathy they feel in their hearts.
Peculiar temptations
are likely to assail

pared by Rev. E. W. Porter, one of our pastors in Lowell. There is undoubtedly a

one situated as he is, and cheering, heart-

large and hopeful work to be done among

great value to him,

the children:

large, because

there are

many uninstiucted ; hopeful, because

in-

permanently shiping character. And in
doing this work the little manual will be
found to be exceedingly helpful.
Let us all stand up squarely for the
sanctity of the Lord's day, and remembering our Lord's own frequent saying,
«The Sabbath was made for man and
not man fur the Sabbath,” let us all strive
even more earnestly and persistently for
the sanctity of manhood.
RAYMOND.
OF PRAYER FOR YOUNG
International’ Convention

felt words of encouragement will be of

so

fluences set in operation in youth avail in

WEEK
‘ The

NO. 44

1879.

ET

the Collegeis the fortunate possessor of ings to be holden iu the various churches
thoroughly good: preachers, whatever on Sabbath afternoons, / It is devontly
may be said, besides, of their classic or sci- hoped that much: good may. result, from
entific scholarship. Both in the defense this movement inaugurated by the Chriss
of doctrine and the preaching of the pure tian women of a great city.

Ta
raps
BUTLER, D. D

Dover, N. Sars

od

during the.absence of its pastor, has been
of | Supplied by Bates Professors.
Profs.
Hayes, Howe, Stanley and Angel have

10 Wr, communications
AEC Whsmo,
somudtel.
designed for publication
I,

PRL

N. He, OCTOBER. 2,

and. women do not: adequately, realize. the,
hideousness and horror, of this terrible
'| vice of drunkenness ; and it, is largely

: Thego pulpit of the Main St. F\ B. church;

Proéwill' Baptist Printing
ag’ Bitablishment,

STAR, DOVER,

MEN.
of the

Young Men’s Chrisiian Associations, held
at Baltimore last May, representing one
thousand 'As¢ociations ‘with a membership of one hundred’ thousand, 'recommended the observaice of ‘the second

TANGIBLE

THANKSGIVING.

One of our good Western sisters writes
to Bro. Phillips :—
¢ The good Lord has signally prospered us

others have taken collections, A large number (with regret it is stated) have done nothing.
"Phe Treasurer has been able to make’ timely

The love of him whe eares only that, for
the manly virtue ‘of his sons; men should
remittances through the year; and in no instance’ has. the Treasury been overdrawn. rise up and call him blessed,~the Jove ‘of
a mother who can never be made to
The Treasurer’s annual report, Sept. 12, showed a surplus of mote thah seventy dollars with | lieve that there is.no hope for her prod‘which to commence’ the second year.
Compared with what, this Y. M. might do for

igal, and is confident that Home and her
own faithful heart must conquer
ay last,

ters were’ thoroughly aroused in the matter,
this ie a’ small ‘amount.’ But we’ trust time,

of that long-enduring,

so good a cause, if all our churches and minis-

all-embracing love of God, which sees in

ard of life among us as a people,
There has been some needless confusion the
past year on account of many sending money
elsewhere instead of to the Treasurer. ‘Hence
this word of
:

the drunkard and the profligate and the
harlot sone seed of better things, which,
growing and ripening, if not here, yet

' ‘SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS :
Let all Foreign Mission funds within this Y.
M., unless specifically designed otherwise than
to apply on Miss Crawford's salary, be sent to
the Y. M. Treasurer, W. L. Noyes, Lyndon
Center, Vt.

Let each church in the Y.

M.

co-

operate with its agent, and put its money
into his hands, which he will forward to the
Treasurer.

things to be thankful for, that this poor little X,
(the sum enclosed) seemed meager indeed, but
we want to offer it,as a thank offering,nevertheless.

those churches which are weak, and the lifting

first fruits of our increase. We have so many

And
as your coming

is one

great

cause

for thankfulness, and as your passage money
seems to be lacking, it would accord most with
our feelings
pose.”

to

have

It applied

for that pur-

. 1 FROM INDIA.
By ‘letters just received we learn that
the ‘health | of . Dr. Bacheler and family

was improving and that they were expect
ed to! return soon ' from the hills,’ Mrs.
Lawrence was ‘slowly recovering from
her’ severe attack of India

fever, but her

health ‘is still in'a'precarious condition.
Lord's’ day of November, and the week | The other members of ‘the Mission were
following, as a Season of thanksgiving in ‘usual health.
and of special prayer for God's’ blessing
CHURCH EXTENSION,
upon Young Men and upon the work ‘in
Every
one
who heard, or has carefully
their behalf. The World's Convention at
read,
the
very
able and timely address givGeneva, Switzerland (in which eleven

up of and enheartening
ready to die.
jealth

of those which are
'W. L. NOYES,

of Rev. J. Phillips.

We get the following

from

Bro. Phillips as

where varied scenery charms the behold-

er at every step, smooth and’ delightful
driveways—all of which are, perhaps, the
more enjoyable becanse

no

smoke

ever

places are opened in the city of Boston
where vile and poisonous liquors. flow

freely: and Lowell, with a population but
has

Medical lectures, preparatory to her work

about

400

We must not forget to mention the Tyler

however, the business is carried on

ille-

Fountain, which is a beautiful piece of
art and an ornament to the ¢ity, nor the

For there are certain safeguards

in: India.
]
CONSOLATION: IN AFFLICTION.
By the kindness of Dr. Phillips we are

to the law, with reference to the sale’ of

permitted to make some extracts from a

liquors on the Sabbath, and to minors
and habitual drunkards; but nobody is

letter recently gent him by an aged friend

scene. legalized dram shops; in most of which,

comesto mar the grandeur of the

Music Hall and Exposition, Building com-

bined, a grand structure and one that the
Cincinnatiang are justly proud

little in excess of 50,000,

Mrs. Phillips is living near the Sanitarium and Miss Nellie Phillips is attending

of,

The

Industrial Exposition that has been “held

gnlly!

simple enough to believe that these provisions of the law are heeded! Men who

there, for four weeks, and which closed will sink low enough to engage in’ the
on Saturday last, was a great success. business are almost certain to be below
From first to last; the: city has been. over- ‘the Tevelof the law-abiding, and do not
flowing with strangers, aud the benefit to scruple to violate any troublesome pro-

the city must be immense, The’ depres-

=

« How gladly would 1, if" I could, send
some message that would bring comfort
add good cheer. If I' may not do that, I
can ‘congratillate you that you lean with
so much

‘confidence

on the Father's arm,

which yon will ever find all’ sufficient’ to

vision of the very law which throws its comfort and sustain.

sion that reigned 80. many years has at’ sanctity’ “about them and their wretched
last been: lifted and business: is. rushing. busine§s! ' Hence, drunkenness runs riot
great cities reek with violence
Buildings are going up in all direetions, and
and prosperity may be seen on every and ofime!
It is probably trae that Christian men
hand. :
$0 Lutaer J. Hurp.
I

living at Oberlin, Mr. G. W. Marsh:

"ing. Indeed, I can see little enzouragement
in: my case at present. I can easily. see how
\ I might have been much worse off had I not
been here under medical treatment, but at

present T am a constant sufferer. - Mrs. Phillipsis now with ‘me constantly.”
May the prayersiof the church be inereasing
in behalf of our suffering brother, that he may

yet be enabled to do something in the needed
work of arousing and

stimulating our denom-

ination to vigorous,persistent,systematic efforts
for the successful prosecution of our India Mis=

that h

re is a

¢ needs be’ for all these afictions;

+ We may be assured

or we

should not be calledto |expérience them.
How wonderfully it sustains us to see in

them all the hand of a loving Father!

the divine aid and of Christian endeavor.
One year ogo this Y. M, pledged the salary
of Miss L. Crawford, the amount understood to

reading, and its literary merit.
Finally, at the reduced price, the paper
be $400. Some trembled and hesitated. Others said, “ It cah not be done,” 'A few were must have an increased circulation in orconfident of success (these were not all ruddy
der to be kept up to. its present standard.
youth) and pushed forward. No such amount
We
look to the brethren to respond to our
had ever been raised in the Y. M. in: one year,
hence doubts and fears were hot without some
generous offer. It isnot made in order
basis. Four of the six.Q. Ms. were pledged
that the Printing Establishment may make
to the enterprise, but not all unanimously. |
Two were not committed, but it was believed money, but that every Freewill Baptist
would join in the work, and they have done so. family may be enabled to have their deAn agent was appointed in each Q. M. to
Each present subhave the matter in charge, one of whom was al- nominational paper.
so made. general agent for the Y. M., and
scriber might get another, and thus enTreasurer.
Thus organized,the
work was faklarge'its field of usefulness. Take the
en in hand.
The first quarterly installment
was wisely provided for by a liberal collection paper to every Freewill Baptist who does
of more than one hundred dollars ut the '¥. M.
The agents have worked well and succeeded

under brighter skies and in a happier air,..

will restore the poor polluted
rightful place in the

not receive it; show

the

paper

and

the

one

soul to its

divine

family!

There is no faithlessness so utterly without:

excuse as disbelief in the complete victory
of God’s love.

And though we may

not

have sounded the lowest depths of human degradation,

| though.

even

in

eur

darkest and coldest day we may mever
have wholly lost sight of the: sun of our
souls, surely we, when we . recollect.

the:

hardness and slowness of our hearts, the:
empire of the world over our aspirations,
the imperfectness of our obedience, the
povertyof our hope, may well rejoice that:
neither death nor life can separate.us from»
the love of God which is in Jesus Christ
our Lord.— Charles Beard,
-0-0-b
>

we go to press: * For the past two or three
weeks, I seem to be losing rather than gain-

opened the present term with their usual
goodly numbers, . There seems to be no
sion.
we had ever visited—not even excepting
+-O-o-6
ore
lack anywhere in their management or
en
by
Rev.
O.
D.
Patch,ofCleveland,Ohio,
Pittsburg. The smoke from thousands of future prospects. If only their friends nations were represented by 250 delechimneys rises in black clouds above the would look upon them with more of a gates) made a similar recommendation, at the recent Anniversary of the Heme
NOT TO BE READ
housetops, so that the sun at times gives | feeling of ownership, of just pride and $0 that in all parts of the world this sea- Mission Society, must be ready to admit
UNLESS YOU WISH TO HELP.
‘that, while we have done no more than |" We have hitherto depended upon the
- but a pale somber light, while the soot ambition for their future possibilities, we’ son of prayer will be observed.
falls in gentle showers, smutting ' every- opine that the floating debt which has
The International Committee suggest. we ought to have done in other directions, pastors, and the more active friends of the
thing it touches. . It finds its way into been so long afloat, might be sunk, forev- ‘the following topics for meetings each| we have certainly done less thanwas desirable, less than we might, and, rthere- Star, to circulate it. We still depend
the open windows with every breath of
_| er out of sight, to the. bottom of the sea. day in the week :
fore, less than we ought to have done for upon-them: It will-be comparatively easy
wind, it penetrates the mouth and nos- The address on *‘ Church extension’ deNov, 9, Sunday.— Agreement iin Prayer Enour Home Mission interests. The figure for them to call the attention of their
trils—in short it is soot, soot everywhere;
couraged.
livered at the late Anniversaries, in R. I,
used in the address is fit and forcible. friends, acquaintances and parishes to it,
you can not escape it. One part of the was very good. Such special and enDaniel 2: 1728; Matt. 18: 19, 20.
Nov. 10, Monday.~~A moral Young Man
The church is the soil out of which every
city is as elean as another and no cleaner. thusiastic speeches are always inspiring.
and thus to put it into many families that
plant and tree that adorns Christian sociAfter a few days’ sojourn the city ap- Nobody can aim at two marks and hit Weighed and Found Wanting.
Mark
10:
17-22.
| ety must draw nourishment, If that soil do not iow have it.
pears to better advantage. Not that it anything, But the colleges and schools
Nov. 11, Tuesday.—The Son of a Godly FaThis is not a gratuitous service that we
be thin and poor,nothing can thrive on it.
is less dirty, but we are getting used to must all move right on all the same, or ther who went Astray.
If
it
be
rich
and
deep
and
mellow,
every
the dirt, like everybody else, and perhaps how will you fill the ‘‘thousana” new
ask.
It is the unvarying testimony, that
2 Chron. 32: 33; 85:1—13.
we may get so accusiomed to it as to pulpits? . Perhaps the churches would acNov. 12, Wednesday. —A Man Prospered IBe- seed cast upon it will quickly germinate
the more copies of the Star that go into a
and strike its roots down among the
like it. Cincinnati is unique in many re- cept of the services of a few of the sisters, yond Precedent but Unsatisfied. parish,
the better the results that appear
Beel. 2: 1-11; John 4: 13, 14.
sources of - life and strength. We need to
spects, and a place that one becomes at- whose quicker wits ofien serve them, in
in
respect
to Christian activity, religious
Nov. 18, Thursday,—The Secret of a Young
give especial attentionto what is said in
tached to quite. readily. The ‘* Queen an emergency, in the absence of all colMaun’s Success in Business,
intelligence,
attendance at the prayer
City” is a striking evidence of that wonthe address concerning the relative imGen, 39: 1-6, 22, 23.
lege training.
* decful growth which has signalized the
portance
of
city
work.
The
simple
fact
meetings,
contributions
for the support of
Nov. 14, Friday.—A Highly-favored Man
Now, I am reminded that ‘¢ a little bird
that one-fifth of the population of our worship, and a broader and deeper interadvance of civilization in the Central
and
his
Terrible
End.
told me” (if the Editor does not seriously
country now lives in the cities, and that
Matt. 10: 1—4; Luke'23: 3—6, 47, 48; Matt.
West. - The city is snugly situated in a object to so unreliable a source of icformaest ‘in’ all benevolent work. ‘Thus the
27:80;
Acts 1: 16-20.
the percentage. is likely to increase. rather
valley of about twelve miles, in circumfer- tion) that Bates Theo. school might have
pastors
are directly répaid in better than
Nov.
15,
Saturday.—Qpposite
Choices
of
than diminish for some time to come,
ence, with the Ohio River flowing majes- had the privilege, some years ago, of fitTwo Young Men.
;
es
gold
or’
greenbacks.
ought
to
excite
us
to
activity
in
this
ditically through its center; the. northern ting out with theological honors the first
Heb. 113 24-26; Gen, 18: 1018.7 1
rection.
The
#nnual
loss
to
our
denomiBy
helping
the Star, all of the benevohalf is occupied by Cincinnati, while on lady collegiate and divinity student, perThe Shei iee have issued a Circular nation by the removal of members from
lent enterprises of the denomination are
the south is ~ituated the cities of Coving- ‘haps, in the world, though if you choose
to Pastof$, asking their co-operation and the country to the cities where ‘we have
ton and Newport, the two latter being in to go back to Bible history, we can not
;requesting if practicable, a sermon to no churches at all is very great. The helped. Two new subscribers have, withKentucky, but all are connected by beau- say but that some of those distinguished
‘in a’few weeks, sent generous contributiful bridges, and appear to be one city., prophetesses night have sat, with their Young Men, on Sunday, Nov. 9, and such further loss by the failure of such persons
of the following week to unite with the churches we have, be- tions to each of our Missionary . Societies.
observance
pther,
It now contains a population of 350,000 brothers, at the feet of theologians in the
Last year the
They did not know their wants until they
cause those, churches are small and weak,
including adjacent towns. The city is “Schools of the Prophets.” But it seems as they. deem desirable.
8as0n Was generally observed; a large
Moreover,
generally level and regularly laid out. as if the world would be a long time
or inconveniently located, is by ne means read the appeals in the Star.
The business center has many lofty build- coming around to that state of affairs number, of sermons to Young Men were small. No amount of scolding about the the Printing Establishment has lately doings that would look very grand bul for again, ‘‘ Really, I have a great desire to preached ; ‘many. special services were lack of loyalty to the denomination will nated $1250 to the Education and the two
he com- Missionary Societies. The greater its inthe smoke. From the famed Suspension pursuea full theological course,” said a held, and. most encouraging reports of very much help the matter.
Bridge that spans the Ohio, one has 'a thoughtful young lady to a - Divinity Pro- ood results were received from ministers bined efforts of all the Free Baptists in
come the larger can be these donations.
. most delightful view of the valley. The fessor, the other day. * Oh, then I “am and Associations.
New England for five years could result
,
A
wide
field
of
usefulness
is
open
to
Furthermore, a better opportunity than
scenery here is truly grand; the fleet of afraid that you would be preaching! *
in planting on solid foundations a good
these organizations and each year their church of our denomination in the city of the present was never offered for the insteamers at the landing, Cincinnati on quickly responded the bigoted Professor.
the right, the two cities to the left, the As if that event would be such a dread- effort is more distinctively in the, direc- Boston, it is quite probable, to say the creased circulation of the Star: Not only
romantic hills surrounding and inclosing fal thing!, As long as there are some tion of: definite work: by young men for least, that it would prove to be the best can parties have it on trial three months
the whole, except being pierced by the women who must preach, for there are young: men.
investment they could make for the defor twenty-five cents, but for Two dollars,
beaatiful Ohio, that sweeps onward 125 many pulpits thus occupied to-day, and
nomination, even if they did nothing else
for Home Missions during the entire cash in hand, any person can have it a
feet below us—altogether form. a scene their occupants-are spoken of with some
MISSION WORK.
time. Much the same thing might proba- year, and by. subscribing at once, they
that is beautiful to behold but which must degree of pride, as I have recently notic:
CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.
bly be said of the West and Chicago, can have it till Jan. 1, 1881, for the same
be seen to be ‘appreciated. These suburban ed in a paper of no less pretensions than
REY, JEREMIAH PHILLIPS,
hills, of which we have spoken, 350 foet the Congregationalist, why, in the name
Qur esteemed . brother is now at the and in many States there are, on a small- sum ($2.00). There is actually no paper
high, are reached by incline-plane rail- of all that is concerned in the best inter- ¢ Sanitarium,” at Cleveland, Ohio, where er scale, opportunities and openings of of its grade offered at so low a figure.
ways or the more fatiguing process of ests of Christianity, are the doors of theo- he is receiving treatment for his diseases. like importance.
It is the purpose of the Managers to
At all events, it is plain that, if we declimbing. From their summits the whole logical seminaries shut in their faces?
His sufferings are much less than when
make a betler paper next year than they
city is seen, with its domes, its spires and
0-00-00
he arrived in this country. His physi- sire to save our own, to say nothing more,
have ever made before: to make it indiswe
must
give
more
earnest
heed
to
our
its smoke, lying at your feet, while the
cians are confident; that he will recover a
THE TEMPERANCE QUESTION,
work
in
the
fast
filling
cities,
East
and
Ohio is but a silver thread, with here and
pensable to every Freewill Baptist for the
very comfortable degree of health,though
Massachusetts, a great, and in many re, there steamboats, that appear in the dis:
an entire cure is,perhaps,too much to hope West.
amount of denominational matter that: it
tance like so many swans. The pictur- ‘spects noble; State, has'been base enough for at his age.
will contain, and to make it profitable to
The Vermont Yearly Meeting.
esque grandeur of these hills has been to license the sale of intoxicating liquors
Persons desiring photographs of himeverybody for its correspondence; its artiAS TO FOREIGN: MISSIONS,
the admiration of visitors from all paris for drinking purposes, and has thus self and wife can obtain them by addresscles on religious life and doctrine, its
of the world.
On’ these’ very hills that cloaked a nefarious business with the reTruly,
this
body
have
succeeded
well
the
past
ing him at the ¢* Cleveland Sanitarium,”
extend for miles and miles, there are ho- spectability of ‘the law. Under this odi- and enclosing forty cents in postage year and, like Jacob of old, oughtto celebrate Sunday-school notes, its secular and retheir success with appropriate recognition’ of
tels, public and ‘private gardens, parks, ous and wicked law, several thousand
ligious and educational news, its family
stamps or currency.

all-penetrating,

work, and the grace of God to elevate the stand-

Not all of our churches have shared in this
work the past year—nor in the blessipg. Many
have done nobly. In the year to come will not
every church and every member do something,
if but a little? Thus the work shall be done
easily, and the result be the strengthening of

this ‘year, and we are anxious to show our
thankfulness, by offering to the Lord from the

what faint acd insufficient
types are these:

JAPANESE

ART.

In many respects
‘we have much to-learm
from the Japanese; in none perhaps more
than in the production of metal articles

for common

and

ornamental.

wse.

‘The

Japanese are indeed admirable workers. in:
metals.
Copper, brass ;jand iron are
wrought in every part.of the eountry. The
Japanese swords, for example, have: heew
famous ever since the knowledge of themy
reached other lands. Besides their excel—
lent temper,the ornaments upon their hilts,

made of copper, silver or gold, with inlaid work of various metals, are nob
merely curiosities, but are not unfrequent—
ly works of high art. In alloying
snd col.
oring metals they certainly lead the world.

Exhibition

of IS73 their

bronze and lacquer work,
on stone and wood, their

At the Vienna

their earvings
mosaics; bas—

ket

work,

shell

work,

leather

werk

“and the like, weére more admired than
the similar products of any

-other people.

It is no wonder that a sort ‘of memie: has:
sprung up for representative productions
of Japanese workmanship, and that beth
in Europe and America choice specimens
have been sold for almost fabulous prices.
In no branch of workmanship do the Jap-anese stand higher than in that of brenze
working; and in the capital,
formerly
known as Jeddo, but now: called Tokio.

there are large establishments for the sale
of articles.

of this

class.

Some of these

. we should call ¢¢ harness stores,” using the

word harness to include not merely trappings for a steed, but arms and srwer for
the horsemen and the footmen. In anoth-er department of the same establishment, .
the frugal housekeeper will find all theutensils needed in the kitchen, white

hard:

by will be a department devoted to articles:
of an artistic or ornamental character.

great.

proportion

of

these

‘A

ornamental

bronzes are desigted for use’ in’ the Buddhist worship. There isan infinity of belis.
and gongs, elaborately ornamented ; vases,

c¢andelabras, altars for incense, tripods, statues and stautetties of ‘gods ‘and demigods,,
saints,and heroes; the sacred animals, saeh:
as the crane, the stork and the tortoise ;andi
notably,the Corean dog,holding im his paws:
a hollow revolving sphere.
Of more purelysecular articles there is am abundance.
There

are

cups, plates and platters with-

out end ; candlesticks, lamps and bronzes,
and what not !— Sunday Magazine.
&-b-O-b-b
0-44

'A'PIEOE OF SARCASM.
Young man, if you would succeed in life,
never hesitate in boldly expressing yownrself. If you say, *¢ I think,” ‘I guess,”
¢¢ as nearly as. I can remember,” or im. any
other. words give room for doubt im another’s mind, make sure he will make the
most of it and give you credit for knowing next to nothing of the matter treated
of. But though utterly ignorant, put en
a bold front

and talk loudly, and

you

will

make those equally ignorant with yourself’
look upon you as a marvel of erudition ;
and as for people who know more than

you, why, they will
presence at least.

keep quiet,

in your

What matters it if they

do mentally write yon
long as they keep their

down an ass,
Sor
‘opinion to them-

selves ? Bluster away.

If you

don’t de-

ceive anybody else, you may in tithe
vince yourself
of the vastness
of

attainments.— Boston

con—
your

Transcript.

NOT AT REST.
Why does the skeptic ever insist om
talking about a religion which he says is a
fable ? Why

does

the

stock-broker

ever

and unceasingly talk up a bad lot left en
his hands ? Why did the foes of our
Master refuse to be: satisfied, until rot only the victim of their hate was crucified
and buried, but a seal must be placed on
his grave, and a guard patrol the tomb
night after night 2 They could not hush
those mutterings of fear and remorse. .

There may not be a breath of wind, yes
there comes to the silent ship resting ‘ on

present low terms—only $2.00—and ask

the silent ocean a ground-swell that

feature
at the Q. M. sessions, thns informing

for a subscription.

rocks it. but not to repose.

Thus men try

the people upon the subject, and adding a new
and interesting feature to the meetings.’

tional and a Christian work : let us all be

to seal down their sins, and

lock

well.

The

work

has been made

Some of the churches

a prominent

have used the cards,

interested in it.

It is both a denomina-

| ulchre

that they can

their peace, but all in

the

ever
sep-

not farther disturb
vain.—

Presbyterian.

—
el

LH,

\

LJ

yo

$. S$. Bepartment,

truth of God i8 not inus.
ceived, helieving a lie.

Camsoiations.

We are de-

gin from this lesson,

Sabbath-School Lesson.--Nov. 9.
QURSTDONS
AND NOTES
Cor

Questions

BY

see

PROF.

Lesson

J.

A. HOWE.

. That Christ came

od when he cathe.into
The world.
II. That

the

Eternal Word

man like ourselves.

y

III. That we may have, through faith,
oneness of interest with the Father and
with the Son.

Papers.)

THE. PERFECT SAVIOUR.

1V, That through
with Christ, we
from all sin.

DAILY READINGS.
BE. The Word lncarnate. John 1: 1-14.
". , The Bight of the world. John 9: 1-12,
WI. Lifé in €hrist. John 15: 1-10.
"¥.. Bifé fiwChrist.

1 John 5:

oneness of feeling

may

Ry Emu

1-18.

The blood of Jesus Christ

338. Son eliunsoth us from all sini—1 John

cleansed

4 SH

a

MAMIE

A GOOD HINT.
Hints on household health are as plenty
as blackberries this season, and if one
does not know all about the sewerageand
ventilation and other hygienic machinery
of his house, it will

i

2 John 1:

become

V. That in many things we offénd all.

B. Newness.oflife.
Eph.2: 1-13.
B Alive unto God Rom, 6: 1-18.
& The perfect Saviour. 1John 1: 1-14.

GoLprN TEXT:

a

he

from no

+ popular attention to the subject.

1-10.

may properly

Notes and Hints.
This epistle was written in the old age
of thie: apestle, and addressed, it is'conjectured, to disciples beyond the 'Euphates, iv Parthia.

‘That which was from the beginning.”
"Fhis- sentence closes in the third verse
with the: words, ““we declare unto you.”
@bristis meant, who is declared to be

“from: the beginning;” that is, before he
was seen and heard on earth, he existed
withi- the Father.
Read John 1: 1.

lack of

One hint

be added to this body of

good advice—that an occasional overhauling be given to the cellars of Sundayschool rooms and churches. Even where
the building stands in a healthy neighborhood, and is well swept and aired

before

occupancy, it is sometimes permitted to
stand over a wretched hole, given up to
darkness and dampness, and decaying
wood,and even dead animals. If youdo not

want people to study the Biblein a whited
sepulchre—or what is still worse, a sepulchre that is not even whitewashed—see
to it that church-goers and children be not

«Whack:we have looked upon.” The rep-:| compelled to sit an hour or two over an
impure and unwholesowme crypt, contain:
press-emuliasis. ‘Our hands have hand- ing nobody knows what.—8S. S. Times.
Jed?” Joba had clasped the hand of Jesus,
——
and.leaned his head on the breast of Jesus.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NOTES. }
The: reality of the -inearnation John is
The Interior speaks of the cry against
here making plain. He shows that the
the
Sunday-school hooks of . to-day ‘dls
manifestation of the Word of life ‘‘was not
“fashionable; and generally ill-informed.”
etheninl and intangible, but was a revelaIt declares that our bookstores never betiomin the flesh.”
fore were
so rich as they now are in’
“Ward of life.” Christ is so called be- pure, attractive, and effective religious
eause he: gives eternal life to those who
books for the juveniles. The editor depfollow his teachings.
“The life was recates the exclusive use of papers in
manifested.” Christ is meant. John elseSunday-schools, keenly saying : “*‘Sundaywhere says, Te nd the Word was made
school papers are substituted, with never
flbsh; and dwelt among us.” “That eter- a thought that chaff is no better than
nal life.” John often “calls Christ by that trash.”
which characterizes the work of Christ, as
“the: hight,” ‘the Eternal Life.” So
Dr. Farrar, whose Life of Christ is the

etition:of this assertion is designed to ex-

Christ called himself “the Bread of Life,”

«the Water of Life,” “the Door,” “the
Vine,” ‘the Shepherd.” “God hath givem: tv us éternal life, and this life is in his

Son.”

1 Joho 5:

11-13.

“Was

with

the Father.” Christ was with God before
the incarnation.
“That ye also may have fellowship with
ms.”

That
is; that ye who have-pet-seen|

Christ as we have, may, by believing what

most interesting of all the biographies of
the Saviour, not long ago gave this testimony: “Of ail the little good that | have
been able to do my fellow-men, there is
‘nothing which gives me a satisfaction so
pure and unalloyed as the weekly bours 1
have spent among the little ones in the
Sunday-school.” Christ set a lesson for
all time when he sat a child in the midst

of his disciples.

we: declare, enter into sympathy with
ue. “Our fellowship is with the FaIt is said that in Minnesota a large conther: Those
who
become
one in
gregation of Quakers is losing ground and
. feeling: with the apostle, become also
dwindling in numbers. The fact is. acene in. feeling with the Father and the
counted for by one of its own members in
Som.
Bhe Greek word for fellowship
this way: “It is because of our failure to
denetes-partaking in common with another.
Believersin Christ partake of the very hold and interest our youth. The energy
mindiof
the Father and his Son. ‘4nd of other churches around us, exerted
through their Sabbath-schools, draws our
with
43s Son Jesus Christ.” The Son is
young people away in spite of all we can
distinguished in personality from the Fado.” It is ‘‘foreordained” that the church
then, is, in essence, one with the Father.
“That your joy may be full.” By their that cares the most for the children, will
be the successful church of the future.
believingin Jesus, and so entering into
fellowship with God. To be at one with’
At one of the boarding and dayschools
God' is ipy complete. “This then is the
message.” \ mesage not only ‘‘heard of of West Philadelphia, the S. S. Times
him,” bat. also sent by him. Instead of saye that the Indy principal, on Monday
morning, always calls up her scholars to
sof him," read ‘from hid:
ny message about God the Father fromy
Christ, | recite the sermon texts heard by them the
who was: “in the beginning with God,” is day before. As the pupils attend many
different churches, many texts are thus
«That God is light.” 'This is figurative brought out. One result of this plan is,

Janguage.. It means that God is perfectly
gpod. Light, bere, denotes all the perfectibes-of God. “Is mo darkness.” No
moral imperfection. “And walk tn dark-

mess. To have fellowship with God

fo-partake of the things of God.

is

Hence,

a8.be-is the Light, it is to partake of light.
To beim sin is to be separate from Gad,
is to.walk in darkness.
te walk
in the light, ashe is in the
Bgkis™ Not that we must be as perfect ag

God, but: thas we must have a perfect com* munity of interest

with

God.

soul dwells in the light of God.

Thus

the

*Fellow-

shep.one: with another.” All who are one
with. God are one with each other. If, by
fixed moral’ choice, we partake of the
that God loves, we are in ‘moral

‘sympathy
with all others who do the same.
““Cleansethus from all sin.” This is
said of the sin of Christians, and

refers

fo.the perfecting of their holiness; out of
imperfect holiness

they are to come

by

eherishing constant fellowship with Christ.
“The blood” of Jesus denotes his life laid
down for us.
That sacrifice “cleanseth” by the holy influences and motives
which it seeuresto us to: help overcome

sin. By faith pardon is gained ; after pardom,

sanctification is to be

gained;

how

thatis to be gained this verse shows.
Read Rev, 7: 14.
«We deceive ourselves.” John does not
u,” but “we,” including himself
Christians addresscd. We are
a

deceived ‘when we proclaim

ourselves

:
ims holiness: ‘If we confess our
sins.” It 'is taught us, by the Lord's

that every pupil desires to remember

of course, each scholar will have to go to
church. ‘The secular teachers, where they
are not cramped by hostile rules, if they
chose, could do a great deal towards encouraging the attendance of children upon
the charch.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS,
In 1870, there were in Germany 145
evangelical Sunday-schools, with 1,860

teachers, and 22.988 pupils.

Last year,

the schools

with 6 502

numbered

1,466,

teachers and 137,602 4 pupils.
India has

143,000

scholars

:
in’

Uaiversity

The London Mission Society has 590 and

the English Wesleyans 1,697 schools in
the South Sea Islands. ‘It is éstimated
that there are 12,000' mission schools in
the world, containing at least 400,000 pupils.
A missionary of the American Sundayschool Union in Kunsas, on a recent Sunday, held three meetings with as many
neighborhood schools, conducting the exercises in two of them in lorder’ to show

superintendents and teachers ¢ how to do
it.” He preached one sermon, and delivered three addresses. He writes: * The
schools were new, and 1 found the children had been left in great ignorance.
S.me of them, twelve or fifteen yearsold,
did not know the Ten Commandments,
the Lord’s Prayer, who mude the world,
nor the names of any of the books of tue
Bible. »

The First chureh
ed

to the letter, the prerogatives of faith to
the claims of organization. ; The position
then taken is pre-eminently sound, and
should be tenaciously asserted hy all lov-

ers of primitive Christianity.
and subordination ef

It involves

ordinances,

erdina-

tions, and organizations to faith and a
godly life. It gave the proper key-note
of reform which is the only logical antagonism te papal errors, and bondage
to form.
The history of the whole Baptist family
is richly studded by examples of this preference of the ‘* higher law,” to subjection
to tradition, usage, organization,

and

in-

own faith. One of their number, Conrad
Grebel, proceeded first to baptize John
then the latter baptized all the

rest, and the church was in working order. This church is always incunsistently quoted by those inconsistent Baptists,
who insist that succession is essential to

other

The German Baptists, called Dunkers,
At

braced the doctrine of believer's baptism ;

ers. From this beginning the whole denomination sprang.
In 1755, a body of sixty-one believers

in Leicestershire, England, became

tists in faith,

Bap-

One John Donisthorpe im-

mersed Mr. Kendrick, then Kendrick baptized the other sixty, including Donis-

which became the

mother of a large family of churches, be-

gan its mission work. Some at that
time suggested that they ought to go
abroad and seek an immersed person to
baptize them. But Crosby, one of the oldest and best Baptist historians, says : “The
greatest number and the ‘more Jjudieious,
looked upon all this as needless trouble,
and what proceeded from the old Popi-h
doctrine of right to administer sacraments
by an uninterrupted succession. They affirmed, therefore, and praciiced acordingly, that after a general
| baptism an unbaplized

corruption of
person might

Bible,

and

the

one

in

fourteen

churches

ing ready for church or Sunday school !

1sit because one can
time?

enter there after

Perhaps it would improve matters

if tne church or Sunday-schoul doors were
God | closed
sharply at the exact minhte of startog, with u big placard on the ouside :
awwwbe pardoned, and.0 be saved ndby * No hi aboard after the train has
==

we have sinned,

regards
ua snd. deals with
us 35 those who.
gruoe.
)

*His word

3 wot n us."

started
|

!"—4.8. Times,

a ad

of men

Lo

REV. JOB 0. TYLER.
Rev. Job C. Tyler,of Sasatn, N. “a
died Sept. 1st, 1879, ag
years and six months,

the king and explainbut

he

had

Tyler,

himself by the

whole matter

that

Currier,
also

he

had a

large

ures on the walls.

This

earthly
hu-

was

all

in

the

' I intended to

Rajah was so unusually
has completely filled my

ordi-

and is Jewish sand cerémonial—an
nance of ‘the Old Testament,

And Joha

the New.”

but

not

of

He

A.BTEVENS,

ary Society, $25,000 each,

with his new found brethren, he improved

also $5,000

found himself doing the work of a preacher. Then a sense of surprise and shame
came over him, because he had allowed
himself * to be so carried ‘away by zeal,

without knowledge,” as he called it, and

resolved

weeks he had a severe struggle. Almost
everything that occurred to him when
asleepor awake seemed to contain ‘the
voice of Christ, saying, ** Go preach my
gospel,” while he was saying, ** I can not

to

the (English) Baptist Missionary Society

go,my Lord!

rica.

sionary, in speaking of the lessening of
three

months,

says, ** Juunary,did better, but we would

ingp

still have had some anxieties if there had
not come to us from an aged friend,

before

on the solid rock of ** substance
form,” and

low

foreclosed

that

theory,

the

against

shal-

the

existence

of the

church, or validity of the ordinances, depends upon succession, ordination, or any
formal observance, wherever the Chris-

tian life exists, the right springs up sponof necessity,

taneonsly,

to put on and

use any and every form that properly belongs to it.
In1689, the first church in America

was orgatized

by Roger Williams.

was educated

for the law,

in‘turn

baptized

the others, ten in all,

eleven

banded themselves to-

"| gether us “The Christian Church of the

1833

he

who

was

ordaived,

and

towns of Ca-

naan,

he

will

benefit of it in eternity.
such

men in our

have

Have

loved

Zion?

other man around him.

some

we

.

For

no

years he

dwelling-house,

Surely,

preached
the

in

his

church

giving

own
him

about enough to pay for the trouble of
the time never has been when large gifts
were more needed than now in

our

preparing seats, &c. Though he was a very
industrious and
economical man, he

In-

dia mission, or when such large returns

were guaranteed for the expenditure of spent so much of his time attending fasuch gifts. It seems impossible that a nerals, visiting the sick and holding
man, even though he were worth a mill- meetings, that he had no chance to lay up

treasure
on earth,
s yet his Master gawe
him
enough
to
carry
him through life.
grand opportunities now existing in our
BY USL MN il MH, HILLS,
In his experience there was more evimission field, and not have his soul stirWe: are hopefully ooking for much red within him, to do somethifg towards dence of an overruling power than with
fruit from Mrs. Phillips’ schools for the car1ying the gospel to those hungry for ministers generally.
He was troubled
poor women and children of Midnapore. it—ready to receive it. The grand time with asthma, and would often be so preesTrue, it is now geed-time, but we will pa- seems coming on apace when a nation ed for breath up to the time of his aptiently wait’ for “the harvest. ‘Miss ‘Julia shall ke born in a day.
But for the pointment, that a stranger would think
Phillips, in speaking of ‘this phase of the grand ccnsummation, Arthingtons ‘must it impossible for him to preach, yet he
work in a late letter, says:
be relieve
d d in time, and preach,
become more plenty,
Where is our woul
** Mary [Mrs. J. L.’ Phillips] has ‘been Arthington? ‘Where is the aged brother pray and eing as though he never felt
very anxious to get ‘the Babus®* to help| ready to put £10,000
Then
right into our For- pain or trouble in breathing.
support the poor schools which she ‘is
the
pregent
returne
as
stran
as
it
e
gely
d
eign or Home Mission
work, and not
sturting, so we called on’ one ‘of ‘my old even care to have his name published P
hed, lef
Bubus. ‘He gave us rupees 10 (about $5)
§ dun goronsly sick person
has re‘We need some such men. Let us all

and

a list

of

thought, would

names

of

‘help.

others who, he

They ' were

the

alreadyin

cash

rupees

twelve more pledged.

23,

Taey

ion, could realize the great

need

go

will raise

to praying that

God

friends to this great work, whom
blessed with means, whose hearts
touch, that théy may be inclined
grand work for Christ.
While
praying for the thousands, let

most preminent men in the place. We
have culled on quite 8 number and have

and ten or

treat us

very politely, and only one has refused,

have seen his Royal Highness as ‘we saw
him. "He is, I should judge, about thirty-

and the'

—
when there was no known cause
oe ~ Elder Tyler's prayers.
And a

up

he has
he will
to do a
we are
us be

rushing of the Spirit through the place
has been felt, to the joy of the saints, and
the conviction of sinners, in answer to
his agonizing prayer, wlile he seemed to

be pleading with God (as it were face to

co

Bod

:

face) and could take no denial.

cupied

near his court room.

His

High

Mightiness is very durk, has a'cross eye;
his hair is cut very short, almost sand-pupered. 'Ishould think’ he ‘might be ‘five
feet eight or ten inches high, and weigh-

ing not less than two hundred and’ thirty
or forty pounds. He looked disgustingly
earihly, as he reclined on a mutirass cov-

S000
*4+0+

ered with white, ruffled around the edges.

Meeting,

to preach
and

was

by

the

Bro. Tyler's success

our.

* his word. is sid
given tv Indian geullemen,

sions and

and

saw

revivals,

ordained,

and

or in ser-

YueEig
against slavery, intemevery evil,

of his
| P®

He often spoke of dying as
as though
th had no terror for hie When asked

conver- death his health he

additions to the church, God

blessing his labors. = His last pastorate

was with the Tuscarora church, where |
he remained four, years. Since the close

of bis labors with this church, he ‘has
preached but litle. The burdens of 1abots and years were pressing upon him,
and for the last few years of his life, he
has taken but litle part in the church

In the beginning of the agitation on the

anti-slavery question, be

went

monizing, 48 in taking a common Bible.
truth and applying it at the right time
sad place, or to the right person. ‘He

ministry, he was pastor of several differ| ent, churches

from me.”

did not consist so

much in explaining Scripture

the discharge
time

them,

of the man and his wife.

recwas

Jesus Chuist.

the

warn

waked them, warned ard prayed for
them, and the result was the conversion

of the duties und Inbors of a minister of
During

“ Go and

As soonas he understood that the call
wenut now, he attended to it,

He wore simply the white muslin clothes

For the first few i minutes,

Lik

Quarterly

afterward

and at once entered upon

¥et he oould

not sleep. So he rose, knelt by bis bed
and prayed for the man.
Still the call

was baptized by Elder William Hunt and
united with the Burlington Flats Free
Baptist church, and svon became sn ac-

common to this country ; the lower. gar-

distance.

first thing in the morig.

living at the time of his conversion. "He

licensed

ita

duty to call on a neiglibor and warn him
to repent, but decided that it was not
proper to go then, but he would do so the

he

tive member in exhorting men to be
onciled
to God.
In due time he

Once, in

time of revival, at midnight, he felt

REV. AMOS WING.
Rov. Amos Wing died in Oneonta,
in a large brick ‘house, where also he N. Y,, June 29, aged 82 years.
He was\
holds his coutt. We bearded the lon ‘in born in Sarat
county, removed to
his den, going directly to the room he oc- Burlington when
a child, where he was

position:
was awkward enough, aud Mary
was primitive. « A layman, Ezekiel Halli- felt like taking herlenve, « We were soatman, first buptized Mr. Williams, then he ed at last, but 1 did Want to. draw my

and the

In

preached constantly in the

Orange, Grufton, Enfield and Hanhad given us no reason to expect so
over until laid by with old age. He was
large an offering, a check for ten thouthe leading instrament of Gud in revivals
sand dollars.
The fetter which sccompain other places, especially at East Andonied the gift referred to his observance of
ver,where the Lord used himto revive the
our efforts to reduce the debt and our succhurch and add numbers and strength to
cess in that direction, but asking us to expend this money, the savings of a lifetime, it. He was emphatically a home preacher
loved and respected by all,—his life was
in carrying on our work.” Surely, that
80 blameless, and he so social and
de.r old brother means to know that his
friendly with his Jarge acquaintance ‘that
money goes into the Lord's treasury,
he had more friends, probably, than any
where no dissatisfied heirs will quarrel
over it, and where

MRS. J. L, PHILLIPS' RAGGED
SOH60LS.

‘became

church and a State, on the basis of Separation and liberty. The method pursued

'T had no thought that I was

preaching when I was attending those
meetings and sinners were being convert
ed.” Two great things soon brought him
out of histrouble, a great woe if he did
not preach, and a great delightin preach.

But that is not all. Id his Teading editorial, the editor of the American Misprevious

to do so no more. This resolve

threw him inte darkness of mind, and for

and he now offers the American Missionary Association $15,000 if they will occupy new ground of his Selecting in Af

receipts for the

was earnest in his prayers and ex-

his gilt as he had opportunity, till he

Spilsbury wrote: “five years of age, and has lately ascended
his father’s throne. He lives in this city |

*¢ Shut up the ordinances in such a strait
and none can come by it, but through the
authority of Popedom of Rome.” So all
the leading Baptists planted themselves

-one! Years

hortations and often expressed his huppiness in shouts of joy. Finding no restraint

willing to put in the dollars and the pen&
and soperbegin a 'refand he not * point blank, 80 we are to see
Thomas Helwys also said: him again. Satdrday, we called on a Ries. It will be blessed at last to hear
© Master say,
‘You did what you
“ Succession is Antichrist's chief hold,
rajub, [native king] and I wish you could

baptize,P

and

united in a Freewill Baptist church in the

The American Missionary,
a pam.
phlet issued by the American Missionary
Association, for March, 1879, has an account of some magnificent’ giving Tor missions. This issue gives an account of the
very generous gifts of Robert Arthington, Esq, of Leeds, England.
It seems
Mr. Arthington has given the church Missionary Society and the London Mission-

only

a leader

sports

town.

BY REV. T.

In

rather

gan to preach in C. with. some success,
and Bro. T. identified himself with that
interes!, and was one of the first who

WHERE IS OUR ARTHINGTOX?

Dart

child, to

of age, when he yielded his heart and
life to God without reserve and united
with the Calyin Baptist church, About
this time, Rev. David Cross (F, B.). be-

tell you a good “deal about the zenuna
work, but the
large that he
sheet.”

was

time that he was about. Lwer

gaily-covered

see.

only

Rhoda

He leaves

amusements of the time, ‘and often felt
the Spirit of God reproving. | m, for his
wild and careless waysof life until the

punkba [suspend«d fan] over his head, a
straw mat oa the floor, and a few pict.
room that we could

an

among his associates in the

bye. Ithought, ifthat is oriental bliss,
may we be delivered from it all. I have

‘He

a daughter,

ed in his youth,

to his Highness,and then bade him good-

mun.

Mrs,

Bro. Tyler had only such an Slacation
as the common schools of Canaan afford-

4!1 Aroyal donation, wasn'tit®?
We
requested that our thanks ‘be conveyed

looking animal that pretended to be

with

who survives him.

mourn for him,

ordered one of the men to give us rupees

not, in a long time, seen 4 more

into a

death broke their happy and useful life.

In 1864, he married

Rajah,

was,

"rin

his family

sided there through life. He m
Miss
Julia Morse, Aug. 5, 1822, with whom
he lived untiliJuly 13th, 1868; when her

and to him we talked in English. = The
result of the

moved

1

when J. C. was four years of age, whe re-

to the Rajah through his

officér,one seated

the

He, ment was almost as thin as gauze, Mr,
an Burkholder first called. and inquired it
Asa rule, people are not half as fearful
; Prayer, as a daily duty, to’ seek forgive;
Independe
an
then
ministér,
Episcopal
nt
me:s
of sins. “Faithful.” To his prom- of being a mioute behind the staiting ‘ to obtain greater liberty of conscience,” we could see the king, Mary and I folig
foci redemptive work. “Just.” Right- “| tineof charch or Sunday-school services| migrated to America ; became a champi- lowed. We went to the door of the room
we “To Jorgive us.” Literally, “that a3 they are of being too late lor a railway on: of entire separation of church and where he sat, and spoke to him as politey forg ive as.” “All unrighteousness. ‘train. , How a man, or a woman, will fly State; aroused persecution; fled to the ly us possible, but he did not deign to return, the greeting. He motioned to some.
around to be in season for that next train,
his is washed away in the when
they want to take it! And how wilderness, with several associates; ‘em- of his attendants to give us chairs on the
os of sanctificati. on. Wecun not have. leisurely. the sume person will be in mak- traced Baptist ‘views; founded both a
verandah, which they didat a respectiul

and not beest, with Christ
hi
liar,” Because hhe al

crowd

ever found

/ to talk on the subject'of relig_godd man has fallen.
P. 8.

They must have dismiss-

time in Bengali

Ob

company, and then he immersed the oth- |

Lis life, and

ought to give at least rupees 100,asadonation, and’ then put his name down for a
monthly subscription. After speaking for a

existed. The whole of them contained
less than 3,000 members. Such was the
meager progress made in America by
Bapuists the tirst century of their existence.

Swartzersan, a considerable company em-

an unimmersed brother baptized one of the

colonies,

8 number of times during

for

not, so we had to commence.at the beginning. Our friend had said that the Rajah

Association. = These sixteen churches
comprehended, at that time, all the Baptists this side of New Jersey.” In all the

indeed, to such a chain!

better

ed what we wished of ‘him,

these reasons were not membersof the

link,

originated in the same way, in 1708.

the

A perfect

#ixn,

don, and New York.
. The churches
were all strenuous for the laying-on-ofhands, and were generally inclined to
those doctrinal sentiments which, in Eng- |
land, would have dene¢minated them General Baptists. At the same time there
were
the first churches in Newport,
Swansea, and Boston, which held decidedly
particular election, and which did not
practice the imposition of hands, and for

None of them had been baptized on their

re]

him

ed court so that all might see and hear.
We had expected
that a Babu, friendly to

mouth; now the first in Tiverton, the second
in Swansea, and those of Groton, New Lon-

current faith to that of personal obedience, rather than obedience by proxy.

It makes a carious

but

Warwick, North and South Kingston.

A body of believers reformed from the

valid baptism.

creed

to his
to

ered about us.

of Providence adopt-

other Colonies were

ferences of men. In 1525, a Baptist
church sprang up in Zurich, Switzerland.

Blanrock,

no

talk

him.

A

churches that grew up in that vicinity, in
the main, followed its example. An Association was. formed al an early date.
David Benedict (Baptist History, Vol. 1.
P. 507) describes a meeting of this Association in 1729, nearly one hundred years
after the organization of the first church.
* Thirteen churches were represented,
and the whole number of messengers was
thirty-two. The churches composing this
convention were theone in Providence, the
second in Newpoit, two in Smithfield,
aud one in each of the towns of Scituate,

the whole question of the spirituality of
the Christian system, the liberty of saints

mission| warrantabl
*P
y

examination.

in 17565.

ternal suceession.

ism, and a return to the apostolic ‘basis
that prefers substance to form, the spirit

schools, and 1,600 pupils who have pass-ormation.”
ed the Entrance

could

Congregational church embraced the
:
I
Existing Baptist churches sprang from faith of believers's baptism only ; Elkana
a double parentage, ‘polemical, | and spir- _Fulldr, a(layhan, immerfed thé pastor, .
itual.” Both in England and America, for then he baptized the lay-members, and
nearly a century, their chief attention was the church stood complete ; was duly recgiven'to doctrine, and sharp discussions ognized, joined the Philadelphia ‘Associas
prevailed upon the relations of Church tion; and the Minutes record, that * sevand State: the rights of private con- eral thriving daughters sprang from thst
science; the support of religion by taxa- charch.”
tion, and the sinfulness of prosecution for
While on this feature of Buptist ‘hisio:
conscience sake. ‘The Scriptural idea of ry, I will cite another instance illustrabeliever's baptism came naturally to tive of the * prerogatives of "faith," from
minds exercised on personal liberty and Sprague’s *‘Annals of the Baptist Pulpit :"
the sole authority of the Word of God in John Clark was a Methodist preacher
matters of faith and practice. © The great in Mlinois, and Mr. ‘Palbot also. ' Both of
awakening under the labors of White- them embraced Baptist views, and after a
field and the Wesleys, added spiritual long season of prayer and much reflection
power, a missionary spirit, zeal for the decided to baptize each other. For this
conversion of men, and an element of purpose they repaired to Fountain Creek,
Monroe County, related their experience
rapid growth to Baptist life.
Our historic period in England begins to the immense congregation assembled ;
about thirty years prior to the birth of went down into the water, when Talbot
the first Baptist church in America. John first immersed Clark, then the latter im:
Smyth led the reformation.
He was mersed the other, and both went on their
Mr. Clark traveled for
first an - Episcopal minister, then joined way rejoicing.
years
through
the
South-west, baptizing
the Independeat church in Amsterdam,
whither he fled from persecution. Inves- thousands and planting many churches,
tigation led him to reject infant baptism, in the very region where *¢ Land-mirkand the discussion that followed caused ers’ now ‘insist, that no baptism is valid
several others to accept the same fuith. unless performed by a person who can
They banded together, selected Thomas trace his baptism, in -‘regular succession,
Helwys to baptize Mr. Smyth, and then to the apostles. Such cases are so very
the latter baptized all the rest. This ac- numerous, that the whole Baptist family
tion was significant, and contains a lesson may claim the high credit of springmg diof ‘profound value. It was a well-direct- rectly out of the divine lite of believers,
ed, Scriptural, and radical blow at ritual- independent of organic agencies, or ex-

thorpe, and a church;

and

recite his or her pastor's text. To do that,

chair closer

J obliged to speak in Bek gali.
Gy
dl
4 of Wantighh our western abruptness

N. J., had a similar genesis,

BY-REV. ‘xo. H, BALL,D. D.bs

became

ory

of Providence.” ke

{as the “First Baptist de

f= {ances a
The First Baptist AW

BAPTIST HI
HISTORY.

forth from the Fa-

jy

|

would reply, 4 Ive
Bot most home, brother ; gotmw t home.”
‘hus he said to me the just time we, met.
He often expressed a wish to
bh when
his work "nis one4 and not be
rdea
to others,
8 desire wus ¥
he had no sickness, but was abled: his

| House, retired at night, and fell asleep as
usual, and’ that ig

wes

desth.

: quay went out the ife of one io
| bry
ith Gud" was mighty in | rayer
dot exhortation;
os
a good titizen,

fod Oni futher "and Christian’ ‘brother,
‘mach’ beloved; ‘and nos mourned, ' There

espoused

the | was a large congregation. av his. funeral.
cause of the slave, and when
0 slaves Sermon based on the text, *¢ A great man
Babome a is atitle were fleeing 10 a haven of liberty, he aid has falled this day in Isruel.”
what he could to help them.
The writer
N. Jone)
i

|

:

Vs

(THE. (MORNIN ©

FF

Ye

LY

D'SEX
| PronONRoi
TR

gue themselves
|, tasti ORITIOISING MINISTERS. Han
They did notso ch
hel
into the beliefof Christian truth, as thoy There will be- less of this for: a fow |
meditated
and contemplated and
' prayed
| about pretty much everything, than
UL
ER
Be
their way into it. They kept their eye ‘weeks to come than Shain was before the
hibit
4
vacation. , Absence and even1 death re- a Dont otas paver
“A LITTLE WHILE AND YE SHALL fixed steadily and with open gaze upon pind
does bo 0
detractors of goodd points in their |B
the object of faith, and thus were irre:
aig bao SBEPMBMuiion
1S
1
' Hence, at his’ funeral or while whe
sistibl ufiuenced by it. It isin vain to ‘heiends.
the
is awayon a
iey, one hears little scolded think you are telling
«KX Tittle while,” oh, words of tender meaning,
That fill our souls with longing and with joy, attempt to unsejite the faith of a man
That bid our thoughts rise upward, very gladly, who
has been tAughtby the Spirit
of God,
To that bright land where bliss has no alloy.

«A little while,” and then in that far country,
Diol darters Gotta hubd § ny

) akabi

All pain and sing ul ¢arthly
woe shal vanis
When wo ehold, with joy, the perfect day.

“And
{w this-all that we no more shall sorrow ;

and has the-dfrc
intmition of the spiritual discernment. His immediate
con-

sciousness of divine things

is too vivid,

too glowing, 100 overpowering
skeptic

to deal

with,

for the

What

success

would the argument of David Hume have

with a dying Christian? The

same: that

That we shall find no sin within the place} Berkley's argument
against the reality of
Ab; ol the promise jthrills with: new, sweet
matter would have with a man in the
vain 2 it
paroxysms of physical pain or physical
“A little while,” and we shall see his face.

pleasure,

* «A little while,” anid we Shall see his glory,
Who,

for

our

blood,

he

ransom,

shed
:

his

precious

s/n

of a pastor's failings. But we fear the

epidemic of fault-tinding = will return
again, It did the last year and the year

before.

8

{ ie

on

‘Rheumatism.
even
chy

if they choose to, ** find meet employ” for
their ** faculty” when the pastor is mentioned. People who are too busy in the
summer to mind anybody's business but
their own, have long

autumnal

evenings

verse ; you'll not got back in time.

try to get everything

commands to

) tire out all the

meaning

and to

* pray without ceasing; ” and you

I

gur
n

sins, though

scarlet, might be

|

FaleRly:

HT

very

And each soul findeth there its chief desire-Forin Christ’s likeness all are satisfied,

“A ttle while,» oh, true sweet words of comort

Fill thou our souls with Christ’s own living
THe
That 4A may wait with gladness, always know“A little while,” and we shall see his face,

-— Millie Colcord.

PROF, SHED ON POSITIVE BELIEF.
Rev. Dr. W. G. T. Shedd, of Union
Theological Seminary, New York City,
at the recent opening

of the

tolerable one, and to regard human |

life us a grand

institution,

gave a remarkably forcible address on
the ‘Obstacles and Rewards of Orthodoxy,” from which we make a few selections :
:

Men are unwilling to hold their attention close upon one and the same subject,
and analyze it into its. component . parts.

They crave novelty, and the excitement
of a new theme.
This is illustrated by
the history of preaching. There have
. been times when the preacher could dis' course Sabbath after Sabbath upon. the
same truth, and guide the minds of his
audience through a labyrinth as long as
thatof the Minotaur. John Howe discussed the doctrine of regeneration before the plain people of Torrington, in a
manner too comprehensive fo be attempted before an audience of the present day.
There mu-t have been something in the
mental development of that
generation,
»

and

sacred

possession.

But think what life is to the
myriads of our race; think

countless
what the

world is, and has been, as a whole.

Re-

member how in all ages the vast majority of men have been plagued by toil, by
care, by fear,

by

sordid

nury ; how

they have been crushed under the bloody
heels of tyrants who were bound to protect them, maimed and tortured, stultified and coerced, by the very priests who
‘were bound to enlighten and
emancipate
them ; how they have been decimated and
degraded by war, by famine, by disease,
by ignorance, by superstition; and who
can deny that, if this world be all, then
human life, taken as a whole, is the most
fatal of blunders, of curses the most ter-

struct us.”

“Oh, why

can’t our minister

leave those old ‘notes’ and stand out beside the pulpit and tulk'to us as Mr. C.
does!” “Mr, D. isn’t ‘smart’ enough
for this place, that is evident!”

‘If

we

could only shut Mr. E. up the moment he

finishes the services of the

Sabbath and

never see him till the next Sabbath,

no-

body would find fault with him.” ** How
I wish we could have a pastor | Our min-

ister scarcely ever calls.”

never do me any

'*‘ Mr, F. can

good,” remarked an irate

sister going out of praycr-meeting.

‘He

isn't spiritual.” ** We dismissed our pastor because his sermons were Biblical and
not much else,” said Deacon G. ‘We
ot rid of our minister because he was

orever lugging in Huxley, Tyndall and

the philosophers,” said Mr. H. Minrible?. . If the tragedy of human life. be all
isters are not perfect. Neither are wives
pregnant with no Divine purpose, if or husbands or parents, or.even children.
there were no better time coming, no
Iden age of righteousness and peace— They are not improved by detraction. ‘He
if, in short, we can no longer believe in who will parade the faults; of his pastor
the advent and reign of Christ, then sure- either has a false conception of the relaly every thoughtful spectator of this vast tion, or he is mean enough to do the same
for a member of his own family. If you
tragedy must say, ‘‘ It were better for can
‘not conscientiously classify your pasmen that they had never been born!”
as you cughi; as among your dearest
But if we believe in this ‘great 'prom-|“Ftor,
personal friends,
to stab whose reputation
ise, if we cherish this’ great hope, then
would
be
to
wound
yourself, then class
can we with patience wait for it. And
this is the very posture which our Lord him smong your enemies and fulfill the
Lord's command, ‘pray for him.—Canaenjoins. He would have us to be like dian
Independent.
servants who watch for the coming, of
40-0
+-@

their lord, that, when he comes, they may

open to him immediately.
He would
THE POWER OF SONG,
have us believe in, and look for, the adIn one of the hospitals of Edinburgh
vent of a better world, in which all the lay a wounded Scottish soldier. « The surthat has been lost out of that of their de- wrongs of time will be rectified, He | geons had done all they could for him.
scendants. Such preaching as that of ‘would have us sustain ourselves ander all
e had been told that he must die. He
Howe, was really popular.
Men under- the toils and sorrows Jf our individual
had a contempt for death, and prided
stood it, and liked it. As a literary phe- lot, and under the still heavier oppres- himselfon his fearlessness in facing it.
nomenon it finds a parallel in Grecian sions of the world’s lot, by looking forA rough and wicked life, with none but
civilization. There was once an audience ward to that end and purpose of the Lord evil associates, had blunted his sensibiliGod
Almighty
which
will
vindicate
all
in Athens that actually became enthusities and made profanity and scorn his secastic over the profound sentiment and the-ways-in-which-we have been-led, and ond nature.
To hear him speak one
solemn grandeur of “the. Prometheus all the painful discipline by which we, would have thought hé had no piously
Vinctus
; over the tranquil beauty and have been tried and purified, and refined. nurtured childhood to remember, and
austere finish of the (Edipus Columns. And whosoeyer holds fast this great hope that he had never looked upon religion
As one considers the species of drama for himself and for the world at large, Pe but to despise it. - But it was not so.
that now interests the audiences of Lon- is a true believer in the distinctive promA noble and gentle-hearted man came
don, and Paris, and New York, and com- i~e of the New Testament, viz., the sec- to see the dying soldier.
Ile addressed
pares it with the drama of Eschylus and ond advent of Christ, and may use with him with kind' inquiries, talked to him
Sophocles, he finds it difficult to ‘believe sincerity all the words and phrases in tenderly of the lite beyond death, and
The Expos- offered spiritual counsel. But the sick
that the intellectual development of the { which it has been expressed.—
:
:
:
nineteenth century is in all respects in lor.
man paid him. no attention or respect.
ER
fifi AE——
advance of that of the fourth and fifth
He bluntly told him that he did not want
centuries before the Advent.
any religious conversation.
DR. DWIGHT AND MR. DENNIE,
The dislike of precision is seen in he
¢ You will let me pray with you, will
An interesting anecdote is related of
attempt of that class of belles-lettrists
you not? ” said the man at length.
President
Dwight
of
Yale
College.
He
who meddle with ethics and divinity to
¢ No; I know how to die without the
separate religion from theology, “By was once traveling through New Jersey help of religion.” And he turned his {ace
and
stopped
to
spend
the
night
at
a
‘* religion,” they mean that Working of
to the wall.
i
the religious sentiment which is diston- stage-bouse, Mr. Dennie; a well-known
Further conversation could do no good,
literary
Benuleinan,
then
of
Philadelphia,
nected with tenets— the tenets of either
and the man did not attempt it. But he
natural or revealed theology ; and which happened to come at a later hour to find was not discouraged. = After a moment's
lodgings.
'
The
landlord
‘assured
him
is wompatible ‘with either
theism or
silence he began to sing the old hymn, so
atheism. ‘* Religion” in this sense is a that he had not an empty bed in the familiar and dear to every congregation
house,
and
that
all
his
beds
were
paired
dreamy emotion produced by the expres- with lodgers except one, occupied by the in Scotland :
sionsof material nature, such as is ex‘0 mother dear, Jerusalem,
¢* Show me to
pressed with exquisite’ art in Shelley's celebrated Dr. Dwight.
When shall 1 come to thee?”
writings, which are now becoming pop- his apartment,” exclaimed Dennie; * although 1 am a stranger to the Rev. DocHe had a pleasant voice, and the words
ular, after the long, continued, neglect
that has attended them from the
first. tor, perhaps I can arrange with. him for and melody were sweet and touching as
According to this definition, the atheistic my lodgings.” The landlord according- he sang them. Pretty soon’ the soldier
showed Mr, Dennie to the Doctor's turned his face again. But its hardened
Shelley falls under the epithet which Sal lyroom,
and there left him to introduce expression was all gone.
lust applies to the early ‘Romans, *‘ reThe Doctor, although in his
‘ Who taught you that? ” he asked,
ligiosissimi mortales;” Goethe is anoth- himself.
night gown, cap and slippers, and just when the hymn was done.
er apostle of religion with theology, and ready
to resign himself to sleep, politel
* My mother.”
the exaggerated estimate that is placed requested the stranger to be seated.
¢¢ So did mine. I learned it of her when
¥poa him by this class, must be explainDoctor was struck with the physiog- I was a child, and I used to: sing it with
ed rather by a moral motive, than a high The
nomy of his companion, unbent his ausliterary taste. They love his ethical in- tere brow, and commenced a ' general her.” And there were tears in the man’s
eyes.
:
difference . and license.
The pleasureto which ' the names’ of
The ice was thawed away. It was
seeking Faust is deeply ¢* religious?” after conversation,
Franklin, Ritténhouse, and easy to-talk with him now.
The words
this fashion. ‘When asked by the inno- aJashingion,
host of literary and distinguished char‘delice which he betrays, if he believes iny acters, for some time gave zest and inter- of Jesus entered in where the hymn bad
opened the door. Weeping, and with a
& God, he answers:
est, until Dr. Dwight chanced to mention
hungry heart, he listened to the Christhe name of Dennie. ‘“ Dennie, the edi- tian’s thoughts of death, and in his last
‘Who dares express him?
tor of the Portfolio,” says the Doctor in a

And who confess him,
Saying, I do believe?

rhapsody, ‘‘ is the Addison of the United
States—the Father of American BellesLettres. But sir,” continued he, ‘is it

Then call him what thou wilt,
.,

Joy! Heart! Love! God!
X have no name to give him;
“All comes, at last, to feeling,

not astonishing

Name is but sound and smoke

It is noteworthy that the leaders of
opinion. in the history of Christianity
have not been harassed by skeptical
by

mental

uncertainty.

The inspired leaders and. guides most
certdinly have not been. = St. Paul says:
4 I know ‘whom I have believed.”
St.
John affirms. ¢ We are of God; he that
knoweth God heareth us; hereby know
we the spirit of truth and

the

that a man of such gen-

spirit

of

error.” The immediate consciousness of
the prophets and apostles was so positive
as to be unassailable either by objections
or by doubts, And the same remark is
true, remembering the difference between
the inspired and the uninspired intellect,
of ‘the uninspired leaders and guides of
the: church. ' ‘ Athanasius «against the

never knew or saw him intoxicated.”
«¢ Sir,” says the Doctor, ¢ I have my
information from a particular friend ; I
am confident that I am right and you
Dennie now

ingeniously

changed

conversation to the clergy, naming

tors Abercombie

our

most.

and

Mason

distinguished

the

ing this, it is well to

as among

divines;

never-

theless he considered Dr. Dwight, President bf Yale college, the most learned
theologian, the first logician, and the
greatest poet that America has ever produced.

But,

sir,”

contined

look

sharply

guine is Dr. Pierce

vietion in the great Trinitarian.

Anselm’

Sir,”

never doubts concerning the first princi-

said, the

ples of natural eligion and ‘unquestion- | & rossly mistaken.

ably believes that

revealed religion
ny with reason.
divine truth, that
to answer the
son, and is consi

the cardinal truths

of

Doctor,

I am

‘you

uainted with Dr. Dwight,

“J

am

Dr.

Dwight,

speak !"
Jn.

! ars a4

‘missionaries who cuted

tho Tho
Vv

e

great

And.

whom

;

I,

too,”

exclaimed

ur to" ‘ am Mr. Dennie, of whom

you

you

!

Dennie,

spoke!"

Siiffice it to say, they shook hands, and
‘were extremely happy in each other's
acquaintance.
dil

will sleep calmly

and I know to

of

.

WORDS,

Skin,

Star,

it.

CLARK

died

The

till we

awake

reat sympathy for the needy,

She

‘had

and delighted

n helping them.
‘She
hore her sickness
with marked resignation, and was patient and
happy to the close of life. When asked if it
was growing lighter as she neared the shad:
owy vale of death, she:said, * I think it does.”
When asked what her greatest desire was,

stamp)

er, sweet be thy rest.

Deur

for

ber until her death,
During her sickness her
sufferings were intense, but amidst it all she
manifested much of that hope and cheerfulness
which
had always characterized, her,
life.
Some days before her death she became aware
of the coming event, "and made all needful
Dreparations for the same,
Jeaving as her
ying testimony, that she had no fears to depart. and be with Jesus.
‘She leavesa husband,
three children, and. a devoled mother, who,

with unyielding care and affection, watched
over her only duughter till she could do no
more, with a large-cirele of other relatives and
friends to mourn their loss.

E. G. EASTMAN.

died in Poland,

ing in her manners, possessed of a

deep and sincere
was prized both

love for her Saviour, she
in: her home and: in the

The evening of her

‘young

life

was

“light,” for though she had a husband and
infant daughteras’ well as ‘many pther near
friends to bind her to earthiyet she. cheerfully
bade them good-bye, committing them to the
care pf“ Him who doeth all things well,” and

wept up higher to join the loved on the other
shfre. Her work follows her.
L, W.G.
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MRS. SUSAN L. Woop died in Rockland,
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baptized with her companion, by Rev. E.
Knowlton, and united with the. Free Baptist
church in Rockland, in July of the same year,
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‘* Why do we say, in the Lord's Prayer, disgusts sensible people. Don't
what it is to doubt.
:
¢ who art in heaven,’ since God is every-' if you are a minister, you have a time set
‘One explanation of this is that these wheref” A little drummer-boy answered : apart expressly for that: if you are not,
men were intuitive in their perceptions. ¢¢ Because it's headquarters.”
no one will blame you for omitting that

of
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above, Converted in early life, she with many
others was baptized by Elder William Hunt,
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of duty to God, to the church, and to the
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and friend ; unfaltering in her zeal for the extension:of the Redeemer’s kingdom; sympathetic in her feelings for the poor and the
distressed, she honorably accomplished her mission on earth before laying down to her rest in
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are wrong.”
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HE above is the title of an Essay delivered before the Iowa Yearly Meeting upon the issues
between Free Baptists and other Denominations.
The Conference voted to request its
publication.
It has been done at the Morning Star Office, and-is
being read with interest among
our people in
Iowa, for whom, chiefly, the work
was prepared.
But it deserves to be more generally read, and I
hereby call attention to it, and urge the purchase
and Fading by any and all interested in
the subpS
scussed. © The Issues between Baptists and
edobaptists, and between Liberal and Unliber‘al Baptists are Seat} and pL put.
ADDRNSS (REV.
O. E.'BAKER, WATERLOO,
Iowa,
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6. F. MOSHER, Editor.
Aa All communications designed
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qu business, remittances of money,
addressed to the Publisher, Dover,

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
" Tthas long been apparent that the old
Puritan Sunday has gone from our counry mever to return. The tendency of the
times has, for some years, been manifest4y and strongly towards a greater free-

dom f¥om restraint in respect to the observance of the day. There has been
among professed Christians a growing
laxity of practice, resulting from a lowering of the tome of piety among them;
from the so-called liberalizing of religions
ideas, which

has

prevailed

extensively;

travel on

the part of American Christians;

from the

influx of foreign population into our country, bringing with them European ideas
and institutions; and from a rampant infidelity that has sought to break down all
barriers and destroy all moral restraints.
"American tolerance has permitted these
‘influences to work unrestrained, until, in
many parts of our country, they have
honey-combed the foundations of public
sentiment on this and other important
questions.
Christian men and philanthropists have

at length been aroused from their apathy
by the boisterous clamor of noisy demagogues, and are beginning to bestir themselves. - Much has already been done in
some Western cities, where foreign influences are vastly more powerfal than ‘in
New England, much as a beginning, and
only as such. The question is coming
every year more prominently before us,
What kind of a Sunday shall we have?
And it will continue to present itself until
it is finally answered.
The best thinkers and truest Christians
in our land are grappling with whatever
difficuities there may be in the practical
Solution of the questions at issue. The
Sabbath Convention held in Boston last
week was an out-come of this awakening
of public sentiment. It was largely attended,and very fairly represented the in-

telligence, piety and good sense of the
New England churches. The programme
was earefully arranged and covered almost all possible phases of the Sunday
Question.

- The

Convention

sub-'

was

called

They were Confucius, Mahomet, Buddah,
and Jesus, Confucius taught the Chi-

calling of such’ meeting, and that their
piety is of such a type as to prompt

them

nese,

to heartily respond ‘to the

Prof.

but

the

religion

which

he taught

ject. It would be a good thing if some of was not adapred to the race. Mahomet
them could be put into extensive circula- was a grand torch of infinite service, but
tion among the masses of laboring people
who are‘under strong temptation to use

the Sabbath for what they call rest and

for publication
and all letters
&¢., should be
N. H.

from the intluences of foreign

into a volume,

PN, OU

recreation,

:

The whole question needs a thorough’
investigation from

a Christian

point, - Men need to

be

taught

standthe true

uses of the Sabbath and its relations to
human health, happiness and spiritual
culture. The desecration of the day by
popular excursions, by Sunday evening
concerts, by elaborate funeral parades
with music and pompous ceremonies, and
in many other ways too common, needs to
be rebuked and discountenanced. Too
often professed Christians,
and
even
churches and other religious associations,
have openly countenanced these things.
It is quite time that the church washed
her hands clean from any stain of this
kind, and that she should require of her
members such a regard for the sanctity of
the day as Shall save her from open scandal on their account.
The Sabbath is a day of rest and a day

of worship aswell. Men must be taught
that the truest rest is found in a wholesome
admixture of genuine worship with the
enjoyments of the day. He rests most
who worships best,and admiration of nat-

ure even in her loveliest and sublimest
phases is not worship. We. are heartily
glad to notice the increasing interest in
regard to this important matter, and most
earnestly hope that it ‘may steadily increase uatil the American Sabbath shall
-O--&

A NEED OF THE HOUR.
It is of tbe highest importance that our
educational interests be just now carefully looked after. We hope that an interest was awakened in the work, and its
needs put in a clearer light, at the recent
Anniversary of the Education Society.
As President Cheney said in his address,

“In a few years five hundred Freewill
Baptist pulpits will be vacant. Who will
fill them if the colleges of the denomination are not sustained ?”

He

referred, of

course,to the natural loss by death from the
ranks of the clergymen and to the popular demands for a cultured as well as

spiritual ministry.

:gelical churches of Massachusetts, affirm tbe fore-

year.

by

hesitate to avow their faith in him. It
may be remarked that a meeting of like
character is regularly held in connection
with the annual session of the British
Association.

Jesus and the Lord Buddah standing side
side in heaven.

her, both smiled

she
the
er,
the

Both

upon

each

smiled

upon

other;

but,

said the crest of the Lord Jesus was
higher. That dream, said the speakI believe will be realized. I believe
time will come when humanity will

Papers prepared with great ability and
‘thoroughness were read by many eminent
clergymen of different denominations.
We eite some of the topics treated of by
them: ‘The Sabbath in the Old Testameat, its Grounds, Method and Influence,” by Rev. Dr. Armitage, of New

better

endowed

theological training elsewhere—a course
that is not calculated to confirm

them

in

Freewill Baptist doctrine or increase their
loyaltyto the denomination. "Is it wise
to go on in that way? If we donot pro-

and

others.

Arrangements

were

made for holding a similar meeting
Nota few-eminent and

tic scientists are humble,

next

enthusias-

devout

fullow-

ers of the Lord Jesus Christ, and do not

——THE Pope evidently understands that

So then the Lord Jesus Christ is, is he
not, only the author of one of the, religions of the world, by means of which men
can be saved!
Then is he only a little
superior to Buddah, regarded as the superior of the authors of other religions, and
on terms of loving fellowship with him!
Then by some process of reasoning, or
otherwise, is the race coming to elect

Lord Jesus and his religion!

Now

the

there

are, doubtless, those who regard such no-

tions as these not only as sober sense, but
also as the advanced thought of the age.
But to us they are strangely in contrast
with the teachings of that old book known
as the Word of God, which the world, we

do not believe, has yet outgrown. In it
we find expressed such sentiments as
these, ¢* Neither is there salvation in any
other; for there is none othe? name under heaven given among men, whereby we

must be saved.” ‘ One Lord, one faith
and one baptism.” ‘ For there is one
God, and one Mediator between

God

and

men, the man Christ Jesus who gave himself a ransom for all.” ¢¢ And hath given him a name which is above every
name.” ‘ Repent and be baptized every
one of you in the name of Jesus Christ
for the remission of sins.” Now we may
be behind the times and fogyish, but we
greatly prefer the old teaching to the
new.
o-oo
*>4

CURRENT

TOPICS.

Too much attention can not be given

enough that after giving good evidence of
a change of heart they be soon gathered
into the church. They need continu

and

ton,

as light comes into * the Eternal City,”
his power there must wane. He complains bitterly at the establishment of
Protestant schools, in which much that he
calls heresy is taught, and has appointed
a commission of eminent. men w devise
ways and means of counteracting the influence of these schools, It is proposed

Jesus as the great leader of the race.
The unity of the race; the brotherhood of
man was the key note of the religion of
Jesus. Christianity, as a historic religion, stood or fell upon the unity of man.

an inside page.

seminaries at great odds. The result
is that many of our young men seek their

Rice, of Middleton, McCloskie, of Prince-

elect, if that word may be used, the Lord

to the care of those who profess conversion

pete with the older

exer-

future of the girl. The girl, to comfort
her mother, told her a dream which she
had. She dreamed that she saw the Lord

was dying, and her mother wept for the

in revivals of religion. It is not even

on the basis of the following ‘¢ Statement "work. The policy of the denomination | ‘and faithful spiritual. instruction. They
has seemed to be, judging from any sys- should be looked after with the same care
«of Principles :"!
:
tem of giving which it has adopted, that and pains-taking that the wise shepherd
First—We hold the Sabbath or Weekly Rest
this work deserves only a fraction of the practices towards the lambs of his flock.
Day as founded by the Creator in the constitution
«0f man, as embodied in the fourth commandment
They are exposed to hurtful influences;
«of the
logue, as recognized and confirmed by money that our people contribute for beour Lord Jesus Christ, and as Ieapnearing with
nevolent purposes. If we keep up a har- they are at the mercy of ravenous beasts ;
-new spiritual significance in the Lord’s Day of the
«Christian Charch.
monious development of the intellect and they are liable to slip and fall out by the
We aim to promote among Christians the sense
the spirit, without which the ministry in way, and the skillful pastor will prove
«of its divine authority, and the more eonscientious
observance of it against the infloences which now
these days will succeed but poorly, we himself what the title indicates, a true
prevail fo secularize it.
a Second—While the State can not and should not
need to proceed on a different principle shepherd, watching over them, giving
«enforce or interfere with the religious observance
of the Sabbath, yet the weekly rest day exists also
from that of always giving the smallest them instruction and encouragement as
28 a cavil institution, maintained by law and cussum for educafion, in comparison with they may need.
om trom the beginning of our history, and vitally
In the church they
elated to the well-being of individuais and of soour other benevolent work.
should find fathers and mothers by whose
ciety, and to the stability of our free institutions.
We aim to promote among our fellow-eitizens of
Our theological schools particularly friendly and helpful counsel they may be
all classes such a true understanding of its value
10 themselves, to their families, and to the State,
need endowment at the present time. wisely directed, and saved from many an
a8 wil lead th>m to resist whatever tends to deFor want of it they are placed in the most unpleasant and hurtful experience. Every
Prive themof it, and to sustain the just laws which
protect their right wo it.
trying positions and are oblged to com- pastor should have some systematic methWe, therefore, as representatives of the Evangoing principles, and pledge ourselves more faithully to teach and observe the religious Sabbath,
-and more watehfully and sirehuously 1 maintain
4gaiust
all encroachments the civil
Sabbath, as a
Principal cause of the intelligence, freedom, security and happiness of our beloved Commonwealth.

the

his filth was not universal.
Buddah
came nearer to the truth. Buddhism and
Christianity were alike in their Togard for
the whole human race. A Buddah girl
who had been converted to Christianity

especially
- enforces and illustrates this
need in the address which we
print on
others do, the apparent discrimination
that is made against our Educational

call.

conducted

cises, which were participated in by Profs.
Martin, of New York, Eaton, of Brooklyn,

Rev. C. A. Bickford
He deplores, as many

Wilson, of Toronto,

od of providing for this care of young
converts that the loss by wastage
least possible.

be

the

——WE alluded last week to the charges
of plagiarism brought against Dr. Lorimer, because of the similarity between a
sermon recently preached by him and one
by Rev. Dr. Joseph Parker, of London.

to establish and

amply sustain a large

number of schools under Papal supervision, and ro look more carefully than heretofore into the character and qualifications
of teachers employed. The Pope has

himself given a hundred thousand francs
out of his own purse for the

maintenance

the Register, len cents, with (wo cents additional for postage, when sent by mail.

how many of them we lose, they would
only wonder that our rule did not make a
greater distinction.
lon

A cheaper book, considering the amount
of important information it contains, is not

sent at once.

are

undermining

popery.

the

foundations

of

Tage twelfth annual

Young Men's Christian Associations
New Hampshire was held
and

closing

volve an outlay of money which she

is

poorly able to make, and many friends
have volunteered to solicit, in her behalf,
contributions to aid her in the work she has
undertaken. Mrs.Ingersoll, of Washington, after having vainly attempted to dissuade her from going on with the prosecutions, says, * I am awed by the majesty
of her grief. I'am silenced by the greatness of her resolution.” It is but just to
say, that several of the lawyers who assisted her at the former trial, refused any
compensation beyond their expenses, and
one, at least, declined taking even that.

Mrs. Chisholm's address is Mrs. E. M. S.
Chisholm, First Controller's Office, Treasury Department, Washington, D. C., and
money sent to her, at that place, will be
gratefully accepted and carefully used for
the purpose designated.
——A GOOD point is made in the last
number of Zion's Herald, when the writer,
after speaking of the changes in the location of city populations, by which churches

are often compelled to move

in order to

sustain themselves, asks whether it would
not be as well to hold the old ground and

there do missionary work among

the in-

=

of

at Rochester

last week, beginning on Thursday
ing

Benominational Hebos,

convention of the

on Sunday

even-

I am authorized by the Foreign Mis.

évening.

sion Board to make a special appeal to
the people for funds to meet the extra ex-

The attendance was not so large as has
been usual, but the sessions were inter-

pense of the return to this country, of our
missionaries, Rev. J. Phillips and wife,

esting and profitable to those present. An
interesting programme was prepared,

After years of devoted and most success-

and the various topics were well present-

ful labor abroad,.they come back to us

ed.
Prominent among those present
from other States were Messrs. Ingersoll,
of Ohio, Lawrence and
Mass., and Dillingham,

Mr.

Folger,

of Concord,

the State Association, and

Mr.

Jackson,

from service abandoned only because of
physical disabilities.
:
With appropriations of last year. still
unpaid, the Board have no ability to pro-

Remington, of
of Conn#scticut,

Secretary
his

of

vide

Assistant,

the well-known

singer,

of the State, a deeper interestin the

gen-

eral and special work it represents.
NEW

SUBSCRIBERS.

¢ Star”

subscripmonths

ed five days.

on

BRIEF

teries or of obscene literature.

de-

Im this con-

test, at least; Mr, Ingersoll is defeated.
The brief appeal of the Foreign Mission
Secretary merits, as it will doubtless receive,

a quick and generous response.

If it be a re-

proach to a man not to pay his grocer, how
much graver is the neglect to pay a Christian
toiler his dues.
:

and

must

and thus deprived of education;
they are,

“ Finer wom en than any artistjs painting,
can be seen on Washington

street

or

nevertheless, full of energy and

Broad-

way any fair day,” says the Golden Rule; and
ugly ones,

too, it might

have

The fact is, life is the place to study
in

brethren,

what they are doing. Their Conference
rs about 6,000 members, most of
whom are to be found in the eastern part
of the State. Some of the churches are
nearly 200 miles apart, but they are generally represented, both by letter and
delegates, at the annual session.
They have not been united with the
main body of Freewill Baptists, but are in
full sympatby with us on all essential
points of doctrine. Being formerly slaves,

NOTES.

clared its purpose not to allow the Post-offices
or the mails to be used in the interests of lot

not

I have had the pleasure of

meeting with these

let the friends of free-communion kvow

The United States government has fully

quite as

five and six

The Eastern North Carolina Freewill
Baptist Confurence has just closed its annual session hereat Wilmington. It last-

Seventy-five

three

of between

Eastern N orth Unrolton Conference,

tion list last week, and thirty-four others

who take the
trial.

the sum

hundred dollars needed at once by our returned missionaries. It is to he ho
that many will gladly and gratefully re¢pond to this appeal, and forward immediately to our Financial Secretary such
sums as they may have it in their heart to
contribute.
CHas. 8S. PERKINS, Cor. See.

both of whom have visited many towns
of the State in the annual canvass, were

new names were added to our

~——THE people of the North are well
nigh weary of the repeated stories of outrage and murder in the Southern States
and especially in the State of Mississippi.
The indecent haste of the jury to acquit
Henry J. Gully of the charge of murdering
Judge Chisholm, so disgusted the sense of
justice in many Northern hearts that they
scarcely care what happens down there.
But they will admire the heroic resolution of Mrs. Chisholm to prosecute to the
end every man of the brutal ‘gang, who
has been indicted by the grand jury, of
whon there are several. This will in-

We will also sendthe Star three months

:

tion, It is tobe hoped that the meeting
will result in awakening, in this portion

spelling-book

it

in the market, This arrangement will de- on trial, to those who send us twenty-five
lay the delivery of the Register till near cents, hoping that they will, on aequaintthe last of Novembeg yt orders may. be ance, become permanent subscribérs,

Sunday-schools established by Mr. Van
Meter and other Protestant missionaries
are prospering steadily, and are greatly
enjoyed by the people. Without doubt a

a free

and if they only knew How niuch

costs to collect some of those arrears, and

at their posts and ever ready to give a
helping word to the work of the’ Conven-

and

Establishment than it can be to subserib-

ers;

held will be bound together, and the two
books in one offered at the old price of

of these schools, and calls upon; his people
for contributions in aid of them. The

free Bible

of $2.00 in advance over $2,50 in arrears,
is of far more importance
to: the Printing

REGISTER. By the arrangements now
made the Register for 1880 and the Re
ports of the Benevolent Socielies recently

pictures,

however

life-like

added.

life, and
they

may

be.

There is a good

deal

suggested .by Mark

business

tact.

|

The resolutions which they adopted
show that they sanction whatever tends to
further the interests of education, morali-

ty and general order among them.

They

Twain’s statement in reference to Gen. Hawley the other night. * He is-a square, true,

decided to send a delegate to the next

honest man in politics, and I must say he oc«upies a mighty lonesome position.”
Tt is a

also adopted the following resolution :
Whereas we, the Eastern North Carolina Freewill Baptist Conference, are in
sympathy with
the general body of Freewill Baptists; and whereas uniting with
them would tend to further the interests
of our Conference and the Christian
church generally, therefore,
Resolved, That we apply for admission to their General Conference at its
next session, which convenes at —— in
Oct,, 1880.
« What these brethren need more than
anything else is schools in which their

reproach to any class of people when

its true

and uncompromising members stand compara-

tively alone.
Rev. B. F. Fox, of West Virginia, is still in
North Carolina, visiting among the churches
there. He attended the Eastern N. C. Free-

will

Baptist

Conference,

held

the

present

month at Wilmington, and speaks in hopeful
terms of our interests in that section.
After

speaking

of

Morning

Star, fourteen

the

advantages

of taking

the

persons, mostly min-

isters, came forward and gave their names

as

subscribers.

Zion's Herald is publishing a series of articles on ‘‘ Romanism and Edueation in the

United States,” which is quite interesting in
point of statistics and for the information

that

is furnished touching Catholic colleges. Of
these, the Jesuit colleges are far the best, but
even their inferiority to the non-Catholic eol-

leges is easily shown. ‘Pureots who send their

session of our

General

Conference,

preachers may be trained for the work

and

to

which they are called. Were there a few
educated men, of our race, whose hearts

are consecrated to the Master's cause, to

enter

this field of Christian

labor,

we

could soon have self-sustaining churches
in nearly all of the principal towns of the
State. 1 say of our race, because there
is what might be termed a Southern
element of Free Baptists through whom
the genuine Free Baptists have been so
misrepresented, thatour people will much

coming hordes of foreign population, as daughters to Catholic seminaries make a great
to send missionaries to the countries from mistake if they suppose they are going to find
which these people come. to Christianize bigher culture there or better educational advide for keeping the bestiithat we have,
:
them in their native lands. At howe they vantages.
we should n't grumble at'the quality of Dr. Lorimer, in explanation, claims - that
It seems that our reporter did not get the
are surrounded by papal or pagan influthat whichwe retain.
=
the reproduction, in his sermon of much ences, or by .an infidelity worse than actual words of President Cheney in bis recent more readily work with one of their own
address before the Education Society. A note
Whatever comes of the action taken at that was in Dr. Parker's in the precise
‘either, which make it exceedingly diffi- from President C. reads ax follows :
race.
York; “ Christ's Connection with the the recent Anniversary, looking to the
Being sent as a representative of our
Sabbath,” by Rev. Dr. H. W. Warren, of raising of money in New England and language of the latter, was an uncon- cult to reach them with the gospel. Here
** I did not say thar Mr. Bates’s subscription
will be paid. I said I did vot doubt it would. denomination, I met a warm reception
Philadelphia; St. Paul and the Sab- the West for theological purposes, the scious act of the memory on his part. the general surroundings are entirely dif- Ido
not care how
strong
the langu
i
He confesses to a great admiration for ferent. The balance of influence is in that makes
bath,” by Rev. Dr. Love, of South Hadit « question of my Sriaion
ut it and was permitted to speak before the
resolutions show at least that the heart of Dr. Parker and to having read the sermon
must
be
simply
nde
inion.
Conference. Many of them werp surprisfavor of evangelical Christianity. If men
ley; *¢ The Natural Law of Periodic Rest,” the Education Society is in the right place.
“Then again,
not say that if Mr.
in
question
with
great
interest,
and
also
ed
to kuow that, among
us, there is no
and
women
equal
to
our
foreign
missionby Rev. W. W. Atterbury, of New York; Thirty-five thousand dollars added to the
Bates’s subscription should be’
paid, the enfund would be $300
but if that distinction made on ac
t of color, &c.
“The American Sabbath,” by Rev. E. S. capital of the theological schodls would says that, feeling that Dr. Parker's devel- aries -in ability, culture, piety and tact dowment
paid and the floating
debt lifted, the fund
opment of the theme was incomplete and should go into the portions of our Iwere
Atwood, of Salem ; ** The Religious CharI at first thought it vefy
absurd on the
hoped would be $300,000.”
be a small enough sum, to be sure, but it unsatisfactory, he prepared and preached
large cities occupied by foreigners and
part of some who were opposed to unitacter and Use of the Sabbath,” by Rev. A.
Rev.
Milo
J.
Coldren,
of
Michigan,
sailed
would be a most profitable as it is a a sermon in Boston, in which he presentlabor among them ‘in ways similar to from Néw York, on the 25th inst., to join our ing with us,but when I learned what their
J. Gordon, of Boston; *‘ The Pre-Mosaic
greatly needed investment.
: ed what he feltto be a truer and more
those adopted in foreign lands, and con- mission in India. This is in pursuance of a real ideas were, respecting Froe Baptists,
Sabbath,” by Rev. Dr. J. T. Tucker;
We wish now simply to ask the atten- complete view of the truth in the text.
“The Sabbath and the Family,” by Rev.
tinue these labors as faithfully and pa- purpose long cherished by him, but which he it was no longer a mystery that they did
tion of our people to these things, to the This sermon he re-produced hastily, givhas, bitherto, been prevented from carrying
tiently as do missionaries in the Roman into
Dr. fi. M. King; ¢ Constantine and the
oppose such a union.
effect by thé failing health of his wife,
end that they may give them the help that ing rise to the discussion alluded to. It
Sabbath,” by Rev. Franklin Johnson, D.
Catholic countries of Europe, for instance, (formerly Miss S8andborn) who
What can be done for these brethren?
died a few
they deserve. Hilledale is valiantly at is claimed by Dr. Lorimer and bis friends
might they not expect greater success months since. Bro. Coldren is a graduate of They are anxious to organize themselves
D.; “The Sabbath in History,” by Rev.
work in the West trying to raise funds. that he has a wonderfully quick and rethan has ever attended any such labors? Hillsdale, and was two years in the Theologi- into Quarterly Meetings, Mission SocieDr. Hovey, of Newton; ¢ The Change to
Bates, with its floating debt and its never tentive memory, and not unfrequently inIt is true that many of the couditions are cal school. He has, by his own efforts, raised ties, &e., that they may scatter the true
the Lord's Day,” by Rev. Prof. Smythe, better prospects so far as the size of its
troduces into his sermons extended quo- entirely different, but, apparently, the a subscription, payable in annual installments, doctrines of the Bible through all this
of Andover; * The Physical, Intellectual
tlasses and its popular favor are concern- tations from his favorite authors, and
which provides for the payment of his salary
and Economical Advantages of the Sabchances of success would be much greater
for a series of years. He holds a regular ap- Southern land, but they must have leaded, is earnestly looking for a way out of that the present instance was only excepbath,” by Rev. Joseph Cook ; ‘* The Eurohere than there, No doubt something pointment by the Foreign Mission
Twelve or fourteen of
Board and ers among them.
its strait. Let us prayerfully and intelli- tional in the unusual length of the expean Sabbath,” by Rev. Dr. Rice, of
has already been done in this direction, will prove a valuable addition to our foree in their Elders have subscribed to the Star,
Springfield; ‘“ The Sabbath, a Requisite gently consider the circumstances, and tracts given. Whatever may be true in but has there been any such energetic the field. Possessed of a strong constitution, which will do much toward instructing
to all Forms of Social Regeneration,” by inquire what we reasonably ought to do. this particular instance, Dr. Lorimer's and persistent endeavor as has character- vigorous health, good abilities, and deep, fer- them in their work. I have also ordered
To do nothing we fear would be almost ability to produce his own sermons, and ized the best conducted foreign mission vent piety, he bids fair to be a useful missionaRev. J. O. Peck, D, D., of Brooklyn;
such books as they most need which I
equal
to a deliberate undoing of the edu- sermons of good quality too, has been enterprises” The work is certainly im- ry. Let the prayers of the churches follow
“The Law of Rest of All Necessary to
hope
to distribute among them. About
cational work that we have already ac- pretty thoroughly demonstrated in his portant enough to deserve a thorough him on his journey and in his work,
the Liberty of Rest of Each,” by Rev. L.
100 miles west of here, is another body
complished.
long and successful ministry in places trial at somebody’s hands.
‘W. Bacon, D. D., of Norwich;
¢ The
known as the Cape Fear Freewill Baptist
0-4
> ro
‘where plagiarism could not have been
Price of the Morning Star.
‘Sabbath and Free Institations,” by Rev.
Conference, which numbers about 500.
successfully practiced if he had desired to ~—A QUESTION of nearly ten years’
Pres. Robinson, of Brown University;
The Morning Star is now offered at the Their annual session will be held on the
A STRANGE VIEW OF CHRIST.
resort
to it. In these days of profuse standing has at last been disposed of in exceedingly low price of $2.00 per year, 12th of November. Having been com¢ Merchants and the Sabbath,” by Russell
Providence, R. I., was treated last
Sturgis, Esq.; ‘Railroads and Steam- week with the luxury, or, as some would sermon-printing it is not strange that men Boston. It is the woman question which STRICTLY IN ADVANCE; at $2.20 if missioned to visit all such bodies, any‘boats, and the Sabbath,” by Hon. Wm. E. think, its opposite, of an Institute of Uni- should make somé use of other men’s has so. long obtruded itself into the delib- paid within the first thirty days after the where in the State, I hope to meet: with
Dodge, of New York. Rev. -Reuen tavian clergymen. Stich leading lights labors, without intending to violate the erations of the State Medical Society. year begins, and at $2.50 under all oth:
Thomas, of Brookline, spoke on ** Our as Drs. Bellows, Hedge, Hale, Clarke and strictest interpretation of the laws of Attempts have repeatedly been made to se- er circumstances. These terms are so
; cure the admission of women to member- stated that, we trust, local agents,
Foreign Population,” and Rev. Dr. Webb, Stebbins were in attendance; also Fran- honesty.

of

Boston,

on

‘t The

Man's Benefactor.”

Sabbath

the

Poor

cis E. Abbott by invitation, The radical

Many pertinent and ‘wing seemed to be in the foreground.

forcible speeches were made in the’ dis- The opening sermon was preached by

cussion of the topics introduced by the es-

sayists. ‘The influence of the Convention
must ‘be’ extensive and salutary. The

gs

Calthrop, of Syracuse.

His

known as the great commission,

** Go ye

it bas provokedon the part of those ‘therefore and teach all nations, / baptizing
ii

for it, will in- ‘them in the name of the Father and of the
papers

ite them to further labors in the same
direc

Rev. 8. R.

text was the notable words of our Lord,

and the attention of many

others will be aroused by reading even the
“mewspaper reports’ of these ‘discussions.

Very likely-many of the papers read will

be published in a more permanent form,
'

t L 3

‘Son and of the Holy Ghost.”
passage

A marked

in the sermon was, as reported

by thetdaily paper, substantially, as follows :—

pn

'

"4

"There had ‘been but four men who
stood forth ns great religious leaders,

——1It is worthy of note that at the "recent meeting of the American: Association
for

the

Advancement

Saratoga,

a

prayer

of

and

Science,

at

conference

meeting was held by members

of the

Association, on Sunday afternoon,

which

was attended by a large number and was
very interdsting. 1t was, of course,purely informal, and in no way committed the

Association to its action, but it is gratifying to know

that there

are,

eminent scientists composing

among.

that

the’

body,

enough devout Christians to warrant the

can-

ship, but conservatism, always of a rigid
type in this orgahization, turned coldly

vassers and subscribers will be fully able

away each time from the proposed innovation. Year by year a progressive spirit
has gained ground among the ranks of

not be expected unlessit is shown to be a

younger members

and

recently

at

a

meetingof the Council the Board of Censors were very quietly directed to examine

all female applicants for admission.

The

to explain them,

and thata variation will

very exceptional instance.

Gti

The terms are’

the lowest possible on ‘which the paper

can be published and meet expenses, and - Baptist church within the present city limits
of Lewiston and Auburn. At that time the
it will probably involve us in debt if more Free Baptists of Auburn and Danville worsubscribers are not obtained. Some per- shiped at the Main St. church, Lewiston, ‘But

sons think it a severe rule that charges the time came when the Free Baptiste of
twenty cents additional if not paid within. Anburn were sufficiently numerous to form a
victory ; the older ones accept it with what ‘the first few weeks after the ybar begins, church by themselves. This was especially
good nature they can, but insist ‘that it and, also, to charge fifty cents under oth- ‘desirable since such a chureh would have the
does not concern the public, and the less er circumstances. Now, we wish it to be attendance of a large number of the residents
of Auburn that then did' not attend church
that is said about it the better.
:
distinctly understood that the advantage anywhere. A~cordingly, there assembled at
young members are very happy ever their

°

-

fifty-five added tq the church, most.

«Cheney, chairman; Dea, A, M. Jones, clerk;

the conference and are trying to lead a more
devoted life than in former days. But the

Rev. Gideon Perkins, Rev. 8. W. Gould, Mr.
‘8. N, Tufts. This council proceeded to organize a church composed of members from the
three societies in Lewiston, Danville and Grey.

meetings, a monthly conference, and a quarterly communion,
|
Oct, 20, 8. N. Tufts was ordained and install«ed first pastor. It was several years before a
«church edifice was built; meanwhile the serv-

has been

friend to all whe

have

completed
he

be

friendly.

May

the

bers and interest.- This

ready

his

entered

leader of the Woman's crusdde in the sduthern

20,

1868,

"lowing council:

A.

H.

the

fol-

Revs,O, B. Cheney,

voted

about

about $150.

at

church

as

a

church—probably

{#¢ How

The

Inside.

his

began

who

his

to

ready

All came

to the

in November.
:
There has been a Woman’s

work

Treasurer.

Y, At the
at Oneonta

yor.

success-

ditions to several of the churches in the Otisfield Q. M. The Peru church has been increas£d by the admission of two by letter and six

of

church

in

Otisfield,

Small

ciation.

immediately

after the

Sept.

session

held
eof the

an old lady eighty-four years of age.

Carr feels

ent time we are left destitute of a pastor In
+ this church and in other churches in the: Q,
M. Atour last Conference, Oct. 17, Bro. Carr
informed us that he was soon to leave us, and
following

Sabbath,

very solemn time with us, thinking

was

a

that we

were
to be left without the aid, counsel and
good instruction which we have received from
Bro.

Carr

for the

past

six

years.

He

has

done a good work in the Aroostook Valley in
the cause of the Master. We have become

deeply attached to him.

Asa church we were

but few and feeble when

he

came

here,

and

labor

there

have

been

through his

faithful
&

>

and

A

;

W.

Bailey and

also Rev.

B.

——

Mason, both

Bailey,

Protestant

reports

the

the usual

exercises

on one evening, Rev, H.

F.

the

children.

young, especially the

was

Bro. H.

Ait:

Wood

some,

addressed
This

was

done

harmoniously.

All" the

¥. Jones

received

license to

Notes.

other

plasters.

Centennial Exposition,

osition, 1878.

Y

“The

more

excellent

matter for

less money, than any other paper of its class,
1 am pleased with it. Every Freewill Bap/
tist family ought to have. it.”
‘An Ohio minister, who sends the names
of five new subscribers, says:
+ I gee no reason why ministers should not
be constantly increasing the circulation of such
a self-recommending paper as the Morning
Star.”

| . One of the missionaries writes

|

dia:

The Star is brought

up

from In:

to a high

stand-

ard; and I earnestly hope the number of subgeribers will be greatly increased.”
A gentleman who has the Star in Washington, D. C., writes:
« Tt is an’

excellent

paper,

vigorous

without

gor, Me.

this dark world, a purer Christian life
we then be thankful that such as she
live] and submissively say she is not,for
ber.—P.

ing

|

men

and

DR. CHARLES
by his friend, W. M. THA

the bill. ‘We will close out these revolvers for $2.50 each, or with an extea fine

nds
days,

:

rapidly securing

territory.

ete., free. JAMES
Street, Boston.

one whi Pay are about it,

UDE L.

-& €O:; Philadelphia;

WIDE

AWAKE

THE

H.

canvassers and ener-

women—for

he

Address,

:

STRONG, Milwaukee, Wisconsl
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ER 3 $10 a week extra while teaching.
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PLEASURE

VOLUME

FOR

BOOK

F.

THE HOLIDAYS.

:

More attractive than any previous volume.

(NOW READY.)
YER.

Agents

A@-Specimen

ARLE,

20

Chromo Board covers, $125.

are

pages,

Boston,

D.LOTHROP

Full cloth; $1.75.

& CO., Publishers.

PALACEOF SONG

Hawley
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BRILLIANT CHORUSES,

GLEES,

\

The Best and only

Only
by

WASHING COMPOUND

Be

ROCERS EVERYWHERE.

But Beware of Vile Imitations !
6t40eow

EX WANTED
AGENTS

Mrs. Julia

McNair

LO.

A Fh CO

New

The
gd

Pubs, Philadelphia,Pa.

One bottle warranted a perfect
r all kinds of PILES.
0
our in the worst cases of
LEPROSY,
SCROFULA,
SALT
RHEUM,
RHEUMATISM,
KIDNEYS, DYSPEPSIA ; CANCER, Ca

Nov. 2, 2, 27, A. Libby, C. B. Atwood.

B. M. Edwards, E. G. Page.

Hallowell, Dec. 3,4, 5,0. F. Penney, J. Mariner.
Harpswell, Nov. 25, 26, 27, B. M. Edwards, A, G. Hill,
Lewiston, Dec, 17, 18, 19, J. Mariner, J.B. Jordan,
So.
Lisbon oT IShTY Dee. 25,26, 27, W. H. Yowen, A.C.
Hogbin,
2 Lisbon Nov. 19. 20, 21, E. G. Paget, Israel Leavit.

Dec. 17, 18, 19... 8. Burgess, A. Libby.

use.
lease return the money and charge
it back to me.
nd for pamphlet.
H. D, FOWLE, Boston.
Price $1 a bottle.

6m22¢&0!

MEDALS

}

AWARDED)

Selecting

Season.

PUBLIS.

‘8 BY

CHURCH

& CO.,

805 BROADWAY,

HOLLIS

COMPOUND FLUID
EXTRACT OF

BUCHU.

their

own time, and, if desirous of assignments through this
committee, to notity it through its Clerk:
‘Se. Auburn, Nov, 19,20, 21, T.D. Olement, J. B.Jordan.
B, M, Edwards,
H.J. White,
Corliss St., Bath,
1 Bowdoin, Nov. 19, 20, 2L. G.W. Gould, Nickerson.
E. Bowdoinham, Dec. 17,18, 19, A. G. Hill, W.H. Yeo-

ots. each

i

I have nearly 300 Agents
¥
on my Goods, and am dai.
ly
getting more.
Many
of them are making
from
$2 to $10 a day. Send 3-cent stamp for particulars,
No postals answered.
13t42
REV. 8. T. BUCK, Milton, Pa.

THREE DAYS’ MEETINGS.

it before

for the Coming

Book.

for everybody.
for. ht A!
Address

ETC.
75

~ UVA URS] ~~

i

In accordance with resolutions adopted at the last
session of the Bowdoin Q. M., and reported in last
week's Star, concerning three days’ meetings with its
the committee, raised for that purpose, have
churches,
made the following assignments of thoe and minise
ters to such churches as have no settled pastors,—leav-

Sure to Examine

JOHN

'§ § FOR THE

Wright’s

‘Information
year,-8end
best

SONGS,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

oMPLETE HoME
Nothing like it.
great book of

PART

$7.50 per doz. by Express;
Mail. Specimen Pages FREE,

a Book

That Abolishes Toil and Drudgery in washing without injury to the fabric or hands, and
makes hard water soft. Every woman in the
Jand should test its wonderful utility in the
Laundry and for House-cleaning.
i

Notices.

Freeport,

mbes hl kg

our own town, Your
returnedif’
Oven 2000 of these revolvers were sold in 10

ERS, MUSICAL CONVENTIONS, NINGING CLASSES, and all Singing People..
It contains Concise and Practical Meth
ods of Instruction, and a Superior Trea=
tise on Voice Culture.
192 Large Pages
in Beautiful Style, containing
CHOICE CHANTS,

SOLD BY

ExETER Q. M., next session at East Corinth, Dec.
V.D.SWEETLAND, Clerk.
12 at 2, P. M
There will be a meeting of the OTISFIELD 3 M.
MINISTERS! CONF. on Tuesday, Nov. 4, at 21-2 o'clock,
P. M.,at Sweden, Me, Exch member is requested to
presenta sketch We sermon, In the evening, nt 7 1-2
W. Raymond will preaci before the
o'clock, Rev. L.
J.M,.PEASE, Clerk, .
i
conference.
Denmark. Nov. 12, :at9
Pd
ELD
PARSONSFI
A. 8. HILTON, Clerk,
t)
o'clock, A. M.
JasBON Q. Mi, with the Lisbon church, Nov. 8 and
9; instead of Nov. Ist and 2nd. Conference, Nov.'7,
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.
atl o'clock, P. M.

man.

revolver
the description.

a month for full time. Pleas$76
T
No expense.
ant business at home. No capital,
Address P. W. ZEIGLER
OUTFIT FREE.

Ex:

A. E. WILSON, Clerk.

So. or
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We wit Bok ve he earieidges when 11

ion Bebe ea

‘ou can sel
it differs from

rec.

08WEGO Q.M., with the church at Gilbert's Mills,

No.

ergo sarin

RE

CEO. F. ROOT,

Notices.

ing those churches having pastors to arrange

manner.

The fact that it costs fe engrave a revolver will show you
what 8 bargain this is,
We will send C. 0. D., with
privilege of exam mation, if
80 desired, on receipt of $1 to guarantee Shutgos which will be déducted from

Is the Latest and Best Book for TEACH-

Yofices and ppointments.

an. 2—4.

the metal Ea

ship the best ever pu
plated and engraved in

1879—80.

ocal pain or ache should use Benson’s Cap
ine Poreus Plaster and be relieved at -once.
rice 25 Cents. Sold by all Druggists.
4141

Quarterly Meeting

1y27

never attem

boi

Plaster.

the Paris

‘

to be perfect
88 0
made as. 8 Coltor
ual:
extra long, Shoply ri

PAPER.

WANTED-—OId

getic Temperance

| LIFEOF

It is everywhere

at

sy

A $10 Gold Mounted ie.
volver for
7 shot)

of their Superiority

1876,

who
may

be pos-

sible. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for eight
letter stamps. XI. 8. JOHNSON & CO., Ban-

NEW YORK
OBSERVER

AGENTS

eumatism,
Lame
Back,
or Wea
oky Cold on the Chest, Canghs, or any

The Great DIURETIC, and the only preparation
of the kind that in 1873 received at i
a
NEW ENGLAND AGRICULSTuRAL
FAIR;
STATE
;

3

FAIR, Manchester, N. H.;
MERRIMACK
Co. FAIR,

* Concord, N. H.

Purely vegetable, and composed
of several
standard remedies used by regular physicians in
their pruckice, this preparation has long. since received the sanction of medical men of
high distinc.
tion, and the warm endorsement of sufferers

from

diseases of the bladder and kidneys, who have
experienced its wonderful curative
powers.
Ask
your druggist for *“ HOLLIS’ EXTRACT
UVA
URSI AND
BUCHU,” and you will secure
the best remedy for weakness ofany Kind of the
!
urinary organs of either sex. Price

Fifty Cents a Bottle.

4t41

Sold generally.

Paris,

New Yo

ENDORSED BY OVER THIRTY SEWING
MACHINE EXHIBITORS at PARIS and
PHILADELPHIA

as

being

*‘ Very

Strong, Smooth, and Excellent

Thread."

27, L. Brackett, N. Prebble.

Nov. 25,26,
Monmouth, Nov. 19, 20, 21, C. F. Peuny, W.H. Yeo-

an.

Orr's Island, Nov. 19, 2,21,C.
wards.
Richmond Cor., Nov. 19,20,21,

B.

A'wood,

B, M. Ed-

ordinary character.

2-TO

A. G. Hill, E. Manson.

Subbattisville, Dee. 17, 18,19, H. J. White, B. M. Edwards,
No. Leeds, Nov. 19,20,21, N, Prebble, M. Getchell.

A. G. HILL, Clerk.

.

Star gives

be restored to sound health, if such a thing

Is the Best Family Religious and Secular
Paper. It has five working editors and a large
corps
of contributors. It contains all the religious
and secular news suitable for family reading; vigorous editorials, foreign correspondence, youths,
‘Sunday-school, literary, agricultural and business
departments, with a choice selection of Miscellaneous Reading. Terms $3.15 post paid. Samples
free. Address
NEW YORK OBSERVER, 37 Park Row.
t4

Their great merit lies in the fact that they are
e.only plasters which relieve pain at once.
?
Every one suffering from

W. Litchtield,

Star.

Parsons’ Purgative Pills make New,
Rich
Blood, and will completely change the blood in the

.entire system in three months. Any person
will take 1 pill each night from 1 to 12 weeks

mmended by
Ehysicians, Druggists and the
Tess.
The manufacturers received a special award an
he only
1 given for porous plasters at th

in-

clergyman . who
A New | Hampshire
« means what he says,” writes that in his
:
;
opinion

prog-

THE

hav-

The friends of the Star, and those who
may become its friends, are entitled to a
knowledge of the following good words
that others have been pleased to say about

Associa-

tion which he represents has made good

ver all

Lisben Falls,

‘

Porous

See our Styles and test our Patterns,

Send One stamp for our “arge Catalogue.
8
at

Rarely do we see

BEST FAMILY

J

And varying

‘The Morning

:
G.

Capcine

:

tte Smith
"16 XE. 14th St., A. BurdeNEW YORK CITY.

Aduress DANL, F. BEAT TY, Washinoton, New Jersey.
1vdl

ton.

Publisher’s

;

that

Benson’s

Thursday

room

E. E. HARVEY, Clerk,

Methodist.

Texas.

and

preach for the term of one year.
Next session with the White Rock church,
commencing at 2 o’clock, P. M., Friday before
the fourth Sabbath in November.

Collection $6.61.—D. POWELL.
Bro. James Lilly

and

(or 10cts.)

BACK.
BACK.

Overwhelming evidence

&

ORGAN [3 EAT TY PIANO

Nassau
1y28

78

CO.,

&

DAVIDSON

y

ping of the front is sure to find favor with the ma-

KEWURGANS 335 Stops, Beet Golden Tongue Reds, i» (0's,
KneeXwelis, Walnut Case, warnt'd @ years, Stool & Book $98.
New Pianos, Stool, Cover & Book, $943 to $255.
Before
you huy hw sure to write me. llinstrated Newspaper scut Free.

with the Stromg’s
ADAMS & WAUSHARA QM.
Prairie church, commencing Des, 5.
« PraLLies, Clerk.

year.

Baptists;

R.

Boyd

D.

is about to leave the bounds of this Q. M. and
go to California. Bro. Palmer is an efficient
worker and we hope and pray that the hlessings of God hay fall upon him and his labors
where:vel his lot may fall. Bro. F. H. Delanoe’s license to preach was renewed for one

is a thorough Irish-

of Revs.

Parkman,

are made sad by the news that Rev.’ J. Palmer

He is associat

presence

Palmyra,

a

2

Ouly B50 cents
a you:

torsor

jority of ladies, —Pattern, with cloth model of
it, mailed FREE on receipt of address and 8 stamps

ADVERTISEMENTS.

dicated the spirit of labor in the churches.
Work for God and souls was also urged in
some of the public addresses. The diseourses

Business

However, bis
felt througheut his ministry.
manner of preaching and presenting Christ
as the Saviour of sinners, is Freewill Baptist.
If he presents election and reprobation, it is
to quiet the fossilized part of his congrega-

the

Banks;

Nelson;

8t42

LAME
WEAK

©)
750

Tarbox;

churches heard from reported
rosperity.
The meetings of worship were spiritual and a
feeling of aggression upon Satan’s Kingdom
was manifest by both ministers and members,
and we trust that good was done. Our hearts

a will and: a force which is being
trine with

tions.
We'also enjoyed

and

exemplified, in
than hers. Ma
‘do sometimes
God bas taken

85.00,
get
ns one

This Overskirt is one of the few designs
which
always has a graceful and stylish’ appearance. either
in the rich or inex
ive material, The soft dra-

<>

and

© RepuBLIC Co. (Kan.) Q. M.—Held its last
session with the
Montana church, Aug. 20—31.
Rev. F. A. Jones was chosen moderator.

the Aroostook Q-M., Rev. J. W.

that he is called to another field, so at the pres-

Nelson

do

Address
| dients.
St., New York.

made so instructive and forcible, that adults
were interested as well. One afternoon was
devoted to Missions, Mrs. D, F'. Smith making
the address. It was a good session, well enjoyed.
JosEPH FULLONTON, Clerk.

man, converted from Catholicism, and enters
upon the advocacy of the Regular Baptist doc-

that day, and the

L.

been her enly refuge and suppert.

PRESCRIPTION
FREE
For the speedy cure of Seminal Weakness, Loss
of Manhood, and all disorders brought on by indiscretion or excess. Anv druggist has the ingre-

were by Revs. C. W. uriffin and A. E. Boyen-

into membership with the church.
Bro. L. V. Towle writes as follows from
Fort Fairfield :—* After six years of labor in

Mr. Murry

everywhere.

A

interesting.

ing been nearly full. . Some of the reports

ed with us in presenting and defending F'. B.
principles; also by Rev. P. Murry of the Regular Baptists.

5.

last session with

afternoon were large, the audience

The religious interest in the Augusta church
is very good. The pastor baptized four can-

He is now near 80 years of age.

its

gregations Wednesday geen

Cather, the pioneer of free salvation principles
among the Baptists of this part of the State.

didates, Sabbath, Oet. 19, who were received

4,

VY. D. SWEETLAND, Clerk.

Jasper

and

Powell

fall session

ROCKINGHAM Q. M.—Held its last session
in Danville, Oct. 15,16, Glad hearts and joyful countenances in portions of the exercises,
at least, as the meeting progressed. ~ The con-

the

in

faithfulness

tended work and greater
cause of the Master.
Preaching by Rev. D.

Q. M. resulted in several conversions. On the
28th ult.; Rev: E. @. Eaton baptized seven,one

and

of

work

its

zie, arranged for by A. W. Reed.

tion was attended to with a unanimity of
heart and purpose which met the entire approbation of our brethren and friends. God
is enlarging the heart of our brethren for ex-

August,.,..The Harrison church had an accession of seven by baptism and five by letter,

in Sept..,.At Ea. Buckfield, meetings

ordinary

The

them
’

ment. Chocolate is neutral in its physical effects
and is really the most harmless of our fashionable
drinks. Walter Baker & Co.’s preparations are
undoubtedly the best, and may be had of grocers

Small; St. Albans,Sweetland and Foster; Vea-

The West Virginia Association of Freewill
Baptists was held Sept. 12, 13, 14, with the
Fairview F. B. church. Opening sermon by

in

M.--Held

Pittsfield, : Bowman . and

Bro, T., after a very satisfactory examination,
After reading of the letters
received license to preach....A number of Rev. D. Powell.
Dea. A. Reid,of the Laurel
churches,
the
from
conversions have occurréd recently at Peru
church, was chosen moderator; and Bro.
Run
Center....The church at Roxbury has receivchosen clerk of the Assoed three to membership....Two were baptiz- A. P. Stewart was
the Associaed and added to the

and wear
!

DR. BOCK,of Leipsic, says the nervousness and
peevishness of our times are chielly attributable to
tea and coffee. The digestive organs of confirmed
coffee-drinkers are:in a state of chronic derange.

1st Pittsfield, Johnson Cook and Small;3d

school than is ¢ustomary in October.

by baptism.
Among the latter was Bro. Wm.
H. Trafton, formerly a Methodist licensed
preacher. At the last session of the O. Q. M.,

|

All foi

land; Pittsfield Village, J. Boyd

in the

students

and shoes with

If you have a cold, take Adamson’s Botanic Balsam. 'A sure cure for coughs, sore throat and all
pulmonary complaints. To the afilicted we rec
ommend a trial of this superior remedy.—Bosien
Saturday Evening Express.

arranged for by R. L. Howard; Hartland,
Sweetland and J. Boyd; Kenduskeag, Banks
and Wormwood; Newport, Wade and Sweet-

and the cause in New England, and is pleased
number

your old boots

Ns
—

David Boyd ; Garland,Foster and Wormwood ;
Harmony Hill, Nelson and Foster; Hermon,

West Virginia.

to find a larger

to the

Hinkley and Goodwin ; Dexter, Howard ; Exe-

at Harper's Ferry. He expresses gratitude
for the cordial reception that was given him

During the past sea<on there have been ad-

much

ter, Howard; Exeter & Corinna,

Rev. A. H, Morrell bas returned to his’ post

ful,

element

Arrangement
of ministerial labor for. the
three days meetings: 1st Bangor arranged for
by the pastor; 2nd Bangor, Reed and
Wormwood ; Burnbam, Tarbox and J. Boyd; Coiinth,
Wormwood
and Reed;
Cambridge,

ident, Mrs. Dr. Morgan, Vice-President, and
Mrs. Nathan Bingham, Secretary and’ Treasu-

itiner-

very

all good, and the social meetings

Village, a church Woman's Missionary Society
was organized, with Mrs. R. W. Miller, Pres-

ant labors in Maine, New York, Ohio, Indiana,

church, added

EXETER Q. M,—Held

Society

and

Secretary

Mrs. O. A. Miller,

was

R. Moore

MARGARET/P. TROTT died in Woolwich, Ma. Sept.
7. aged 41 year,
She experienced’ religion in youth,
but
difin’t unit with the church tilt sométhing over
| two years since, Afilicted from infancy with asthma,
she bore a heavy cross all her life, which purified her
as gold Jed ir. the fire. She was firm iv her conwvictions of right, earnest and sincere, charitable in judging others, und always cheerful, though never free
from suffering. He- place was seldom vacant Mn the
church and Sabbath-school, and, though an, invalid
herself, she often ministered to the sick and suffering, like an angel,as one such called her. The Bible
was truly a lamp to her feet: in her last hours she
remarked that the precious promises therein had

To Consumptives—Wilbor’s Cod Liver
Oil and Lime has now been before the public
twenty years, and has'steadily grown in favorand
appreciation. This could not be the case unless
the preparation was of high intrinsic value,; The
combination of Phosphate of Lime with pure Cod-

the church at Exeter,
Sept.
10--12. The
churches were well represented by delegates.
The attendance was fair. The sermons were

work.

Secretary's address, Oneonta, N.
close of Miss Cilley’s address

M. re-

S. D. Bates, Clerk:

ly Meeting Woman's Mission Society was organized with Mrs.8. R. Evens, President, and

Rev. Cyrus Stilson, living near New Sharon,
was, Sept. 27, bereavedby death of his excelfent and deveted wife. Bro. 8. is far advanced
in years, being almost eighty, and very 'sensi"bly feels bis loss. The earlier part of his life,

Straighten

Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners,
again.

ses-

elements

Morning

Insure with H. Y, Hayes, Dover, N. H: : ;

tion for Home Missions over eight dollars.
Next session with the Morral church,

Q. M., with the help of Miss Cilley, a Quarter-

Eastern.

‘ Essential

the

Business Hotes,

good meeting was enjoyed. One church, the
orral, was received into the Q. 3L. Collec-

in successful operation. .at West Oneonta for
over two years, but at our late session of the

Winisters and Churches.

he

Mission

churches.”

MARION (0.) Q.

conse-

becouiing

are

Many

last

for

Star.—A. L.

and to

“with the Grand Prawie church; Oct.

God wae with them from the first. The signs
of a refreshing were so plain that the meeting

was protracted.

all our people to subscribe

the

to say, “ We will do more for Christ than heretofore.”
All things were done in the best of
harmony.
J. MALVERN, Clerk.

pastor will
concerning

The
work.
information

his cause

epitome of the two days’ session.

The Genesee Q. M., just closed, was an ex-

Lectures.

which

rews, of

ed a new phase in the treatment of Consumption
and all diseases of the Lungs. This article can be
taken by the most delicate invalid without creating the disgusting nausea which is such an objection to the Cod-Livér Oil when taken without
Lime. It is prescribed by the regular faculty.
Sold by the proprietor, A, B. WILBOR, Chemist,
Boston, and by all druggists.

persons residing in Boston who are connected
with Free Baptist churches or families.
{TAN v
New York.

“Star.”

in

same, Mr, Ozro

In Denmark, Mey Oct. 19, by Rev. J. B. 0, Colby,
Mr. Yeotie Hanson, of Sebago, and Miss Ellen E. Lib:

on-

Liver Oll, as prepared by Dr. Wilbd¥ has produc-

By special
arrangement
we shall crated to the work, and some are no longer
silent in the house of God.
print weekly abstracts of Joseph Cook’s
v. W. H. Wal:
sed his labors with
‘Boston Monday lectures, the week fol=
Me, Oct. 12. The interest
Adare
op
will
The course
lowing their delivery,
| bad been on the increase for some time, in the
consist of twenty lectures, and will be- church, and on the Sabbath, Oct. 5, ope was
baptized. And on his last Sabbath with the
gin Nov. 3. Mr. Cook’s fame is world=
two were baptized, and four were
church,
wide. Nopublic lecturer discusses so=
welcomed into the fellowship of the church.
«cial, scientific,philosophical and theologi«
Bro. Waldron has accepted a call from the F.
cal questions with greater ability than he
_B. churchat Carolina Mills, R. 1., and will
does. Each lecture will be worth much
enter upon his work there on the first Sabbath

and other States,

the Morning
‘in Maine:

the

Miss Aguste
BE, yar both of E.~Oct. 14 by the |
same, Mr, Alvah 8, Bond, of Ellenburgh,
and Miss Min=
nie M. Niles, of Moors.
)
!
In Lawvilie, N.Y. May 15, bv Rev. W. H. Waldron,
Mr. Jolm D, Moore and
Miss Deck M. Arthur, both of
L.~By the same, Oct.8, in Lowville, Mr.W, H. Mor
rison and Miss Emma M. Arthur; also, Mr, Joseph B.
Tardy und Miss Fannie J, Mitchel, allofL,
In
Lyman, Me. Aug, 2,'bv ‘Rev, Jas. 8. Potter, Mr,
Bloazer Thyng,of Shapleigh, and Mvs. Mary A, An-

of

berton Sq. All Free Baptists in Boston and
vicinity are cordially invited to attend the

non-

active

Mr. Eirie F Vandertogart
and Miss May A. Short, Both
of E—~Oct,8, A

good superintendence,
and teaching in the
Sabbath-sehool.”
*¢
THe specific work of the
church for Temperance
and
Prohibition.”
Rev. D,M.
Graham, D. D., pastor of the

The church
on the first Sunday in November.
building is located on Somerset St., near Pem-

charch and aid in its
be grateful for any

In

interest of the meeting in the discussion of the
last question.
Waldo Messuros,
a
young
Greek who is lecturing for the New York lecture bureau and who has lectured in several of
our churches,
was present and spoke on the
second question with remarkable force. Rev.
G. S. Ricker’s sermon on the Foreign Mission
work was an effort worthy the occasion, and
doubtless not only added to the stock of personal information, but inspired his hearers to
do more for the heathen world.
The sacrament of the Lord's Supper following? the sermon was very impressive,
All the dévotional
“meetings were full of
: ~The closing ser=
mon on Practieal Christian Work was a fittin

par-

The

ill commence

cellent meeting.

for many years, was devoted to

Wanted! 1000 subscribers for

er-meetings, there seemed to be

Somerville

furnishing,

new

spiritual.

to make more efficient the lay

in our

with the First Free Baptist church in Boston,

between

‘more than'a year’s subscription

Married
1n Ellenburgh. N.Y, Oct. 2, by Rev. G. H. Chappell,

New York:

Star, among the 200 churches

as follows: “ What more can we do for our
{feeble churches and unoccupied’ territory?”

husetis.

Rev.

431.

Cook’s

chairs,

and

improvements.

2

resident members. The. total number that
have been connected with the charch is

Joseph

and

Cong., of the place assisted in the services.

the

ship is 810, including 245 resident and: 65

Ee
m—————

al-

«fot
ubs

Ey

| Cements Cowiston,
Me.

.“ The improvements in the Star ave cheer‘| ing. Let them go on.”

ported an increasing interest. The
discussion
of the four subjects’ in the programme was
yary profitable and highly enjoyable ; they were

Packard and E. W. Ricker, and Rev. Mr. Pike,

The present member-

$500 and $600, besides.

10 Copies
1 y

Rev. W H Waldron, Carolina Mills, R. I.
Rev. A. F. Hutchinson, Portland, Me.
Rev.John George, North Barnstead, N. H,

|

This explains itself:
LEWISTON, ME., Oct. 18.

dial welcome. = The churches of the 9%

The re-dedication services were Thursday
afternoon, Oct. 16th. An appropriate sermon
was preached by Rev. C. A. Bickford of Farmington, N. H. The dedicatory prayer was
offered by Rev. J. C. Osgood and Revs. W. 8S.

$17,000. Considerably more than two-thirds
of this amount has already been paid. The
pastor’s salary is at present $1200, and the anto

_From

of

sion with the church in Amesbury, Oct. 15, 16.
Rev. J. D. Waldron, its pastor, gave us a cor-

pastorate in July last.

try. After seeing the new church, inside und
out, one is greatly surprised to learn that its
whole cost, including a $300 organ, ‘is only

amount

blessing
{

MASSACHUSETTS Q. M.~~Held its

has

cushions.

new

and

pastor, Bro. C. L. Pinkham,

finest for the expense, to be found in the coun-

nual expenses generally

the

the

be overcomers &t last through Christ.
Next session with the Dixmont Mountain
church, Simson’s Corner, Dec. 5—17.
‘4
JoserH HIGGINS, Clerk.

sonage has also received some attention, but
The society has accomneeds much more.
plished these changes in about six or eight
weeks, under the energetic leadership of its

other places. The present
success in interesting the

fine

Ridge

and

the future for the Master and

i

painted outside

among the needed

a pros-

young, and has a corps of working young men
_in his church. During bis pastorate a new.
church edifice has been built. The society has
had remarkable success in this enterprise,
baving now

desires

an unusual spirit of sacrifice and devotion on
the part of
brethren and sisters, and many
new resolutions formed for good to do more in

It is
sents a peat and convenient appearance.
sow warmed by a large new furnace. - A good
vestry capable of seating over one hundred, is

Auburn, Buchfield and Hebron, as well as revival meetings in
pastor has much

social and

the

soft-tinted walls, and appropriate border, pre-

sustained in South

been

interesting, profitable

témperance

pulpit

The audience room, With its

perous Subbath-school, a Woman's Missionary Society, and a social circle. It does not
stop, however, with home work, but. does
much mission work in the rural districts of
—Auburn, and in the neighboring towns. Reg-

ular meetings have

gospel

Mrs. Hunt was

altar,

a new carpet,
liers,

has continued in that relation ever since,
There is connected with the

A new

house has been

and

church,

of the

and

:

CER
Post-Office Addresses.

organized seventy-six years, and is as a tree
planted by the river. It is at the present time
without a pastor, as is the case with very many

an addition for organ in rear of pulpit, black
walnut arms to the pews. The old pew doors
having fulfilled their mission (whatever it]
was) are laid aside. A gallery over the vestibule, two new and beautiful six-light chande-

the Theological school in Lewiston. The
church was very much pleased with Mr.
Frost, but his duties ut the Seminary prevented his becoming their pastor; accordingly a
call was extended to Rev. Jason Mariner, and
in 1875 he became pastor

Wxpress.

From Ohio:

UNITY
Q. M.~—Held jts. Sept. session with,
the Thorndike church. This church has been

been receiving much needed repairs. Total
expense about $1200, all of which is paid save

church.

a student

then

was

of

The F. B. church at Northwood

Mr. Fernald was compelled to give up pastoral
labor on account of impaired health resulting
from an injury. For some time after he retired, the pulpit was regularly supplied by
Rev. C. 8. Frost, who

series

are a valuable means of grace.

four years—

years of growth and prosperity in the

for

71

daring

“ I rejoice in the increasing luster of our
ways bright Star of the * Morning’

@uarterly Meetings.

them attractive and interesting. I hope our
brethren may give her a call. Her lectures

unanimous

Mr. Heath was followed by Rev. E. N. Fernald, who became pastor in October, and re-

church

prayers of the brethren
God upon his labors.

part of Ind., has been lecturing and preaching
for twenty-six years. She is a Quakeress. ‘ A
woman of strong mental powers, she deals
with common things and thought, ind makes

J. A.

ly not to accept it, and he continued his connection with the church till July, 1870.
mained with the

a

meetings in Conteocook.

Lowell, B, ¥. Hayes, (, F. Penaey, John
Chaney, and Gideon Perkins. In December of
the following year Mr. Heath banded in his
resignation, but the church

as

i

1y'b to each church. There is d great darkness! | vy of D.
{
}
valiantly for the Master and his cause. Our
In Ceneord, N. H,, Sept, 2, by Rev. H. F. Wood,
in. some of our ¢hurches: no Stuer light ‘James
C. Taylor and Jennie V. Philbrick, both of C.—
correspondent adds: “ Through the persistent
By same, Aug. 31, Charles H, Hadley and Luella A.
among them, not a: single copy being taken.
Christian, both of Bow .—By same, Aug. 8, Jouathan P.
Within
efforts of our pastor we have recently placed’ ‘of our churches in Eastern Maine.
When we concede
the fact, that the activities Leavitt, of Concord, snd Clara F', Elliott, of Bow.
the
past
year
the
Lord
bas
visited
us
with
a
in the dome of our church, a very fine bell,
At
ston, Oct. 1, by Reviy N. A. Avery, Mr. Matfew mercy drops. We were not favored with of the churches in benevolent work are confin- thew
Hannord and Miss Mary A. Lombard, both of
which rings out clear on the Sabbath morning
the presence of any minister or delegates from ed to the readers of the Star, we reach another Webster, Me.
‘1
air, saying, Come with us and we will do thee otherQ. Ms. to participate with usin: our de- |,
fact,
that
there
is
no
‘more
inportant
work
good.
”
.
liberations, but the brethren, like Nehemiah,
Died
bi
bad a mind to work, which made the meétings' among us, than'a suitable endeavor to induce
Mr. and Mrs. M. N. Hunt, of Ind., have

to good

Feb.

church, Oct. 1,

-

Geo. O, Wiggin, Lewiston, Me,

to be the best of weekly religious papers.”

Rev. JF Hewes bommenced to labor with

to do

been holding

acceptance,

it,

}

J. H. Huvohins, Northwood Ritee™ WOH.

time, and we hope and believe will continue

;

the Fairwater

church and society

feel greatly encouraged, and are

read

Li

111% The, Morning Star commenced: ‘well and
REV. E.N. FERNALD (16 whom all contributions
has, ¢ontinued to improve until the present iq
volent Societies should
the chi
es.

Wisconsin,

state of prosperity under the labors of Rev.
W. H, Ward. Since he became pastor, ten
have been added to the church, seven by baptism and three by letter. The Sabbath-school
has increased more than one-half both in num-

upoa his work, and filled out the appointment
Heath was ordained and installed by

tist influence.

The E. Rochester church is enjoyloga good

bak

should

will

The meet~

ings were held at the request of two Freewill
Baptists who had maintained their faith alone
a long time in the midst of a strong Pedo-Bap-

of the

New Hampshire.

In April, 1863, Rev, A. K. Moulton became
pastor, This pastorate continued to. Nov. 7,
1866, when Mr. Moulton resigned. Immediately
a call was extended to Mr. Albert H.
Heath, who was then in Bates College. He
was to begin labor in January, 1868. Mr.
Heath was a member of the Court 8t. church,
and in 1863 had. been licensed by itto preach.
In April following Mr. Moulton’s resignation,
Rev, C. E. Blake was called to fill the pulpit

Heath

outside

religion on the part of the citizens,

Lord send some one to break to us the bread of
‘life, some earnest worker for the Master.”

During the

studies; and in the following June

those

have

BY

\} Rev.
8. Bath

4

A prominent clergyman in Maine says:
“The Star has never been 80 good, in every
particular, ‘since I
the last year.”

0

Rev. L. D. Wetton, CambHise, Me.

|i /Pha Star vever saw the day when it was

church, and a general increase of interest in "From a Pennsylvania clergyman:

churchies
feel sad to part with him, for he is a

pastorate of Mr, Tufts, which lasted some
amore than three years, the church more than
doubled its numbers, thirty being baptized by
him, and thirty-two being received into the

till Mr.

laboring but

leges:

| 80 good a paper ds now.”

4
“

v. A. F. Bryant, Spkingvale, N. Y.
Kev. B, F. F)
Vining N, C.
| Joba
John
M.MJ
Davis, fog
, 0.

From the President of one of our . Col-

||

~~, .
oni.
A meeting lately held by Rev. C. J. Chase in
the town of Haydenville, seven miles south of
Logun, resulted iu the organization of & new

most heartfelt wishes that he may find friends

established at the outset, two weekly prayer-

boil

;

Western.

in other fields that will esteem his faithfulness
as an earnest worker for the Master, as those
friends that he has left behind in’ the Aroositook Q. M. And not only those who are connected with the different churches where he

Libby, treasurer. The first deacons were
Allen Pompilly and Wm. Libby, The church

church.

for distribution,

years to come. . As he leaves us, it is with our

I. C, Lombard was chosen clerk, and Wm.

losing
sight of original ind, fundamental prin |
ciples,

and spirituality

during the last year. The minutes of the last
meeting of the Association will soon be ready

‘Lord's
will be done. ‘We ‘would be glad’ to
‘bave Bro, Carr remain and labor with us for

"The first provided twenty members, the secnd six, and the third one.

ices were heldin Auburn Hall,

ress in numbers, intelligence

of whom

are deeply engaged and are found regularly at

“1¥INSUIAO ..dNOYILLING,,

Aqbuzar Ell, August; 14,1869, a council composed of the following members: Rev, 0. B.

“ CUTTERCUP” OVERSKIRT.
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Bates College.
There will be a meeting of the President and Trustees of Bates College in Hathorn Hall, in Lewiston, on
Thursday, the thirtieth (30th) day of October, inst, at
nine o'clock, in the forenoon, to see what measures
shall be taken to raise funds to pay the floating debt
of the college, and to transact any other business that
:
may properly come before the corporation.
0. B. CHENEY, President,
3142
Lewiston, Me., Oct. 9, 1870.

CATAR
, CONSUMPTION A724,

If neglected, may rapidly develop
into quick consum
OrdiDy Sestents will not oure it.
are nervous weakness,

odors,
and finally

feelings,
matter dropping into the
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can be permanent
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or Canada, to be returned if not satisfactsry . Sena for Lirenoular giviug full information, terms, etc. Name this paper.

Trial at office FREE.
J. PRICE

MILLER,

3

M. D., Physician in charge, with able and careful assistants.

Professional advice free by mail to all who order the Home Treatment. State your symptoms
plainly, and Hout case will have immediate ana careful attention. 83. Addréss all letters to
HOME M DICINE CO., S, W. cor. Tenth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
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The saloon man
standing

They said, ** He is a good bone to pick.
These fellows that carry their heads so

TOUCHED WITH FROST.
BY'MARY A. FORD.

high,

Under the yellow beeches,
As I follow a path that reaches

in for a little

‘With the drooping-willow spray,

Andaiters, violet-shaded,

* Blossom along the way.

Acress the faded clover
I can hear the wood-birds call;
And tenderly, over and over,
‘The sweet notes rise and fall.
"The berries burn red in the shadows;

The grapes hang ripe in the sun;
And the nuts will grow brown in the meadows,
Till the harvest days are done.
And lo! a nameless splendor
And sunshine, soft and tender,

chat.

We

can

t they

The

cause
m

saloon-kif§per

He won nearly

Such luck indicated
fortune. Make money
the order of the day.
in. And he went into

Follows the autumn rain.
And while through the lights and shadows
I wander and dream to-day,
My path acress the meadows
Grows lovelier all the way.

Hilledale, Mich.
ee
AAA An

into

every

an easy road to
no mater how, is
He resolved to go
the very net they

set for

him,

bling.

They go hand in band.

was

GOING TO SLEEP.

drinking

win and lose, for some

and

gam-

His luck

time,

so

as

to be about even. When he became
thoroughly infatuated, the conspirators
fleeced him entirely, and then kicked

BARKER.

with

him out of that respectable saloon,

I know that rest is very sweet,
The wooing Dreamland fresh and fair,
And beautiful the forms we meet
That have their habitation there;
That morning with its golden light
And with its anthems glad and free

curs-

ing him as a base drunken fool. He
hung around the common saloons some
time,

poor,

miserable,

sick,

wretched.

He came to himself, and went home.
His father received him gladly. Mother
clasped him as one risen from the dead.
The sisters shed tears of pity, and brother said * Itis too bad.”

Will break upon the quiet night
Beyond sleep’s dark, mysterious sea.
Bat then so fair has been the day
I would a little longer stay.

And I am weary.

not e

games of chance.
time.
a

Falls where the frost bas lain;

“
The
land of sleep is filled
vith or ttvn tidy rn
P

down.

Every one seemed greatly interested in
him. Not many days after, an acquaint-’
ance asked him in to take a glass of beer.
Remarking,
It is very reviving to a fellow when tired. I never drink anything
stronger. No harm in beer. And then this
is a first-class place. All the gentlemen
of the town drop in here to get the news
and be social.” Step by step they led him
on, till he came to love the place and
the company of the jolly fellows that
patronized it ; and more, the jolly ‘drinks
he got there ; and often’ he became very
happy, as the wit of the set expressed it.
One night they induced him to play at

’

In crimson, and faintest rose.
And the searlet vine is braided

J. W.

leveled

smiled, and complimented him, and introduced him to several business men
of
the town, that sat reading as he entered.

Down by the reeds and rushes,
Where the wandering sumac grows,

BY

be

some to fall.”
: aie
Gray, the confidence man, invi

Through a vista of gold and gray.
And the opal lights are sifting
:
Through the delicate, broidered leaves,
“That are slowly, slowly drifting
To gray and golder sheaves.

~

must

trap him.”
““ They sleep

I wander and dream to-day,

A world of beauty blushes

merchant.

Under good medical

I can feel

treatment,

and.

a

loving mother’s eare, he improved some
in health. But there was a burning

A gentle pressure ou my eyes,
As round the spirit seems to steal
The pallor of the sunset skies;

thirst, a sense

of shame,

a

feeling

as

thought

if

‘| road with a smallpail and stood directly

BOSTON WHITTLING SOH@OL.

of his
together,

to make capital of the young

==

Half-way down Temple Place

ton, is a certain

window,

in Bos-

in front of

which you will always find a group ofadmiring eyes.
And no wonder!
pretiiest, daintiest bits of wood

are placed
something
inside.
Tropical
viriety of

For the
carving

here; and if you want to see
still more attractive, just step
:
plants, heavy draperies, and a
pretty rugs—to say nothing

very homelike air.
of inlaid work,

The tall cabinets, all

are

filled

‘with

daintily

I know bright angel forms attend
The beds of children when they sleep,
And guard, when eyes of foe and friend
Are lost in silence, grand and deep;

place, as Judas did.

Iam

on

the brink

of a yawning chasm. I may as well
drop over, and end the scene. But stop!
Iam crazy. What of the future?

~T do not fear the dreary night,

““ Nor

The heavens with stars are glowing bright.
I only see the roseate hue .

thieves,

nor

covetous,

Of fading pleasures stealing through
“The shades of evening; and my heart
‘Would linger still smid the flowers
Of merning.
I would still pursue
The pleasure of the flying hours.

pense, their foot shall slide in due time.”
O God

Thus a ehild at evening murmured

(if there is a God, and there

be), is there no hope?

Tossing on his snowy bed,

and be ye saved.”

‘Visions of the merry day-time
“ Morning,” I eould hear him whisper,
# (Yer the mountains’ golden tips.”

Then he burried off to Dreamland,
“ Morning” trembling on his lips;

¢¢ Look unto

:

At the hour of the aboye reflections,

there was ‘a prayer-meeting,

Several

Lingered on the darling’s face.

Deacon R's family were present.

“This is life, and this the passing

took no ‘part.

Life's inspiring morning breath,
Float ¢’er memory’s moving current,

Thro’ the shadowy vale of death.
Though in faith’s sublimer vision, .
Dawns the morning land of bliss;
Tenderly will

€ling to this." =

ge

a
——

ki
3

4

Family Circle.
+,

BY REV. T. C. PARTRIDGE.

| | |

The old people have known

This is the headquarters of the **Sorrento Wood Carving Company.”

And, if

you will believe me, the whole

business

hot safe.” =

N

is not saved from sip, and therefore is

!

¥

want

i

== -

=

Rag

of his father’s family and,

and

led and all seemed

‘bower of pleasure, and the lap of plenty.

fo join.

Such a

prayer! So full of sympathy and pity, and

and con-

oy

good principles: that all young people ‘of a broken heart, and saveth such as be
need if: they would make a safe voyage’ of a contrite spirit.” While prayer was
over the seaof life. The youngest son, being made for him, hope revived, and
he had been quite too much indulged. with an impulse not his own, he also
Letting children have their own will and prayed. The young man is safe.
“I'm glad salvation’s free.”
way,is a start toward ruin.
My
young friends, do not be anxious
With
a good education, a few hundred
and his parents’ blessing, he went ‘to get away from the sweet home of your

‘

ob-

limped

tance from Painesville is eight miles from

this spot, and I happen to know

there

no stream crossing the road, and

so,

nearly all the population are engaged in
the sam
t of fret-cutting and inlaying.
It was in Canada that she acquired the
pretty accomplishment; and when she
opened her little ‘up stairs” studio on
the corner of Tremont Street and Temple
Place, her object was simply to teach

new
gether

patterns and
with

suitable

the frequent

woods, to*‘ orders”

place is sure to have a thirsty horse.”
Mr. Harvy jogged off, pondering deeply upon the quaint little sermon that had
been delivered.— Young Folk's Magazine.
PT
CP
+404

LITTLE TANGLES,
He told the workers that, when any diffi-

in-

culty arose, they should send to him, and
never to fear troubling him.
‘Among many men and women busy

duced Miss Hill and her friend to enlarge
their plans.
How the business has grown under
their

able

managément

is »

long,

*“ Once there was a king, who employed his people to weave for him. The silk
and patterns were all given by the king.

for

finished work, as this effective style of
ornamentation became better known,

sir,

almost every one passing here from that

others this novel, fascinating art.

Bat the numerous pupils that applied
for instruction, the constant demands for

is

but

very interesting story. ‘Twice Miss Hill
has crossed the water to secure some desired improvement in patterns or tools;
and the saw-blades that are now used by
the Sorrento Wood Carving Company.
come directly from
Germany.
After many experiments
they offer the
public a ‘* saw-frame” of their own manufacture, which, among other advantages,

:

at the looms,

there

was

one

little

child

who worked cheerfully, though often
alone. One day, when the men ‘and
women were distressed at the sight of
their failures, —theft silks were tangled,
and their weaving unlike the pattern,—
they gathered round the child, and said,—

*“ ‘Tell us how it is that you are so happy in your work. We are always in
difficulties.’
** ‘Then why do you not send to the
king ? said the little weaver. ‘He told
us that we might do so.’
*“ ‘So we do, night and morning.’
“““Ah!” said

the

child;

‘but

I send

I wonder if you know just how this. directly when 1 find Thave a little tangle.’
““Solet us take all our wants and
It is,

fret-sawing and inlaying is done.
to be sure,

much

easier

than

the

wood

carving in relief; but, afterall, it requires
a deal of skill and patience.
The steel saws are sometimes as fine as
a needle, and will cut with a sharp, clean
edge the delicate lines in a pattern that
seem scarcely more than a hair’s breadth
in size.
‘When it is necessary to introduce the
saw into cuts that are not open, small

holes are made with.a tiny drill worked

by a crank. This also ‘makes holes for
pins and screws, and rims them out with
all sorts of points.
The outfit of tools necessary, costs,

ac-

cording to number and quality, from two

10 six dollars ; and only a few lessons are

needed to teach one Low
magic little instruments.

to use

these
)

Many pupils have received all their instruction by letter. And, for the aceom-

modation of those who live at a_distance,

Wood Carving Company
little pamphlet of directions,
with every box of tools.

there.isa great, demand for

inlaid.works-and holly.
upon ebony, white-

wood upon black walout—indeed, every
variety of inlaying—can be done with

these same tools, , Tables and large cabinets are now ornamented tastefully in this

troubles directly to the Lord in prayer.
He invites us so to do, and promises to
help us.”

THE

WORKSHOP.

d. He

York:

for its interest to contract with American

ship-builders for $17,000,000
fast-sailing cruisers.

worth

of

——The
capito]l dome at
Hartford,
Conn, just gilded, has an area of 4109

square feet, requiring 87,500 leaves of
gold 3 3-8 inches square. The gold ‘was
twenty-three carats fine,
1-2 pounds Troy.

and weighed
th

3

managing the hand presses.
The wood they always prefer to select
themselves from the lnmber yard; for. it
is only the best pieces of bird's-eye maple,
holly,

white-wood,

‘horse-cheéstnut

and

black walnut that can be used for ‘this
dainty work.

;

Then it must all be

seasoned,

——A prominent car-builderin New York
city has just finished an order for ~horsecars for the London Tramways Company.
American horse-cars are said to possess
two advantages over those of English
make, although their first cost, including
the freight, is greater than that of the lat-

ter—the lightness saves the "Horses, and
the cars wear much better.

——The

one-hundred-miles-long pipe

from Corryville toWilliamsport
Pa., ,
for the
transportation of coal oil, is six inches’ in

the

take a little between the teeth, when

the

least portion of grit may be detected.
Careful workmen will always wash it before using. This is effected by stirring
the powder in a considerable quantity of

‘water, then allowing it to remain at rest
for a few seconds, and pouring the water
into a glazed earthen vessel. The pow-

der which then precipitates will be perfectly fine and smooth. By washing the
remainder, the whole

of the finer parts

:
may be separated from the grit.
—A recent inventor, hailing from
Bushnell, Ill., claims to be able

to

make

hard wood lumber out of common

wheat

straw, with all the effects of polish and
finish which is.obtainable on the hardest
of black walnut and mahogany, at as little cost as clear pine lumber can be made
pro-

duces would go far toward Verifying his

superintend every part of the work; and
when the wood is ready, it is brought to

«used for tke

out from'it, the Lord help you to remember your Creator, and to arm yourselves

the headquarters on Temple Place, where

thickness of lumber desired, These sheets

none but a woman’s hand puts on the finishing touches.— Wide Awake.

'

AN UNCONSCIOUS SERMON.
Mr. Harvy was riding slowly along the

and

tober number. They are united under the tile,
“The Other Side of the Won Gueaon and

give avery complete pre<éntation of the u

Sullx, the ‘ip-

ments in favor of extending
the
ot
friige to women. The second paper Is uh
attack
on Maltbusianism, Darwinism, aud Pessimism,
by Professor Francis Bowen, of Harvard Col.

trigues against them, and their romantic feats,

are full of thrilling scenes. The episode alon»

lege. The writer
has no advocates,
pletely réfuted by
inthe ' desputiof

naked into that dark subterranean prison to die
of starvation, throws a wild and wierd character over the whole period that was historically

a part of it. The present author has, in a few

declares that Multhusianism
that Darwinism ‘Stands comthe facts of natare,
and that
Pessimisi ‘we witness the

worst consequences'of the Malthasian theory.
This essuy will be enjoyed by those who like
the whole picture, and made & volume that is discussion in" which'no quarter is given
or tak.
well fitted to take its place in this excellent se- en. “A Page of Political CoFres
pondence,”
riés, Roman history, being served up in frag-’ which follows, is a collectionof Tetters written
ments Ike this, with some famous epoch as a by Mr. Stanton 10 ex-Pres
ident Bdchanan at
center in each, becomes a new thing, and is
the begluning of Mr. Lificoln’s adnbinis ration,
strokes, portrayed the most striking features of

such that many will thus become familiar with
it who would never attempt it either in the
original tongues or in the complete works upon.
it. If our young friends, especially, would
give thei= evenings this winter to the reading of
such volumes as this, it would
vantage to thent.

be a great

and now for the first time giventu the

public,

They give, in ‘very plain terms; the 'whiter's

opinion of Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Seward, and of
the measures taken by the goverument to re.

sist the secessionists.

Part IV. of “The Diary

ad-

of u Public Man,” treats chiefly of the relinquishment of Fort Sumter, Mr. Béward’s nego-

ROOM FOR ONE MORE.
By Mary Thacher
Higginson, author of “Seashore and Prairie.”
ara t Lee & Shepard. 16mo. pp. 255.

at Richmond and Montgomery, and the plan of

tiations

with Virginia, the progress of events

a peace convention.

Another

interview

with

Mr. Lincoln is described, in which the Presi.

The ordinary circumstance of a child being
left without a mother is here woven into a remarkably fine and charming story. Itis for

dent made several of those characteristic remarks which caused him to be 80 much misunderstood by those about him when he first came
young people, and the more remarkable on
into power, but are now quoted as proofs of
that account, since so many people fail who at- his shrewdness and ability.
Professor Arthur
tempt to write stories for that class. This is -L. Perry contributes a clearly written essay
on

not only for the children, but it is about them,

describing their daily pleasures, troubles
triuls, and making it all appear so real that
half feels on closing the book as though he
actually been in the Rand family, enjoying

“Tariff Reactions,” in which be insists that

and
one
had
the

every form of protection must operate calami-

tously in time.

children’s sports while Uncle Ned gives them
his “bear hugs” on going to his business, and
the mother is still sweet tempered and loving

while weary with her household cares,

The November Scribner is the medium of
introducing a new story-writer, Mr, Geo. W.
Cable, who begins in this number a story of
Creole life on the Mississippi, entitled “The
Grandissmes.” Any story dealing with the first
appearance of the Creoles in bistory must be
interesting, and the opening chapters of Mr.
Cable’s narrative show that he is peculiarly
adapted to bring out the fomantic und thrilling
in their life,as well as the historical and matter-

But,

though

burdened, she found “room
for one
had the
more” when Harry’s mother died, and
satisfaction of seeing him grow to a good and
useful young man, The Christmas evening that
comes at the close of the book,when Will comes
home from the war, and the family is once
more in the beloved old home, is a pleasant
conclusion to the story.
Indeed, it is pleasant

and enjoyable throughout,

The concluding articleis u re-

view of “Some Recent Works of Fietion,” by
Edward Eggleston.—New York: The North
American Review, 551 Broadway.

and people who ad-

of-fact. It promises to he a fascinating
and pow-

mired Miss Thacher's **Seashore and Prairie,”
will not the less admire “Room for One More,”

erful story, A paper on “the Mississippi Jetties” gives an: illustrated and detailed account
of this great feat of engineering. This issue of

now that she has become Mrs. Higginson.

the magazine may be culled the farmer's number.

THE TRIBULATIONS OF A CHINAMAN IN CHINA,
From the French of Jules Verne, by
Virginia Champlin.
Same publishers, &c.

1Bmo.

pp, 274

(B10).

Er

would go there, it would

be Jules Verne, the

to the

moon,

lived

contributes

a paper on

18 having‘a depressing effect on farming in
‘England, Mr. Heory King’s “Picturesque Features of Kansas Farming,” an unexampled State
of prosperity, describes Kansas types of character, the Spanish ranchero, the Mennonite villages, the prairie fire, and the negro exodus. IIlustrated papers of an interest somewhat aitied

Writers of fiction have not gone to China
very freely for material.
Of course, if any one

man who had-been

Mr. P.T. Quinn

“The Agricultural distress in Great Britain,”
in which he argues that American competition

under

the earth in Jess than

The characters here are unique,

national customs of the people do service in the
book, and so add to its interest and its novelty.

deals especially with strawberriesand
, the general subject is to be continued in future aumbers. There are nine other pupers giving va-

The tramslator has caught the spiritof the story,
and has really reproduced much of the author's
freshness and vivacity.
Many of the popular
features of the day, sach as the phonograph,
Captain Boynton’s rubber. suit, the flexibility of Life Insurance companies, and various
other eccentricities of the time are woven into

the narrative,

OLD

FRIENDS

riety and value

NEW.

in 4’ midch more attractive forih, A g6bd book.

By Sarah O,

($1.25).

One would be likely'to buy this book’ simply
for its neat and tasteful appearance, [Ets brown

andby consequence a good rngazine, isthe best
of all “good company.” The N gvember number

:

contains “Schopenbaur on Luke Pepin,” by Oc-

and gold covers, with the stieaf of “cat’s-tails”
arranged artistically ‘ini the corner of ome of
ther, are really drawing when exposed in the
book-Store windows. ~ But the externals are"

tave Thanet; “Bible By-Gones,” by James M.
Whitén ;“Friuged Gentlsn,” a'poém, by Elxive
Goodale; “The Fragrant Vase,” a ‘story, by
Horace: E., Seudder;. ‘The: Sunday Jaws. of
New England,” by Walter
ned; “In the

the least thing ‘ about the book. ‘The contents
ure charming—a needless statément for those.
who have hitherto read Miss Jewett’s sketches,
and particularly
some of the very ‘sketches in
this volume, ay théy have previously appeared
in the magazines. Dreamy, fir-seeing; often’
romantic, and always with'a touch of ‘ténder‘ness and pathos in thei, they hold the reader's
attention wheii once they ‘have caught it, and

Last Pew,” a poem, by Celeste M. A. Wins-

low; “Around st. Puul’s,” byJ. B. T. Marsh;
“Metropolitan Charities for Children,” by Wm.

H./Rideing: “‘An' Eastertr Story)”
poem, by
Mary Bradley; 4The Men of Lake Tuhoe,? by
Frank D. T. Carpenter;
Doctor,” by Arthur

claim.

The process

is as follows:

He

usually manufactured at any paper mill is
purpose.

As

many

‘sheets |

are taken as are required to make
are passed through a. chemical

the

humor,

rett; “A Kid of the Goats;” a story, by

Springfield, Mass. : “Good Compiy.”

quaint ‘and 'de«

Wide Awake comes out of the summer heat
without a trace of languor or dullness

By Au-

“The Tragical History of Chang Fung: Loo”

Springfield, Mass: Clark

“White Lilies,” ete,
W. Bryan

ny. “12mo. pp. 104,
The poems in this volume are ¢

about it..

Its print is clear and legible, and its illustrations are good, Several of ‘those in the November umber being amising as well as excellent.

Prindle, author of # Fast,

resent and Future,”

Lizzie

W. Champuey ; “Néoktown Gossip,” by Carl
Clinton; “Editor's Table” and “*Literature.”—

—

usta Cleveland

Gospel

“The Cornet So-

“An Argument,” &‘poem, by Helen Ekin Star-

illustration, and pure

FLOWERS, and Other Poems,

Gilman;

Nightin an Opium Den,” by Wm. M, F. Round;

and simple narrative. One should hasten to
read this latest one before the October daysare
gone,
ALPINE

District Attor-

lo,” w story; by Elizabeth’ W,; Déntson; “A

always leave him richly repaid for the reading.

character, choice

“The

ney and Crime,’ by-C. Cavernos “The

Her descriptions of home-life, of hote-people,
and of original ‘characters among ‘the less ex-

licious

degreé.~New
}

, Good Company, which is the new name by
which Sunday Afternoon 1iXnowu, retains alb
the merit of the older publication, and is issued

Jewett. Boston: Houghton, Osgood & Co. 18mo.

PD. 269.

The depart-

zine faculty” to a remarkable’
York: Seribner & Co.

It is certainly not a tiresome

AND

to the vumber.

ments are filled with timely topics, and abound
in interest. Dr. Holland possesses “thie maga-

i
barrels a day. | i: Hie§
ternally polished classes of sdciéty,’ are''not
‘often surpassed
by any writer. ““Deephaven,”
-—=~Rotten stone is sometimes. harsh
“Pliy Days,” and now “Old Friéhds and New,”
and gritty ; the best way of'trying it is to
are full ‘of admirable

up for, and the samples * which: he
and

the Gracchi and of Marius

book to read.

manner, and the work is said to be very diameter and contains 28,000 batrels of
durable,
he
A
| oil. . The fall is 2100 feet, and the oil is
: In the pretty alcoves curtained off from forced into the pipé by great engines,
the
the main room on Temple Place, lessons fluid passing through the pipe at the, rate

work is done here in Boston, and then
sent out West for more extensive sales.

Phillips, to Mr." Parkman's article on “Tne
Woman Question,” which’ appeared in'the Oc.

Charles Scribner's

Sons.
12mo. pp. 217. ($1.00).
:
There is hardly a more interesting period in

three months.

childhood. ‘Bat, as you may have to go

* Righteousness keepeth him that is upright in the way. But wickedness -oyer-,

History}, ‘New

{poche oF Anion:

——Ten million paper bags were made “the scenes amusing, and the descriptions well to these are on “Rare Lawn-Trees,” by Mr.
made.
Mr. Verne has
by a factory in Ballston Spa in one facts fuil him be draws a vivid imagination. If Samuel Parsons, Jr., of Flushing, L. I., and on:
on this, and" 80 is sure
“Success with Small Fruiis,” by
month, recently, and yet the demand ex- of making both entertaining
and startling de- Roe, of Cornwall, New York. BothRev. E. P.
of these
velopment
ceeds the supply.
;
:
s. He manages his Chinamen well.
papers are by experts, and contain much ‘inNot only the personal charucteristies bat the
——The Russian government finds it
formation for the planting seison. Mr. Roe

takes ordinary straw board ; such as is

with the Christian armor.
God for
wisdom. You think there is no danger.

H. Beesly, With maps.

the sea, and compassed

O-0-B-0-0

planks cut up into available pieces.
In all, they employ about a dozen
workmen. But the ladies themselves

will entertain the young people, while older
readers will find ‘much in’ the other articles to
please and instruct them. ‘An attractive pros-

Compa-

t
of a'sa-

pectus is published

cred character, and in several of them there is

‘for 1880.— Boston : D. Lo-

displayed considerable poetic merit. The opens

throp & Co.

tion of those beautiful and striki.g snow-plants

volume of that magazine, with wider margins,

ing stanzas of“ Alpine Flowers,” which gives
the book its name, convey both u truthful descrip»

and start many a wholesome suggestion:
ALPINE

St: Nicholas

=

Alone the Alpine flowers bloom,
Content, that, thus near Heaven's gate
They dwell in grandeur and in gloom,

opens

thicker paper, twelity-eight additional

the Tth
pages,.

ultimate dondition of tuis maguzine if it goes on
improving ‘itself ut this rate.’ The presént num-

ber begins anew

volume, ahd the attractions

for next yeur are dazzling.~New York : Seribner & Co.
"
A
i

The mountain bares its lofty brow

And to its bosom tempts the storm;

But in its chink of rifted snow,
The floweret rests secure and warm.

The Nursery for November
in the beauty

"Tis born of storms, and swathed in snow,
Its nutriment keen, frosted air;
Yet fairer, sweeter, purer flowers
Not sunny vales¢an claim or wedr.

for November

:

| two frontispieces, a red-line title-page for the
volume, sixt¥ or more pictures, and fourteen
short storied. It is a question what will be'the

FLOWERS.

Amig the Alps eternal snows

:

:

“The Watcher,” ““The Conflict,” and “Gen:

solution’ “ius Awaking,” will also bear to be singled out

of

‘surpasses itself

‘its illustrations

and

in

the

clearness of its letterpress, ' It is plensant thus
| to see & good thing growing better. The Ucto-,
ber number offers some tempting gremiams for
the little folks,—~Boston:’ John’ L. Shorey, 36 Bromileld Street.’
'
:

which thoroughly softens up. the fiber, as meritorious specimens of the contents of the |
and completely saturates it.. The whole. book, ©

LITERARY NOTES,
‘Messrs, Lee & Shepird have ready forpubli-

cation ‘auotlier of Mr. Geo. M. Towle’s Juvenile
Bouks'of Adventure, founded entirely on’ fact, .
in the ‘‘Heroés of History” seriés.’ This voland then "descriptive of their works, which include iljuse ume
“Delicate consideration. for the elephant dusty road, looking in all directions for a ‘passage, as’ well as. polished,
is the interesting life of the famous voya—considerate little girl: ¢¢ Please, Mr. stream or even a house where he might comes out of the otherend of the machine, trated and fine-art volumes, juvenile and edu- ger’ Magellan, who was born lite in the 16th
Keeper, will it butt him if I give him a refresh his tired, thirsty horse with a good hard, dry lumber ready for nse. ‘The in- cational works, waterscolors, crayons; mnthe- century, and after various adventures, started |
y. bun?”
matical
eto. The same firm has
| draught of water.
; -ventor claims that the chemical proper- ahouse ininstruments,
from Spain with five ships that made the first
Sd.
London

throwech the sinner.”

Be

and

“Sorrento,” in remembrance of that love-

regarded. in

vicinity. “No blasting wind had ever all that call upon him; to. all “that call
come to that delightful home.
bing upon him in. trath. He will falfill the
Varanus was ambitious, and somewhat desire of them that ‘fear him.” *‘¢ The
them that are
conceited, and a little careless about the 4 Lord is migh unto

Ca ei a
LI

child,

ly city across'the Bay of Naples, where

of ‘the spirit of Him who said, ‘Neither Two architects, one here and one in Chitheir eduedtion. They were accomplish- do I condemn thee.” The spirit impress- cago, are kept constantly busy making
ed. And Deacon Rosendale's family, of ed each of them, and was manifest in their designs; but all the printingis done
right, belonged tothe first families in the large measure. * The Lord is pigh unto here by young girls, who are experts in

“tented... Expense was . not.

looking earnestly. at the

said,

is carried on just by two energetic, talent- and mother says no matter how small a
ed women!
;
favor may seem, if it is all we are capaTen years ago, Miss Hill introduced ‘ble of, God loves it as much as he does a
here in Boston a peculiar kind of *¢ wood very large favor, and this is the most I
carving,” to which she gave the name of can do for others. You see, sir, the dis-

spired against him, japd'/ndarly" ruined easels, etc., are manufactured just here.
him, soul and body,, I propose. that ‘we ‘But all the rough workis done by steam
conspire together,
and enter into a power, and a number of hands are kept
solemn covenant to pray ‘for the salva- constantly at work, down on Mechanic
tion of his soul, and his complete rescue street, where all the cabinets and larger
from the powers of darkness. He was a pieces of work are turned out by machineyoung man of promise, and if We d6 ‘our IY,
;
antl
duty, God will hear and answer prayer,
Four years age a branch store was
and there will be joy here add in heaven,
opened by the Sorrento Wood Carving
Let us git He. Company
over a sinner saved.
in Chicago; but most of the

But the children lived in a

Still they were not all thankful

But he

“I would like you to take it,” he

himself, I ask your sympathy. And I are still given'by’ these indefatigable la- of sonsething over a mile an hour, flowing
ask more. Since.the gates of hell con- dies; and numerous frames, brackets, into the receiving tank at the rate
of 6000

Rosendale farm is a home to be desited. It was'a wilderness and a solitary
place. But, by ‘skill and industry, has
been made to flourish and blossom as
‘the rose.”

. hardship.

who stripped and wounded him.

«In behalf

QONSPIRAGIES,
|.

They

pressedto introduce .a delicate subject.
You are all informed of the unfortunate
condition of a prodigal son ‘that has
come
back to his’ father’s ‘house. He is
| just now safe from the influence of those

ans

—

of

*¢ Indeed he would, and I was wonder-

slightly. |
*‘ Indeed, sir. Idon’t want it.” It is
little enough I can do for myselt' or any
one; 1 am lame, and my backis bad, sir,

That was unnsual. All the ‘Sorrento
present seenied burdened with ‘some in- have issueda
expressible feeling. * The ‘good pastor which is sent
came to the rescue, and said: * I feel im- -Ab.present

Thro’ the valley dark and lone;
Thus we tread the mystic pathway,
‘Which our feet have never known.
- Fragrance of the blooms of summer,

A
&

me

* Ho every one that

What does it mean?

‘While a smile as soft as sammer
On his features, I could trace, *
‘And it seemed the breath of angels

with true devotion

must

thirsteth, come ye.” ¢ Come unto we
all ye that labor and are heavy laden.”
How these passages that I used to hear
when in better days do come to me!

Parting through his weary head.

Still, the heart

nor

drunkards—shall inherit the kingdom of
God.” *¢ At the last, it biteth like a serpent, and stingeth like an- adder.” ¢ To
me belongeth vengeance, and recom-

said the boy, respectfully.

least look of a *¢ store” about the place.

more easily turned screws.

self, and his friends? No use. I may as
well go back, and go downto my own

sir?"

serving for ithe first time that he

How could he ever rise again? How

Amid the blooming flowers at play.

* Would your horse like a drink,

carved knick-knacks, and there isn’t the

those demons had only taken his life,also.

cast off the shame and disgrace, to him-

Howe, Elizabeth Oudy Stanton, Thotnss Went.
By A. worth
Higginson, Lucy Stone and Wendell

THE GBACOHI. MARIUS AND SULLA,

Mr: Harvy, stopping his horse.

of Jugurtha’s conspiracy, and his ‘desperute
fight, his final capture, and his being thrust

Sinee first the rosy day began,
So smooth the current of the hours,
It seems a bright and narrow span ;—

ever

The North American Review for November
opens with a series of ‘replies, by Jalfi Wirq

about the pet kittens and the wee dog ‘on’ he offered him a'bit of silver, and was
the cushions—give to the long room a astonished to see him refuse it.
]

admits the insertion of larger pieces of
wood, and is regulated by simpler and

He

“What do you wish, my boy?" said

the whole courseof Roman history; than the
portion covered by this volume.
The wars of

though in a dismal

pit.

Hiternry Beviehn.

before him.

ing where I could obtain it.”
Mr. Harvy thought little of it, supposing of course that the boy earned"a few
pennies in’ this manner, ‘and, therefore,

For I have been amid the flowers

~A little longer-let me stay

_

and several

customers conspired

I

NE

| eurrant out ¢
An

rere

Irishman “having

‘purchased

an

| alurm-clock, an Hoquatatunce asked him
‘what he was going to do withit,,

“Och,”

he answered, * sure I have nothing to do
but to pull a string and wake mezelf.”

While he was thinking and ‘wonderin

he turhed an sbrupt bend in the road and

saw before him a’ comfortable-looking
farm-house, and at the same time a boy
ten or twelve years old came out into the

is then passed through a succession of
rollers, dried ‘and hardened during the

Cassell, Petter, Galpin

& Co. "(New York),

‘fine-arts publishers, issue a tempting catalogne

and one in Paris.
ties hardening in’ the fiber entirely pre- 4 {
voyuge around the world.”
1
‘vent water-soaking, and render the lum| 1t 1s stated that Herbert Spencer's health,
ber combustible only in a very hot fire. "A volume of songs from the works of Tenny- which has always been precarious, has almost
son, accomp
by music, ‘is announced by suddenly improved, so that he is bettec than he
Tue hardened finish on the outside also the Laureateanied
’s

makes it impervious to water.

London

Paul & Co.

—

publishers,C. Kegan
iil

hus been for many years.
years old.
»

/

He is now sixty

THR

=
[An address
Ravelat Educn
sary
in Olney
ford, of Farm

ore the Freewill
§ late Svuiver
C. A. Bickir

It is gene

tho best may be a pride of learning, as , alo a

possible

Lin

ply aad

esTao

td, Ni ) system of reting to provide for

states of

folly :. there isméimore need, lin" thd one
cage, that Ne,

the wants ‘of the soul, can consistently
neglect incidental

and tributary

ould

ignorant,

than

there is the
in
hel that onal

provis-

a

sider merely many of ‘their external feats

be secured ? In general, there is, for our

times, but one answer {o this, question.
Schools, properly endowed and sustained,

ble mental powers may doubtless co-exist

with zealous piety ; nevertheless the zeal
ghis combined with knowledge affords
obler phases of religious

are the indispensable means. The establishment of colleges by the churches,

ot. The Christian re- from that of Harvird in 1686, down to

‘and
ielead

ligion is consistently designed for the
symmetrical edification of the entire being ; and those organizations formed to

that of Bates in 1868, has been ever in

strict accord with the spirit of the gospel
and the vital necessities

present Christianity to the world are true

sition; «eternally gound.: When, too, we
consider denominations, heh -- possessing

growth neither . despising the body, nor
neglecting the mind.

of the church.

Schools under religious influences and ultimately for religious ends, isa propo-

to their profession only as, so far as possible, they provide for the culture of the
whole man, In their efforts ufter spiritual

traits more or

In their proper in-

modes of work, and especially

in the kind of mén which they put repre-

sentatively, before the worldto teach, to
persuade, and to lead, these organizations
or denoninations will, no'less sirénuously than upon religious devotion, insist upon proper care of the health and cultivation

less distinctive,

and

ask,

sary to the fullest measure of ‘the former,
A Christian ministry, to honor its’ profes-

nor

In what does a proper mental qualifica-

tion for the Christian ruinistry consist?

power

ly more

than in sanctified ignorance. Knowledge of

toil;

the developments, for in-

stance, of biologi al research; and, in an
aguof socialistic ferment and revolutions,
with the fundamental principles and established laws of political economy? More
than ever is it true to-day thatan ignorant
ministry is an inefficient one. 1 do not
say an unpopular one, but popularity and

usefulness are not synonymous in an age
of declining, reverence snd obedience to
Above all other
feverish impulses.
forms of knowledge, let it be insisted upom that the minister be thoroughly

grounded in knowledge of the Bible—its
tongues, ‘its contents, its doctrines, the
principles of sound interpretation, and
the history of its achievements swong
men. Tam in hearty sympathy with the
recommendation made by the Committee

om Education at our last General Counferonce that * more

attention be given

in

our theological schools to such exegetical
and other studies as shall secure to the
staidents » more thorough acquaintance
with the Scriptures themselves, as a vital
qualification for the work of the: minis.

try."

L.agree, 00, with our Financial

in
It

have been sadly and calpubly neglectful
of the vitally important work of eduocation. We can all recall the eircomstances under which our denomination arose.

include prejudice against a classically educated ministry. Touching the first forty

years

of our

life,

the

statements

framed in
ia the

gold anddhung conspicuously
y of esfbcially

every

young

ministe®: * Resolved, That it is indispensably necessary for one who. is about
to teach others on any subject, first to understand the subject olearly himself."

But the prime object of all mental oultare is to stimulate symmetrical growth,

large activity, and the best productiveness,

as to both quality

and

quantity.

The chief thing desired is capability.
This great instrumeat by which the ministry works should be no dull, neglected

are

doubtless just and true which Mr. Stewart makes in his ‘* History of the Freewill
Baptists for Half a Century.” In one
place he says, * Not a line written, not a
word uttered, against education, has yet
come to light, as the sentiment of the fathers during the first forty years. They
did not glorify education—they probably
did not sufficiently appreciate it—but they
did not oppose it.” They * neglected" it.

As we enter the second half century of
our denominational existence we meet
with the beginners, of a positive advocacy
of an educated ndinistey and of denominational schools. - This advocacy. destroys

the old unity on the basis of negleet, and
stimulates an auspicious division in the
ranks, Tt was, of course, to be ‘éxpected
that a positive stand once taken should inspire pronounced opposition, and that ar-

guments pro should be met by arghinents

con. Says-our historian, ‘* When a greater interest ‘was ‘awakened in ‘education

Seoretary, that the following resolution, | 8°" erally, and Theological

-adopted forty years ago by the founders
of this Education Society, should be

Scheols began

to be established, and young men i the
Freewill Baptist ministry were ‘studying
with, a diligence truly praiseworthy,
there arose a class of men jealous of the
results. They feared that learning rath-

er than God would become the reliance of
such ministers ; and some of them, having but little relish for study themselves,
and but a faint appreciation of its advan-

tages, discouraged their young brethren
from study for ministerial usefulness.
Others encouraged them, and thus there
was a division in the counsel given.”
The period from 1830 to 1840, or from
the establishment of our first seminary at
Parsonsfield to the opening of the Bibli-

tool ; it shouldbe cared for, sharpened,
made to the utmost possible extent relia-: cal School in the same place, seems to
ble and efficient. The mental powers of have been a transitional decade in which,
most men ave poor at the best; neglect by the intelligent and persistent efforts of

to. cultivate and make the most of them is a comparative few, the denomination was
anfaithfulness ; it is to say,

‘I

care

not

that my pound gain ten pounds or five
pounds ; I will keep it in a napkin.” I

know that the apparéat success of illiterate and uncultured preachers, assisted, as
a rule, by novel and sensational adjuncts,

‘bas seemed to some minds to obscure the
need

of a solider ministry.

But

who

doubts that St. Paul was a greater apostle

carried over from the old time negléct of

education to a positive

committal

the period, too, in which the two

el, or that Chalmers was an abler minister because he was able to write the A4s-

their

gouoerations pass through variant moods;
and whether seen in politics or in religfon, we must not mistake the superficial

for the deep, the transitory for the perma-

nent.

In religion that which, by the com-

mon consent of the wisest of men,

God

and have done all

that the / donbecrated ew “ots Yew could
do, but when we. consider. that probably
not one of these schools can be said to be

er

them are so meagerly endowed
tained that they are ina

and

moribund

sus-

to the

rowed

the sphere

state,

of ils proper efforts

and achievements ; moreover,

when

we

consider that, to-day, it is only the eye of
faith that can See cumiug from the pockets
ofthe denomination even the tithe of the

thousands needed for the full prosecution
of our educational

work,

—we

societies came into existence

noble

work.

A

mission

and began

bright

epoch!

—sghining with a lustre not surpassed by any succeeding
period.
It
is pleasing to trace in the records of the
tine the manifest growth of the educational idea. The first allusion to education in the published Minutes of General
Conference is found in those of the Sixth
Conference held in. Meredith, N. H., in
1832. Very pleasing is it, doubtless, for

of

all such are similar in form and are run on
‘substantially the same plan.
If, in this
hour, Foreign Missions
are made our
chief work, I can believe with others that
the prospect of perpetuating our denominational name is greater in India than in

Now, undoubtedly, it is a proper

important

thing for this

dimensions the work

Society

understand

what these things are which to the fainihearted

no

less

about the financial condition
students. ' In its early days, as

than

of ‘our
‘we have

properly

people.

So

far

as they

muy bave failed to realize the attainable
ideal lifted luminonsly before the eyes of
this denomination forty years ago, and
since then still more clearly defined,
blame net them;

if words of

blame must

Now, it addresses itself wholly, and but
weakly, to the helping of students, and,

a small inproposes to
the work of
efficient intwo objects
of this So-

how, in these

times

of need,

No

doubt,

it

has

lost,

in

But we have

enough to deplore in the fact that a vast
majority among us seems so utterly indifferent to this part of our work, I confess

schools in themselves a sufficient
ment to capable young men to be
within

their

found

walls; and next, to do what

it consistently can, in the way of wisely
granted. and properly guarded loans, to
assist young men who need assistance.
To the importance of the proper work
of this Society, who can be blind?

Isup-

would think that such a ¢all, if it meant
anything, would express itself first of all
in enlargement of the plans, and the
forts, and the receipts of this Society.

it does not, what are young

poorly sustained,

and particularly

why

this Society ‘should be narrowed in its
plans and efforts, and be treated by the
churches as a comparatively unimportant

thing.
What is the proper work of this Edu-

the next sixteen years (1854-1870) it did
something,

though

but very little, to aid

those young men whose circumstances required it, during their course of study. In

1870, the Society accepted the generous
offer of the Trustees of Bates College to
furnish buildings and instruction for the
Theological School, ‘and for four years
from that time devoted the entire income
of its invested, funds, some

$40,000 — to

the assistance of its young men preparing for the ministry. In 1874, the finan-

Mai
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mis-

possible ministry is a genuine and hearty

call * Touching
our
‘denominational
growth, I' must ‘regard "this Society,
when committed to the full measure of
its proper work, as Recond in importance
to none of our special institutions

Term
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for Catalogue to
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collegiate work. = It should neither he re-

mean in the

eyes ‘of the

word,

particu-

larly in the eyes of the youug men

of this

denomination. The denomination that neglects’ its theological schools is

softening of the brain. Lift

sick: with

‘school out of the slough of pitiable neglect ;

clothe! it well; feed it generously with its
| own appropriate meat and drink; give it a
good home ia a building all ‘its ‘own; enlarge its library fand and provide it with

ards of admission and of scholarship; let
{ every member of its faculty be full of demake the school the most prominent font
ure of the college, and its spirit the dom.
inant spirit, and you have touched, as is

possible in no other.way, and opened
springs of a new

vigor.

denominational

life and

Young met would enter the school

needing neither to be coaxed

nor

or, sbandoning long-entertained thoughts
ofthe ministry, to enter the paths of secu-

lar life.

Happy will it be for us asa

peo-

School, for which especially this

Society

wont
to dunble,

double,

our denominational character, if indeed we

But

have any ; for securing a properly trained
ministry, such as is indispensable to solid
denominational growth
;and, ultimately, for
the large and permanent prosperity of all
our mission efforts we need to fortify and
hold this citadel and capital point. Failing

ation of numerical growth is naturally
consequent upon partial withdrawal of
attention from ‘the * multiplication of
churches, to the discussion of
new
measures, the rectification of structural

to do so, we had better strike our colors at

once und have done with the whole struggle for denominational growth, and even
existence. .But I have to believe that we

shall do the right things yet» Abandoning
erroneous courses; discrowning and’ dethroning prejudices and lurking antagonisms that have
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ple if, in these times that now are, we
awaken to the fuct that our Theological
exists, 18 our chief denominational citadel.
For the conservation and development of

we have grown more slowly in numbers,
our spirit and sentiments have grown
among men much more rapidly.
The
reasons for our tardier numerical growth
are not far to seek. I know no abler. presentation of them than that given in a
paper written by Dr, Day, entitled *¢ The
Freewill Baptist Denomination,” and published in the tenth volame of the old
Quarterly. Perhnps a temporary retard-
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Whitestown, Oneida

the

merical growth, fulfilled ‘the hopes inspired in that former time when we were

if
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our training

hired, who now enter it. discontentedly,or
pass itby either to go into other schools

nu-

VW

tively unimportant adjunct, to be half-fed |
and half-clothed, and allowed to appear

There can be in these days no large
growth without the best possible ministry, just such a ministry as it ‘is the business
of this Society to sid in securing.
It is, of course, well known that during
our last half century, we have not in

bourd of assistants. * Students fitted for
ness
or college.
For further particulars address the
Pellet, or E. 8. Tasker, Secretary.
Northwood Ridge, July 30, 1879.

garded nor treated as if it were acompara-

then,

our numbers in a single decade.
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England is our ueglect of the Theological
School at Lewiston,through failing properly to enlarge and energize the work of this
Society. In view of our denominational
weal, that school shouldbe made emphatically the most prominent and prosperous
feature of our whole educational work. Its
proper place,both nominally and tnfluentially,is in advance of any merely academic or

and lines of consecrated Christian effort.

‘than
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tary,
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great mistake we are making here in New

call of Free Baptist churches for the Lest nominational zeal and faith in our future;

more

IDGEVILLE

without

of-.
every new and desirable book that is pubIf lished ; increase its facilities for thorough
men, having {struction purge and ¢layate its stand-

both consecration and ‘ambition, ‘to’ un-

and

ood

great detriment to our Zion.
What the
ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further in‘ormation address the
military school at West Point and the
CHENEY, D. D., o Prof. JOBN FUL
ident, O.
|.
sAcademy
at Annapolis are to the regular LONTON, BD Day -Lewistop; Main
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
army and navy of our country, theologi- |
cal schools are to a denominational minis—
No&THwooD SEMINARY Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
try —und much more if we see aright. am
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec, and March.
J.
incduce- sure there are many who feel that the one H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete

myself = more surprised by the apathy of derstand ? ‘How can they fee! that the’

to-day than by the opposition of the past.
Indifference now is a stranger and more
discouraging thing than the ayowed hostilty of former times. Certainly we have
lived long enough, as a denomination,
to have outgrown all our early prejudices
against denominational schools and an
educated ministry. I am at » loss to understand why our schools should be so

immediate

efficiency

Ww

Eoneatronal,

|

this Society exists, to their proper degree
and

= Sn geo

Qe

down, balance on time if. desired. For, further
particulars inquire of
REV. A.W. REED,
3140, ,
VEAZIR, ME,

|

nominational li‘e. ' To me, as to many another, it seems that the tiie is fully ‘come
when we can no longer neglect
to lift. our.
Theological Schools; for which especially
of respectability

RO

Carri

Farm will be sold ata! Great Bargain, one-half

more energetic and successful than they
are otherwise likely to be, Perhaps it has
our

Finioued

new.

Make

laid on

60

ment. Barn 0 by 60 feet, or Phoria and’ painted with basement. An INEXHAUSTIBLE Rup.
PLY OF MUCK within ten rods of the barn. This

traits, if we have any worth living for, and

been unavoidable that in the

50 and

STORY. HOUSE,

repair, near!

sion interests,but now it doesseem that the
highest degree respectable, efficient, and time is fully come when we can no longer
influential. I understand the arrange- delay to lift our Education Society to its
ment by which, nine years ago, our Theo- proper place as the instrumentality by
logical school, here in New England, be- which, more than any other, we are to
reach and quicken the springs of our decame established in Lewiston.
But I

first providing amply endowed schools,
and then encouraging young men to enter
them ; and jast here, as we have seen,
lies the proper work of this Society. I
How far .that party which sprang hear that in the West there is a greater
into existence
forty years ago, Op- call for educated pastors than can be supposed. to the work of endowing . schools plied. Isiiteohere in the East?
One |

great part, its visibility,

TWO

of all by a

of sand.

TREES,

Cuts between

A commodious

Containing ioven

ing our schools and making them in the

ucated ministry can be secured only by

I know not.

to cut 100 Tons.

mission efforts, both Home and Foreign,
will naturally ensue, and they will -be far

past the stress has been

ciéty, it should be the work of strengthen-

touching education, as these three

and educating ‘a ministry, exists to-day,

but fist

APPLE

Tons of Hay, and with small expense can be made

our ministry ‘and’ churches what they
should be, ‘on’ the basis ‘of our’ ‘distinctive

pose it is granted that, other things being equal, an educated ministry is superior to an uneducated one. Isuppose, too,
that the experience of religious denominations demonstrates that a properly = ed-

—the financial poverty of our schools,
the consequent lowness of teachers’ salaries, and neglect of the proper work of
this Society.

‘written,

leaky vessel and a rope

be spoken at all, let them be spoken
rather against those who have refused to
mount to the level of their God-given opportunities... Perhaps. nothing else goes
so far to prove true the alleged. unfaithfulness of ‘the denomination
at'large,
‘things

200

Just beginning to bear.

ministry properly trained, or, losing sight
of it, we shall become more and more a

this Society is not justly and imperatively
called upon to enlarge its plans of work,
Speaking as a young man, having as generously to gird itselt to aid in removyet scarcely passed the fore-court of our ing crushing burdens, and in strengthendenominativnal temple, and just becom- ing the foundations and walls of a most iming acquainted with the written’ and un- portant denvmintional citadel that seems
written pages of our history, I know of | crumbling to its fall. The pro,
proper. work
no men among us more worthy of honor | of this Society is twofold—first, even now
than those who, for. long years, have as of old, to do what it can to make our
spent themselves in self-sacrificing toil theological and denominational training

for the educational interests of this great-

Situated in Veazie Village, four miles from an.
gor, containing 100 Acres of Excellent Lund
comparatively new, beautifully located and well
watered. Has about

and valuable to justify our separate denominational existence for a single day, that
we must fix our eye upon, that we must
emphasize, that develop and cherish’ by
churches properly taught, by a’ literature

___Ominous-conjectureon the whole success.”

ly responsible

HIS FARM,

church

we neglect the proper and close calture of

to assist students.

aside from ‘the disposal of
come from invested funds,
concern itself not at all in
securing the most ample and
struction. If but one of these
can ‘constitute the whole aim

and

our denominational character. If we have
anything in our doctrine or polity sufficiently distinct; and characteristic of us;

seen, the society addressed itself wholly
to the werk of providing instruction, and
did little or nothing

If Home Missions

FOR SALE.
The Subscriber offers for sale

extension are made our chief work, I wonder how we can hope to succeed in ft if

‘belonging ‘to

Theological Schools,

fail to see

‘ Seem to cast

America.

this Society. It needs continually and
actively to concern itself about the financial condition of our schools, particularly
our

work
of establishing denominational
schools and educating the ministry. A cation Society P In the words of our Finandecade of progress—one in which the de- cial Secretary,* its chief objective point
nomination, from a membership of 21,000 "has always been an educated ministry.”
grew to one of nearly 42,000, and yet a ¢¢ For fourteen years (1840-1854) it condecade of growth such as is not adequate- fined itself to the work of providing inly expressed by these numbers. It was struction and books for students. During

because he had sut at the feet of Gamali-

dronomical Discourses? Comets are cne
thing, and fixed stars are another; eclipsed are not chronic; the fashions change;

have given themselves heart

less than twelve per cent. of our churches,
and that of late yearS it has. greatly nar-

what? Of history, science, art, ethics,—
whatever concerns and influences men. In such times fine chatiactions are rarely
What Christian minister will not be the made, especially. by seceding parties.
greater for being spiritually, poetically, Perhaps it was but natural that the revolt
practically acquainted with ihe results of from the secularism of those daysshould
esolenific

this time,

co-operation

to seek out young men called to the, ministry, and, by loans of money, assist
them to procure a full theological training; our denominational weal calls for
much of this particular kind of work ; and
yet; to dosimply this and nothing more
is to narrow and make less than its prop-

Let us look for a moment at our de-

century of our life we, a8 a.denomination,

knowledge

in sanctified

ally not. far from "three hundred graduates. Seems this a good showing, as the

to

is commonly‘alleged that during this first

especially when employed unto spiritual
ends by a devout. worker. There is vast-

ation.”

and

ciety receives anniial contributions from

nominational history. We have been
existence a hundred years save one.

In a certain kind and amount of knowledge, surely. For knowledge is' power,

give instruction to somewhat over two
thousand students ; and send forth annu-

with séarcely the consumptive’s hope of
future days; when we consider that the
salaries of teachers in all these schools
are pitiably small, as evinced by, the fact
that the average salary in our two leading
colleges, taken together, is probably less
than a thousaad per year; when we counsider that for its work this Education So-

the truth where they won tens.”

fering

pressed to the neglectof our Mission Societies, but neither is their work to be
pressed. to the neglect of this. Iam convinced that the proper and full work of the

ovety church and pastor in the denomin-

We grew from a unit to 2(,0007

them, they might have won thousands

| HasaPad
dif

much tardier growth. For what we have |
seen, ‘we owe, doubtless, not a little to our |

state in the words

Society and the hearty

they

urge in objection to thys: Consider our
own denomination in its first fifty years:
we had:no schools; and yet din that time

plined and furnished in mind. Any: ob- joyed the means of mental culture which
jection to this view, based upon the illit- our young men now enjoy, with the same
eracy of the first apostles, is puerile and zeal and devotedness that characterized

80 slowly that we" might not have seen a

them to consecrate themselves to his serv-

on a safe financial basis, and that many of

man, must needs be, so far as is possible, the gootiness of God still spared tous from
devont in spirit, sound. in health, disci- | that earlier time, ‘ Had our fathers en-

ELASTIC TRUSS

ur benevolent

organizations. But 'wé have not advanced

search out those young men of piety and’ upon’ the degrees 'to which we enlarge,
talents in our churches whom God calls to emphasize and make efficient the work of
the ministry of the Word, to encourage this Society. Perhaps it is not to be

all, I sup-

and hand to this work,

sion and adequately to meet the wants of of an honorad veteran in the ministry, by

weak; ‘we are not the first apostles,
are we living in the apostolic age.

There are employed in’ them

pose, about one hundred teachers;

made than this—They must come from
schools, denominational | Masia, in
which they have been made ready for the

sufficient reply simply, to uy in the words

had no connection Pk

ice, to induce’ ‘them to devote thém!:
of “the Register’ oredits us with’ 8ix’ ¢ol- selves, fora suitable time, to a thorough,
leges—two of which have theological de- course 'of training—intellectual, theologiEducation Suciety 18 now the chief thing
partments,— and (welve college prepara. cal and spiritual —for their holy calling, to be emphasized. We can uct hope to
tory schools, institutes, seminaries and ‘and to assist theni in the pursuit of such build ourselves up on the basis of mission- |
academies. ‘How much ‘property in’ the ‘avcourse to the attainments of success. ary effort. Mission Societies are not our
aggregate is represented by these institu- ful veslts,” ‘this is the high service peculiar denominational feature. Other
tions, I know. not even approximately. now demanding the.best energies. of this denominations have mission societies, and

Whetice shall come the proper ministry
for each, trained and equipped for the
work of each? what other answer cinebe

Itisa

spirit of the age, and for In fluences py

and
and
the
this

of its Financial Secretary's report for last schools,and to this Society. Whether from |
year: '*t Its future course, for a series: of’ this hour we move on to the occupatien of | |
years, at least, is well ' defined.”
+ To higher and wider planes, depends largely |

ures, we may fall into an exaggerated estimate of these restlts.! ' The last number

result of fifty years’ endeavor? It shows
certainly that some Free Baptists, during

vineyaed; amd the conflict. +Does apy Jone

of the mind, serving clearly that, in general, the two latter are indispensably nc ces-

| society, let me now

As’ to existing: institutions, what results’ can’ 'be shown ‘of ‘a halfcontury
struggle in the work of education? If
we look simply to the number of the institutions we may claim as ours, and con-

an agent at

once who should ‘visit the churches
denominational gatherings
ga
vii
make a dirept appeal
élp for
young men.” The present abject of

have fairly begun.

in mind

ILet us go well-glothed,

Executive Board to auplo

regularly trained ministry may be said to

as well as in body.
How is a properly trained ‘ministry to

naked.

ion for the wants of both body and mind.
« All fixed derangements of the health
are hostile to the moral = energies.” Fee-

———

in the sulbject of teologieal and Yierary
culture among our ministry.” * The Biblical School was opened the ensuing’ September, and the ‘organized effort for ‘a

pridg
of siryse] bug grace proud
bed it
is, suffjcient tn correct each
form of the

this life im-

the body and
ligion, then,

stitutions;

ET

1879,
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minis

Summer term begins May 6; Fall 'torm Sept. 2;
Winter term Nov. 253
7
For further aforaition address the Primoipal.

EST
VIRGINIA
SOLLEGE ~—F1
Taylor Cla West Virgl:
This Institation
offers to stud ents important
Mer
cg mk
advantagee. For pisticuias nformaon, send
wen for a olrcuto Rev. W COLEGROVE, LL. D,, President.

WEIN

COLLEGIATE

ton, ey

INSTITUTE. —Wil-

Towa.

Special arrange-

~or tar
%
8 Addross th
t [-] Secretary, A. O cinl neces~ities of our two denominational
ii
Wilton ‘Junction, Iowa.
certainly is for us younger ones to read, 'colleges—Bates and = Hillsdale—induced faults, the strengthening of foundations, ing nearest to our denomiaational life, we
the Society to grunt them the income of all and the establishment of more liberal in- shall certainly, and soon,’ do the thingsthe resolutions adopted then and there.
its funds tor purposes. of instruction, and stitutions. I noticed that while from that belongto our denuminational peace
In
1840
occurred
the
two
important
standing, the lashings and over-leapings
of the ambitious and. shouting bréakers. events of the formation of the Education, created the necessity for new measures to 1830 to 1840 we doubled our member- and Rroaperity ; at least, fathers and brethhelp its young men. These measures had. ‘ship, advancing about 20,000, from 1840 ren, this will I beliéve yet a while longer.
Because spirituality declines, therefore Society, and the opening, at Parsonsfield,
The address closed with the motion
their
origin in the General Conference to 1850 we advanced less than 8,000. (which
of
the
Biblical
or
Theological
School.’
we must have less true mental culture in
prevailed without dissent) ‘that,
the ministryyis a curious non sequitur, This society came into existence in the at Providence (1874) in the’ Com. on But the time usually comes - when the ‘a committee of nine be now appointed to
fine en
18 of two sizes, 9 x 19 ohes,
and report to day whether
this 25 This
cents; 12 Hs inches, 35 cents. Por Sale at We
Look to mischievous church polities, the month of January, in the town of Acton, Education, of which the lamented Gro. stream .of numerical growth moves on consider
Society
should
take
measures
for
the
as.
MORNING
‘STAR
OFFICE.
Any one wishingto
The Education . with a fuller current than ever. Such; no sistance of our Tneologicil schools, and take quantity, to seil at - Quarterly
bade alloy of purely poli ieal influences, ‘Me. It ** had its origin.” we are told, T. Day was chairman.
and Joarly

has provounced good

will be seen

to

‘many of our older brethren to recall, as it

stand firmly in the generations beyond
this— a rocky headland still, notwith-

STEEL ENGEA VING

DR: JAMES L. PHILLIPS.

to other things—among them, perchance,

the undue exaltation of learning as an end

‘* in an increased interest, on the part of a

Saclety, acting’by advice of the

few of our leading ministers and laymen,

Conference,

General

immediately instructed

its

doubt, would have been the case with us,
had it not been for certain changes in the

if so, to suggest
procedure,”

the

proper

course

of

EN

a
159 cash
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accompanying the order.
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Mr. Russell P. Eaton has retired from the
New England Farmer, after
a service of twen-

rived in Washington

to

try

and

Induce

der.

This he most emphatically declines to

do.

The department will stand by its. or-

all

new

light

on

the

Ouray, chiefof the Utes, owns a farm of 300

ex-

the

office authorities the business
can be nearly destroyed.

of his last literary work,

Post-

did pot reach

ed that several of the young warriors of
_ the southern Utes have been induced to
Join the hostiles in that section, and it may
become necessary for General Merritt, in

navy, he said, had been manned by boys who
had read the life of Nelson, and so the mission
field might be manned from boys drawn to it
by reading such lives as Livingstone’s or Moffat’s.

The Indians.

phies in Sunday-school libraries.

accession,

Mrs. ¥ithel Lynn Beers, the

safe at the camp of Chief Douglass, and
that they will be surrendered to Adams on
his arrival at that point.
Later advices

cent volume

a

de-

-as the surest method

of averting the

no means relaxed, and that
tion will be taken hy the
emergency
i

general
are by

energetic actroops, if the

requires.

.

A Horrible

Calamity.

The steamer Nuevo Pajaro del Oceana,
from Havana to Nuevitas, was burned.
October 18, off Old Bahama channel, ‘and
over forty lives

lost.

Most

of the

survi-

- a heart-rending scene,

when

the

passen-

gers were aroused from their ‘sleep by a
cry of fire and rushed on deck to find the

“flames driving
them into

the

sea Which

was waiting to swallow them up.
Paine,

the

The Canada authorities refused

to sur.

He was set at
instance

note

of $5000.

The

compromise.

defaulter

ing a property

of the

to

The Yerktown Surrender.

The ninety-eighth anniversary of the
capitulation of Lord Cornwallis to the
American and French forces under 'Washington was
appropriately celebrated at
Yorktown,
Va.
Thursday.
Addresses
‘were made by Governor Haliday, James
Barron Hope,

General

Taliafero,

Colonel

to be

Reconciled.

The second attempt of Senator Hill of
Geovgia, to effect a reconciliation

the Kelley and Robinson wings of the New
York democracy has proved

unstlccessful,

- and the would-be peace-maker has return-

ed to Georgia disheartened.

the defeat

of his

party

“ foregone conclusion, and

Tuesday

a

this® feeling“is

Shlitedby ‘prominent democrats
now soJourningin Washington.
,
The

Post-Office Order.

The Post-Master General has issued an

order that all letters not addressed

the'full official name of the Post-office:

¢ifimamon or grated lemon peels.

MARYLAND Biscurrs,

then workit for half

twenty

OAT-MFEAL

“in a few days.

The universal postal union,

to which the new cards can be sent, in-

_Cludes Great Britain,
ER downs 40S SR ROS
BN
:
oF

Belgium,

reece,

“gary;

France,
ITE)

‘Servis,

Denmark;

Germany,

Russia,

Spain,

ostagues

e

a

Put

in

‘a

pint

of

boiling

milk—=mixipg

it

crumbs, and, taking off the

Latest

oat-meal,

mix

in

New

rats

hour.

When

roast

heef

and

bake

fe]

for

is scarce,

To SWEEP PAINTED WALLS. . If

over a long-handled

an

oat-meal
the

feast

.youn are

that is covered
tie a soft cloth

broom and wipe it well up.

and down, often turning the eloth;

but

if you

want apapered wal: swept,do-not usea cloth for
if yon rub the dirt into the paper it can never be

satisfzetorily cleaned down with bread crambs

afterward,

=A bap

brushed withthe

agents with

and : Netheriand

the

special:

1d

ubsentees returned to the city,
Was reported, and three deaths

ay.

One new case
occurred Sun-

been in small

good

demand

CORN.

The

at 68)

sales

@

70c

of mixed

¥

bu,

and

closing

3

|'

‘infant shouldbe fed in/as upright a position as’

the descent of tie food into the bowels,

Wash a strong child in
a weak one in tepid water;

cool water.

Wash

this refreshes, pro-

myself of its

genuine
they

these

white

Herbs

R.

by EUGENE SCHUYLER, is noted editorially.
This splendid series of IrvusTraTED HisTORICAL PAPEKS, the greatest work of the
sort yet undertakenby any popular magazine, will begin in the January issue and
will continue for two years.
:
The November numbers have been delayed on account of the enlargement and increased editions. They may now be had
of dealers, or will be sent by the publishers
on receipt of price. | Note that these tum-

Form

cian, ** has no

It is pre

{hers begin the volumes
of tach magazine,

~from

is highly

conmpounded

STEVENS,

in

a

SCRIBNER'S $4.00 a year; 35 cents a num-

a

ber.
St. NICHOLAS,
a rumber.

8

Boston,

THE MORNING STAR

Mass.

TERMS: $2.50
per
the first (wo months,

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists. n
AGENTS

Do,
Red Kidneys
Snag Chdies:
ommon,
Cana:

Caan,
u,80

$150 @ $1 80.

L 4 Fh
@
5.

;

Do

Jae

0,

NOTToIK..

CRANBERRIES.
Drices rale low.

5.

Receipts

continue,

ATs

larga

and

The sales have been at $5 @ $6¥

APPLES.

Eastern

and

Northern,

new

tered, 5 @ 6c;
New York, new sliced, 6 @ 6c;
Now Yor y guar ered, bs @ 6c; Old quartere and
sliced, 3% ) bc;
Evaporated, choice new,
10 @
12%c; Evaporated, good, 8 @ 9c.
HAY AND STRAW.
Hay, Eastern and

i
Northern

¥ ton: Chace, coarse, §15 2 $16; Ordinary, 813
@ 874; Poor, 810 @ $12; Swal, $8 @ $9 Rye Straw,
$16. @ $17; Oat Straw, $8 @ $Y.
TIE
POULTRY.

- Dressed

Fowls,

#

1b,

12

@

15¢;

Dressed Tvrkeys, old 14 @ 15¢; Dressed purkeys,
yo!
16. @ 20; Dressed Spring Chickensl4 @ 13c;
Live Fowls, mixed lots 7 @ 9¢.
PORK. Extra prime, $10 @ $10 25; Mess $11 @
$1125; Western clear $12 @ $12 50; Boston clear
1250
@ $13; Backs $13 @ $13 25,

;

BEEF.
IY estem Mess,¥ bbl, FH & $960; Western extra$9 50 @ $10 25: Extra
Plate $11 @ $12;
f Beef Ham $17 50.@ $13; Beef Tongues $26 @ $27.
AMS.
Weslern Smoked
9 @ 9%; Boston 9 @
19% ; Fancy, in'bags 10% @ lc.

Western, keitled rendered 7% @ 7c;

Classes, Conventions, etc., ever made by this
ular author. 192 large pages.
Price, 81.0 vir
dozen
by express;75 cents each, if sent
by ‘mail.

The ORGAN FOLIO
H. P.
DANKS.
; A beautiful
eoll
mn of
Insta
Mane for the in, oye Hl
of
of choi
Sacred and Secular vocal Jigen,
Con.
tains 123
large pages, Price by mall, $2.00, Lib‘eral discount to, teachgrs.
|
i
a

THE GLEE CIRCLE
TROTER
NATE, ante
L aa, ot
for Musical Societiés,
Singing

BIGLOW & MAIN, Publishers.
Randolph

eitieR od!

Street,

’

76 E

NE

inth St.

OR!

:

WARRANTED, , Catal
|i

the date
and not
:

expires for which it is paid unless

persous re-

the time

notice and time shall have been given,
REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in’a
ase.
letter and at our tisk and
0 writing
to this office, persons will -.

F

ve b Dion
Iorder
a

S2UATEHES
Emr STARE
:

PNMINSH IPs
INRNYI

Each subscriber will: please notice
of payment on the label of his paper,
allow it to be in arrears.
;

quest it; and it is discontinued when it has
been more than one
in arrears, after due

'VANDUZEN
& TIFT,§' Ginpinnati,
0.
é
FI
%

11

the Star

;

‘The Star is not discontinued when

1y42

Bells of Pure Coppet and Tin for Church
Schools, Fire Alasms; Farms, ete. FULL

, POTATOES, We quote:
* Houlvon Rose, ¥ bu.......

as sasevsnsern
3mon
Jackson

:

\BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

8
110;
Green Peas

Do’ | Jackson Whites
. Maine Central
Rose.

me

BRADLEY, GABRETEON & CO.,66 N, 4th 8s., Phil’a., Pa.

=

For 25 cents received we will send

hree months on tial.

118 Pages, 478 Illustrations and Maps.
Pp
and
ve

LLL pera

9
11
CHEESE. 'The receipts
for the week have been
4.600 boxes against 5,963 boxes for the same week
last year. Exports for the week have been 8,968
boxes agains
983 boxes for same. (ime last year.
The market has again advanced, under
the influence of the high rates paid in the ‘country: and
the rise in Liverpool.
:
. Eastern,20 @ 22c; Northern, 19 @'21c;
Western, 18 @ 190; P. E. Island, 19 @.20c,
:
BEANS. We quote :—
Z
:
Pea, Northern,
Ln dr
@
Do Weslern
casnign

year; or, itpaid within
$3.20; and
for $2:00 re-

ceived we will send the Star one year,

For the Pictorial Bible Commentator.

Creameries, ¥ 1b...
i
packed

$3.00 a year; 25 cents

‘SCRIBNER & CO., New York.

New York and Vermont—

Choice
nklin Co., Vt. fres
Choice, Vermont dairy
.
Choice New York, frésh made.

begins in Scris-

Trees,” by Samuel Parsons, etc., etc.
“THE REIGN OF PETER THE GREAT,”

18 MADE

Prepared by
H.

Days,”

‘ Confidence,” by Henry James Jr.,

VEGETINE

and

NicHo-

art, short stories, ¢tc., there ure six papers
of special interést’ to farmers, on ** The
Agricultural Distress in’ Grest Britain;"
‘* Smali Fruits,” by E. P. Roe; * Lawn-

have

ac

Choice ereameries, ¥ 1b.....
Fair to ood creameries.

73

and

merit,

are

enlarged—S8T.

is continued, and in addition to articiesqn

manner as to proauce astonishing results.”

FEED.
Shorts $17 50 ¥ ton; Fine Feed at $18 50
@ $15; and Middlings at $20 @ $21 ¥ ton.

DRIED

NER;

harks, roots and herbs, each of which

No 2 mixed at45 @ j6c ¥ bu.
RYE. The sales have be¢n confined to small lots
at 92 @ 95¢ ¥ bu.
.

BUTTER.

of “ Old Creole

ilton, Ta.

VEGETINE

And

LAS is printed on heavier paper, with
broader
margins,
‘and ‘contains sixty
illustrations, and about thirty stories and
poems.
A NEW AMERICAN NOVEL
of Creole life, by George W. Cable, author

Druggist.

Roots

effective, and

We quote No. 1 and extra white at 49 a

No 2 white at 47 @ 39¢c; and No

ROSS,

* VEGETINE,” says a Boston ph

Oat

.

yellow
quiet

and is permanently

equal as a blood purifier.
Hearing of its many
wonderful cures, after all other remedies had
failed, 1 visited the laboratory and ocomvinced

Meal, with sales at $6 @ $750 ¥ bbl ror medinm
and choice brands.

:

of _Sorprég vo
50 CENTS APACKAGE.

lots

for

|THE
SOVEREIGN
By H.R. PALMER. The filest book for Singing

commissioner sent out by Secretary Schurz. possible.
|
;
FOE HE GER
be captives were unharmed by th savages,
islands,
‘and had not suffered * insult or jury at their
To strengthen a child and enable it to withhands. The Indians profess to desire peace, stand colds, also to obviate
the necessity for
and ‘Commigsioner Adamsis hopeful that furpurging, expose it early to $1the air, if the child
Lik det nies uy. be Fuolly Svetied cir
welp,'!
tedhes
:
| ficial anno:
was made
on
Saturd:
that the yellow
; pe vray at Mem his, | Place an infant, when asféep, on thé right
“was at an end;
e giarantine hud been raised,
a1 and sunday
about ‘three huudie | side. '“I'his" prevents indigestion, and favors

. colonies,

Toere is a

‘JEW BOOKS TOR TEC EASON

vin Auicrici citizens of
8 privilege,
§ Ht and sh I' ‘be 'righted.——Offieial
‘intel)i; promote growth, and
‘on Sat
y after- : 'i'To preserve health,
| geneé: reached Washi
nooun,from Jen. Morr tt’s camp on
White river, obviate chafing, keep an infant dry and warm.
the ~Argentine ‘Colotado,
that the captive women and children To give uniform distention to the stomach,
«of the White-river agency had been surrendered and thus prevent indigestion and gripes, the
Adams,

The sales have

MEAL.

LABD.

adopt measures by which eyery lethe land could be protected in his,

this. priviie

OAT

best child's periodical in the world,”

the universal opinion is the same, not only
in America, but in England; where it is has
been received with
the highest praise.
The London Daily News * wishes it coi
point out its equal in English periodi
literature,” and the
r has called
the best of all children’s magazines.”
Paris, Monsieur Delagrave is to issue
monthly adaptation of St. Nicuoris in
French, and a volume made up from St.
NicOLAS is to be translated into Fes
for the delight of Moslem children.
BUY THE NOVEMBER NUMBERS
of both these magazines; they begin new
volumes and are of wonderful beauty and
excellence. = Each ‘has two
frontispieces,

FOR

+ In Powder

The demand for Corn Meal is

—.RYE FLOUR.

Barks,
FROM WHICH

£9%, with sale of 4 @ 5,000 bbls at $280 @ $290¥

Wegetern, steam 7 @ T%0; City, rendered 7 @ Tic.

1 8
7

The

and prices nominally $525 @ $5 75 ¥ bbl.

at $550 @ $6 ¥ bol.

has also attained the great popularity it deserves. John G. Whittier wrote of it: ** Is
is little to say of this magazine that it is the

VEGETINE.

tn bakers’ extras range from $675 @ #750; Wis.
consinat $6 25 @ +7; and Western common extras
at $6 @ $6 50¥ bbl. Western superfine is scarce:

MEAL.

ST. NICHOLAS,

“THE WORLD'S CHILD-MAGAZINE,»

H. R. STEVENS, Boston :
I have been practicing medicine twenty-five
Tears ud 34% rembd for fly, Liver Con.
pla
y
umatism,
eakness,
an
all pnd ie a blood, I have never found its
equal. Ihave sold Vegetine for seven
and
have never had one
ttle returned, I would
tily recommend
it to those in need of a blood

the latter price for favorite brands. Winter wheat
St. Louis ranges from $i ¢ $8 ¥ bbl, with some
few favorite brands held for an advance on the
latter rate; Illinois
and Indiana al $7 a $775; ana |
Ohio and Michigan at $7 & #7 50 ¥ bbl. Mioneso-

CORN
1.

ly increased from month to month, until it
averages about. 100,000 | copies—-an
increase of twenty thousand within the year,

now

check-

sliced, ¥,1b, 6 gle; Eastern and Northern, quar-

News,

aa

been

and mix those with the cold porridge ;batter a

pan, put in your ‘mixture

circular,

iright'to cast
an honest bullot at: elections; that
he
great wi
which had so long
existed, of

has

edition’ of SCRIBNER'S MONTHLY has steadl-

Scrofula, Liver Complaint, Dyspep-

rapid

the crumbs until the whole is rather stiff; chop

two ounces of suet; cut up as fine as possible
one small onion best up the whites and yolks of
two eggs and psprinkle of sage and marjoram,

+ Secretary Sherman spoke at a Republican
mass Weeting in Patterson, N. J., on
Saturday
evening, declaring,iti the course of his remarks,
- that! the Republican party was determined

hereafter to
gil voter in

The

GREEN APPLES AND PEARS. $nples are selling
a little more freely at $1 50 @ $2 ¥ bbl. Pears are
yy sg Dlentito)
ifal
and more readily command $3 @

Europe, much may be done to check the Mormon emigration,
:
+

Provinces.

movement

of ScrRisNex's

Dr. W. Ross Writes:

DR. W.

opens

year authorizes
the publishers.
in making
broader plans for the future. The regular

50 CTS. A PACKAGE.

September 18, 1878.

ape;

MonTHLY and ST. NrcHoLAS during the pass

and

In Powder Form

purifier.

powers of,

THE
GREAT SUCCESS
Which bus attended the sales

VEGETINE.
*
SOLD

of) nied.

resume thelr work, and the patient gets well.
48
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
24

Vegetine is a good medicine, sells well, and
gives satisfaction.
DR. J. CRIGHTON, Druggist,
Dunleith, 111,

Report.

Patent winter wheats range from $750 @ $9 ¥ bbl,

this

the view. of encouraging people to emigrate to
the settlement at Salt Lake. Ifthe example of
‘this vighiant official is generally followed in

;

past, and the upward

both PHYSICIANS

the recuperative

This

H.R. STEVENS, Boston :

ed. The sales of Patent Wisconsin and Minnesgota Spring wheat brands have been at $77) @ $925
# bbl, including choice brands at the latter rate.

a

way
prevents lumps; put it on the fire and let
it boil ten minutes; have some dried Lread

by warning the British public against the false

representations made by Mormon:

a basin

British

+)

~

the proper avenues, the functions
are permitted to

el

Doctor’s Report.

advance in Flour and the very extreme prices
now asked, has led fo a dull market for some days

ounces of finely ground oat-meal, then’ add to
it:

The Presbyterian ‘Synod of Long Island,
which has bad 'before;it the. appeal in the case

unconditionally to Gereral

:

PUDDING.

the

tonic

allows

sia, Rheumatism, Weakness.

fourth of a pint of cold milk and mix into two

the wom-

Departinent’s

It is recommended by

990 to Glasgow,601 to . Hiyti 400 to Halifax, and
to

A

20 the wrk ofHore poe ts ine
cures; Nature alone caves.

DRUGGISTS, who warmly endorse its. curative
properties, and it can be freely used without any
fear of other than good results.

rted by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
BUBTON, Saturday, October 25,
FLOUR. The receipts of Flour for the werk
have been 69,058 bbls of all kinds
against 53,213
bus for the corresponding week of 187s and 69,860
in 1877. The exports for the same time have been
26,049 bbls, of which 17,843 Lbls were io Liverpool,
6,215 bbls

ANS

cine, for it cleanses Nature's augean. stables,

. VEGETINE.

it, has al-

Cured.

Produce

and

fect,
' C.C. 8. BALDWIN,
;
Physician and Druggist, Farley, Ta.
October 28, 1878.
:
y

MARKETS.

Boston

Re;

:

May properly be called the ** Hercules”

raly invigorating,

tileow

THE

‘color before ‘the
deisel
+ 1

going to have a : wall swept
with glazed paint or paper,

!

be

or

pudding with a little gravy, ekes out
for many a poor man.
;

th
will

an hour (beat the dough

en and children whom’ the Utes captured are
receiving kind treatment, and it is. hoped ihey

effectively to the State

used

Xe

a lit-

Take three pints of

Town, use a salamander,
fire in a Dutch oven.

r fami-

that

Ne.

SE

Having used Vegetine for two or three years in
my practice, and sold it in my drag bo
RE
og
cheerfully recommend it as a
]
»
and for © General Debility” it works like a charm,
reviving and building up the Whole system. . is

An old mysictan, retired from practice, having
had pk
n his hands by an East India mission
ary
formula of a simple vegetable remedy for
the speedy and permanent cure for Consumption
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat and
Lung
Affections, alsoa
positive and radical cure
for Nervous Debility
and all Nervous Complaints,
after having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows.
Actuated by
this motive and a desire to relieve human suffer.
ing, I will send free to all who desire it, this recipe, in German, French, or English, with
full directions for preparing and vsiug.
Sent by mail
Ww addressing with stamp, naming
this
paper,
. W. SHERAR, 149 Powers’ Block,
Rochester,

twenty

with a hammer is still better.—Ed.)
until
the
dough becomes perfectly smooth; then moldit

will be immediately surrendered on the arrival
of General Adams at the camp.
'

_ destitute.
The loss of property excedds
150,000,000 francs. The ‘total loss of life
will exceed 3000.
A terrific stormburst
«occurred on Friday night at Menagalbon,
pik
Malaga.
Forty houses were flooded,

card

ou

moisten.it geaduslly with half a pint of water,

of Mr, Talmage, Tuesday,ordercd the testimony
ond to.that which ravaged the plains of Io
be printed; and voted to meet again early in
Mi.
Eight villages were swept away
cember. i i |
i
an four partially’ flooaed.
Ten thousand|.
The
head
constable
‘of
Liverpool, responds
ivhabitants and a. hundred families are

postal

the

flour, in which put a teaspoonfulof salt and a
teaspoonful of lard, mix it theroughly, then

of the legislature in Penn~ylvsaia,

. Tow streets, and wrought havoc only sec-

two-cent

of

tle mejted buiter over them, and bake
minates. Serve with cream sauce.

Jersey, and for State, Treasurer and - members

A ‘cheering report comes

have

Consumption

Butter thé ‘bottom of ‘a nappy or tin dish
thickly.
Then put the apples into ite = Fill up
the cores with powdered sugar. Sift powdered

i

destroyed

who

Wor,

DOCTORS PRESCRIBE IT.

or

Home Medicine Co., 8. W. Corner 10th and Arch
streets, Philadelphia, for circulars and full particulars of Home Medicine Co. See advertisement
in another column.

5lc;

Take up as much

in balls as big as a walnut, flatten them with
the rolling pin, pick with a fork, und bake in a
‘quick oven about twenty minutes.
i
SCALLOPED LOBSTER, , Strain the liquor
from a tin of preserved lobsters, into a basin;
0!
colored
fam
y
regatin
le, mix if with two tablespoonfuls of fine flour
and stir into it a gill of boiling water. © Put
leave the first of November, and have every as- this into a stew-pan with an ounce. of fresh
butter and stir until thick; add - a teaspoonful
surance that.at least 10,000 colured emigrants
of essence hich re
Hindus Cayane
can find employment in’ Indiana.
©
epper;pick any bits of shell or
ilage from
"Carrier Sigeops ‘have been utilized for com- the fovster and TET to the sauce, . Butter a
munication
between light-chips and the: shore, ‘tin dish,put in it a thick Juterdrbiead crumbs;
in England. Notice a Fpoenuy thus sent by spread bits of butter thiekly on: top, and bake
one pigeon that a vessel was in distress in the in a quick oven for fifteen minutes.
If not

two hundre

comb

;

«

it fregnently
il
: H. R. STEVENS, Boston :

ready attained a wide-spread reputation, Physi.
cians who have made catarrh, and throat and
lung troubles a specialty, have adopted this meth:
od of treatment with wonderful success, and commend it most highly. Devone’s Inhaler, is a neat
and convenient little apparatus, constructed on
scientific principles, and is used with perfect ease
and with as little trouble
as it is to breathe com.
mon air. N& one who suffers with catarrh, or any

BUTTERED APPLES. Peel a dozén apples,
first taking out the coves with a tin scoop.

Foster; republican, 336 261; Ewing, «émocrat,
319,132; Stewarts prohibition, 4,145; Pratt, na-

i

received. from those

rices.
P OATS.

repeatedly ; finally, rub the spot with a little
wet oxalic acid, or saltof sorrel, wash off with
cold water and rub with aqua ammonia.

both cases,
!
:
i
{
The vote cast in Ohio, October ‘14, for State
officers, and members of the general assembly
was, for Governor, 668,667, divided as follows:

=

neck,

HOME
TREATMENT
FOR CATARRH, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, &¢,
The treatment of these diseases by inhalation,
thus taking the medicine direct to the seat of the
disease instead of into the stomach, is becoming
deservedly popular.
The treatment is certainly
reasonable, and from the many testimonials is has

eon

freshly spilt ink as possible, with a sponge,
then wet with water and soak with a sponge,

Wednes-

bers of the legisliture in Mississippi and

which Alicant is inlaid, streamed through
its arches, its half-dark piazzas and nar-

The new

desired, the common

HOUSEHOLD,

INK ON CARPETS.

ws, igs will: Re fot Suave officers 0g members
of
the legislature, i
achusetts, New York,
Marylan mots ind Wisconsin
or ; for mem-

* refuses‘to rescind it.
. Ravagesof the Spanish Flood.
The detailsof the horrors of the flood
at Murcia are harrowing. The inundation
passed over the enormous stone table in

ready for distribution to the post-offices

chief thing

THE

involv-

lies homeless. ‘The north wing of Bethany Col- |
lege, at Betha
+ West Virginia, was burned by .
an incendiary fire, Thu
morning, involving a property loss of $30,000.
The next elections in order, are those of Nov.

-‘be enough. = Also letters intended for New
York city, must have ' the name of the
Statein addition. The order is causing
~dissatisfaction and trouble, but Mr. Key

;. The Postal Union.

sweet, well-aired soil

should bé used until growth

0-0
>>

used to run the branch mint at San Francisco,
The second trial of Mrs. Goodrich and Danfel F. Kimball for being concerned in the ubor-

houses, and rendered

have the name of the city, for instance,
~and the State, ‘ Mr. ——, City,” will. not

i

evapora-

alone,— Cor. N, Y. Tribune.

day, were fatally shot by citizens, after they
had wounded the sheriff of the county.
The Corliss ‘engine, which so ‘many people
saw, atthe Centeanial, in ‘Philadeiphia, is now

of . Montreal, ; Thursday,

Drop letters must

0 of which collapsed, and two persons

makes

ivy, enomymus, maderia vine, sedums, and
.cactuses, are among things that will endure.
the heat and aridity of a living room best (keeping the leaves clean), and among flowers nothing perhaps excels the geranium, varieties of
which make a fine di~play by their foliage

A five at'St. Jean Baptiste village, a! suburb

for

svwere drowned.

than good,

liage is the

200 operatives out of employment.
The Spanish reform commission will recommend that the slaves in Cuba be emuncipated
in seven years nfter the passage of the emancipation bill by the Spanish government.
:
Two drunken tramps, who began firing their
revolvers indiscriminately at persons passing

vicinity ofthe light-ship.

with

which they are intended shall be sent to
the dead-letter office,

rooms

from North Carolina to Indians’ Theywil

Hé considers

next

and

Sopa, 9,129;
oster’s majority over Ewing,
2129,
bag
dey
ka
;
}
It is stated that two colored men of North
Carolina, have Arranged. for he, jrans
Hation

between

behind the ears, and on’ the

brush a ¢hild’s bead and wash’
with castile soap und water.

MM

© Is Sold by all Druggists.

To prevent scald head and painful eruptions

air that

and bloom are expunding, when some diluted
liquid manureonce a week greatly improves
the volume
and color of foliage and flowers,
if the light is good.
When a drapery
of fo-

His name

N. Y., on

heated

other food

tion which preceded the death of Jennie P.
Clark, the Saugus-river victim, ‘was brought to
a close Friday morning by a verdict of guilty in

Lincoln, of Massachusetts, and others.
How faintly we realize at the present ‘day
‘the importance of that surrender, and the
courage it inspired in the hearts of the
struggling colonists.
Refusal

of

‘and pure water

loss of $200,000, and throwing

along the streets at Olean;

the

tion
rapid.
The water should
be given
freely so as to soak every particle
of the
soil, but the drainage (exeepting for callus and
other aquatics,) must be free, and no more water should be given until the pot and soil become markedly dry again.
Over-watering and sodden soil are a most
fatal and common ruin of room plints, no

Y., and

IL., were destroyed by fire, Wednesday,

Paine’s

refuses

air

The Montauk cotton mills at Sag Harbor, L.

liber-

Metacomet Bank of Fall River, on

person.

is supposed to be Francis Girig.

ty but was rearrested at Quebec, Thursday,
at the

dry

Thufsday, from starva-

He bad $556 on his

but

plunts like best is that we have breathed

was sentenced to Auburn prisond for seven
years,
/
The votes cast on the proposed amendments
to the constitution of Ohio, were counted, Friday, and all the amendments were lost, not
having received a majority of the votes cast.
An emigrant. Frenchman from San Francis-

tion.

They
espe55 to
night
for a

charged with carbonic acid. They feed on it,
retaining the earbon if'they are growing in full
light, and thus their company i8 physically as
well as cethsetieally beneficial to the human occupants.
Water
is anether essential,
The

:

N.

In Powder Form

this
of ill-

ease,
|

short time, but chills are fatal to their beauty.
Air and light are, essential,

Items.

guilty at Buffalo,

Kindness far oftener
are fed and watered

too often during their quiet time of rest.
are subjected to violent transition, and
cially to excess of heat. Most plants like
sixty degrees. Few are harmed if the
temperature goes down te 456 degrees

author of the re

Along the Potomac,’

House, Council Bluffs,

render Paine to the U. S. police, on the
ground that embezzlement was
not an
on a civil process,

Plants are killed by
than by neglect. They

co for St Louis, was found dead at the Emigrant

Defaulter.

extraditable offense.

pleaded

FOR WINTER.

One of the essentials is to pot some bulbs before November, store them in the cellar, moderately damp but dark for a month before: taking them up to the window.
Another is, to
take up the small plants that are to be kept,
before they get pinched with frost.
Those
that have made moderate growth are better
than luxuriant ones.
Hurden them by setting them out on fine days.
Many will keep
better in a cellar with some light, no frost,
and but slight moisture until spring.

Charles E. Schuyler, who became notorions
by the abduction ofa daughter of Townsend

Davis,

J. M.D,

ROOM PLANTS

The English

aid to mendicancy. .

vors suffered terribly by burning and exposure in the open sea before being picked up.. The details of the disaster do not
give the cause of the fire, but they reveal

By

first cause

of the sissies named shad fail to address the

At a meeting
of the municipal council of Berlin, the universal adoption of cremation was
recommended.
It is officially ' announced that the reported
occupation of Merv, Tarkestan, by the Russians, is untrue,
Midhat Pusha has resigned the governorship
of Syria, declining to hold office under the Turkish minister of the interior.
After an absence of ninety-seven hours, the
jury in the Blair murder case at newark, N.
J., returned a verdict of not guilty.
An old Irish woman was arrested in New
York, Thur~day, with a beautiful baby that she
bad stolen from near its mother’s residence for

dan-

gers which threaten the frontier, The
Secretary replies that, notwithstanding an
attempt is making to prevent a
Indian war, military preparations

*‘All Quiet

News

4

Rural ‘and Bomestic,

and other Poems, died at Orange; New Jersey,
Oct. 11th. Her volume reached. her from the
publishers only a few hours before her death,
and lay on her coftin at her faneral, bound in
crape.

from New Mexico fully confirm the reports
of recent massacres in the Mesilla valley.
Schurz, deprecating
military operations
urging vigorous and
against the savages

its work.

Charles Reade, the novelist, is a big, manly
looking man, large-framed and muscular, sixty-five years old. He has earned by his books,
it is thought, about $175,000, and has an income
of six or seven thousand dollars a year.

to change his present plans. Intelligence
"is received from Special Agent Adams, at
, Chief Ouray’s camp, that the women and
children of the White-river agency are

spatch to Secretary
the
cessation
of
against the Utes, and
uninterrupted warfare

is in good health, and takes a ‘warm interest in

Berlin till the day after his death.

From the White-river region it is learn-

Governor Pitkin of Colorado, sends

whose donation built and sustains the collgge,

but the
Society

Rev. Dr. Wm. M. Taylor, of New York, made
the capital suggestion at the late meeting of the
American Board of having missionary biogra-

consequence of this unexpected

new volumes by the first of next term.
Our
patronage is being drawn from a larger territory. than formerly. Mzs. Wood, the aged sister

‘The Workman; His

False Friends ahd His True Friends,”
copies sent hjm by the American Tract

of lotteries

and rare goodness and sweetness

chase of a new library, and expect to bave fifty

Dr. E. W. Gilman writes from Berlin to the
Independent, that the late Dr. Thompson was
very anxious to see, before his death, the proofs

tent of this business, In New York some
of the dea
there sometimes receive
forty thousanti
letters in a day.
If Congress can be induced to second

of fine ability

of character.
She was, also, an earnest Christian, a member of the 2nd Rutland Freewill
Baptist church,
"Her death has cast a dark
shade over the otherwise happy
experience of
the term.
Pres, Scott, of the
Ohio
University,
at Athens, lectured at the college on Sept.
25;
his topic, Manhood.
We have begun the pur+

acres, about one hundred of which he cultivates.
He lives in a neatly built and commodiows adobe
house, built for him by the government, and
neatly furnished and carpeted. He owns great
numbers of horses and a good many cattle and
sheep, and when he goes out,rides in 8 carriage
which was a present from ex-Governor McCook.

newspa-

‘cries.

the

1 believe, in our history, has occurred : that of

Miss Myrta Mutchler, She was 1 good student,

States for six months, beginning in Philadel
phia, Nov. 8, In April hé expects to sail for
Australia, to lecture for six months next year.

pers containing lottery advertising or the
announcement of drawings shall be treat.
ed as unmailable matter. The reports of
postmasters throw

been formed, and meets every Sunday afternoon in the college pa“lor. One death, the first,

sailed for this country from Liverpool, last Saturday. He expects to lecture in ‘the United

der, and carry all the suits under it to the
Supreme Court. At the opening of the
next session of Congress the department
will urge the passage of a bill authorizing
postmasters to hold all letters addressed
to lottery companies or their agents or to
those advertising to sell lottery tickets.
One section will provide that

class for the study of Old Testament history has

Richard A. Proctor, the English Astronomer,

the Postmasteér-General to suspend his or-

A

trace

GAAP

Additional counsel have ar-

spirit.

may

vess,for an infant will never cry if well and at

been evident. The weekly prayer-meeting in
the college has been well yttended; and constantly marked by a deeply earnest

you

OP600

their agents.

Attend strictly to plaintive
jmeans

49

Judge Freeman,

Post-Offices.

the e¢irculation of the blood.

LITRES

Mrs. L. R. Burlingame is doing excellent
service for the cause of temperance in Rhode
Island, under the patronage of the Woman's
Temperance Union of the State,
She is a
thoughtful and pleasing speaker.
i

and the

A

A AS gsA

This exercises it and promotes

GOS

office department, has visited Louisville
to take part in the sult of the lottery companies to compel the postmaster at that
city to deliver mail matter addressed to

Lotteries

:

Rub.a young child night and morning all over

with the hand.

Ph RD BO ek ht ds

solicitor of the Post.

Major Whittle begins a series of religious
meetings in St. Paul, Minn., next week.
‘Mr,
A. KX. Burnell has heen quietly. but eurnestly,at
work in various towns in that State,

1

Galtoge.

The Fall term of the fourth year will close
October 31. It has been, on the whole, a successful term.
At the beginning, there was a
marked religious interest, and the results have

cOCEREEE
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ty years as editor and publisher.
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motes healthy perspiration, and prevents skin
diseases,
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DOVER, N.,

® Literary Revolution,

The actual cost of making beoks has been reduced about one-half within
a few years;
We work npon the basis of present cost. = It is‘commen’to give’ 50 or 60
‘per cent:
commission to déalers and agents; ‘We sell only to the purehas
ers direct; and save them
“this charge. . "THé dostof a book when mude 10,000. at
a. ti

at a
is
much Je
uantity, and thus very
can ove the Jot n
of hthe
money;
we do fake
: 6 wort
i¥e more
earty pleasure in
in
Eooks
within reach of ‘those who love th
believe it pays better
A in Age fd to. ake §1 +0 and a friend, rather than i. We also
$5.00 and an
enemy. ‘Full
catalogue’ sent
when made 500 gt & time. We
rice. : We do not
pretend to
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free on request.
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$2.00; half morocco,’ &.
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postage, 40 cents. ..
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Histor
ory of England.
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. Ins vols.,
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Taine’s

History
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English
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Classics,
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pp.
Jupenile Classics. Volumes bound in clothy
sold separately.
Postage, 8 cents each, Bunvan’s
Pilgrim’ Progress, 415
P. pp. 50 cents; Arabian
Nights, 548 pp., 65 cents ;

Hohmann Crusoe,

630 pp.,
53 cents’; Baron Munchausen, 283 Pp.; 50 cents.
Rollin’s Ancient History. Two
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18 wp Cloth, $2.95 ; sheep, $2.75; vols.
postage, ag
Josephus’s Conmiplote Works. Pwo vols.
in
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| Smith’s’ Bible
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Foreign Gleanings,
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Topicsof Fpecial interest

to thoughtful Amer can - Readers,
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No. 1 eontains
articles by Gladstone, Lecky. and Von Schulte.
Cloth, 80 cents ; Postage, 2 cents.
i
Great Truths
Great Authors.
504 PP.

Cloth, 90 cents ; postage, 10- cents,
Dictionary of Shakespearean Quotations,’
418 pp. Cloth,80 cents ; postage, 10 cents,
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00; postage, 16 cents,

Celebrated Speeches of Chatham, Hreriicy
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